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15/01/2023 11:54:40 dwivedishubham545@gmail.comShubham Dwivedi CSE2 2021 Computer Engineer Land & Minerals resourcesUse less pesticides, use renewable resources Develop technology to eradicate the povertyPlant a tree in UIET Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups
15/01/2023 11:55:51 sujitkic6802maurya@gmail.comSujit kumar CSE 2 2012/02 Computer Engineer Land & Minerals resourcesUse less pesticides,use of renewable resources etc.Develop technology to eradicate the poverty Plant a tree in UIET Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups
15/01/2023 11:57:50 mauryaayushi121@gmail.comAyushi Maurya Btech/Cse-1 A1/2021 Computer Engineer Energy Resources Protect our energy resources Sustainable Engineering ,Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, First, it proves that you know how to learn. No one gets out of a decent university with an engineering degree unless they’ve got some smarts. Second, it proves that you can work hard, or at least that you can push yourself to do something that doesn’t come easily to you. You may be a wiz at some aspect of civil.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Debate/Poster https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HgGV4eWSPooMeo6NjbvsOsQiKrOV5CZk
15/01/2023 12:16:00 yadavshubham1052003@gmail.comShubham Yadav Cse-2 2k21 Computer Engineer Food Resources To fulfill the need of food to growing population Human safety and environmental protection as save water and save tree and try to less spread of pollution Do much more plantation. Focus on cleaning the environment try to not spread pollution and save much more water Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xWZTf7NcewPAO-kYPwDvJAt93_wgVKuz

15/01/2023 12:22:19 misumityadav@gmail.comSumit yadav Cse-2 2nd year Computer Engineer Forest Resources

When I become as engineer.I'll going to take to play the above role in Environment that 
Focus on plantation. 
Preventing of deforestation .
Motivate towards benifits of forest.My responsibility that every person child and every person to motivate what is role of forest in our life ,how to use .Always  respect the nature. Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LgOHz9W7bJS58ISPWr2Ehxr8_3eQFtr6

15/01/2023 13:04:54 akshitashukla7388@gmail.comAkshita shukla Mee 2nd year Mechanical Engineer Forest Resources

Action we can take to help the environment which is given as below:-
•Reduce, reuse, and recycle
•Volunteer. Volunteer for cleanups in your community.
•Educate. When you further your own education, you can help others understand the importance and value of our natural resources.
•Conserve water. The less water you use, the less runoff and wastewater that eventually end up in the ocean.
•Shop wisely. Buy less plastic and bring a reusable shopping bag.
•Plant a tree
• Use long lasting light bulbsThere has never been such a discourse that the poverty is nothing to do with Engineering.  In my view ,like any other profession, be it Economist, social Scientist, or Development worker,  Engineers in All disciplines contribute in eradicating poverty. How do Engineers contribute to eradicate poverty and how can we better do that in the future in the context of achieving Sustainable Development Goal:-   •As companies build a more positive and sustainable work culture, engineers play an important role in sustainable development by planning and building projects that preserve natural resources, are cost-efficient and support human and natural environments.Lifelong learning is as essential for Professional Engineers as their initial training and certification. Continued professional development is an urgent imperative to ensure public safety, a sustainable environment, a competitive national economy, a respected profession, a profitable employer, and a fulfilling career.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSeminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ezB5cPUV6o4fdug87B6WFah0C_DkcMqR

15/01/2023 13:16:48 akshitashukla7388@gmail.comAkshita shukla Mee 2nd year Mechanical Engineer Forest Resources

Action we can take to help the environment which is given as below:-
•Reduce, reuse, and recycle.
•Volunteer-Volunteer for cleanups in your community. 
•Educate- When you further your own education, you can help others understand the importance and value of our natural resources.
•Conserve water- The less water you use, the less runoff and wastewater that eventually end up in the ocean.
•Shop wisely- Buy less plastic and bring a reusable shopping bag.
•plant a tree
•use a long lasting bulbs There has never been such a discourse that the poverty is nothing to do with Engineering. In my view, like any other profession, be it Economist, Social Scientist, or Development worker, Engineers in all disciplines contribute in eradicating poverty. How do Engineers contribute to eradicate poverty and how can we better do that in the future in the context of achieving Sustainable Development Goal :-  •As companies build a more positive and sustainable work culture, engineers play an important role in sustainable development by planning and building projects that preserve natural resources, are cost-efficient and support human and natural environments.Lifelong learning is as essential for Professional Engineers as their initial training and certification. Continued professional development is an urgent imperative to ensure public safety, a sustainable environment, a competitive national economy, a respected profession, a profitable employer, and a fulfilling career.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSeminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1R0k-ueBq9roSzwrTRrfKNz60qZnro6H6

15/01/2023 13:18:35 jeevika7920@gmail.com jeevika yadav b.tech (computer science and engineering)2k21/2nd year Computer Engineer Energy Resources

threre are many ways we can help our enviroment 
1-do not buy single use plastics.
2-shop locally,shop organically.
3-re use and recycle
4-Reduce your carbon footprint.
5-plant pollinator-friendly plant.

the social respondiblities of engineers include human safety and enviromental protection in engineering designs.but it may extended further to include pro bono work and considerations of social justice issues.Lifelong learning is as essential for Professional Engineers as their initial training and certification. Continued professional development is an urgent imperative to ensure public safety, a sustainable environment, a competitive national economy, a respected profession, a profitable employer, and a fulfilling career.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Event on Creative Practicehttps://drive.google.com/open?id=1p6hyhlFvo6jSiUP2gm65cyujhNPsD_1B

15/01/2023 13:21:54 shivam1jan.pandey@gmail.comShivam kumar CSE 2 Computer Engineer Energy Resources
Using resourse carefully

Using sustainable resources and my duty will be to provide required energy to all people at reasonable priceTrying to distribute solar plates to poor people of free of cost as much as possibleOpen Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RBGkGadUPVgUspevI5kOgG0l_HXP9Sot
15/01/2023 13:51:12 ukku630@gmail.com Utkarsh Dohare Computer science 2nd year Computer Engineer Energy Resources We must use solar panel to save energy resources like coal to be burned.We can make a very affordable solar panel ...which can be bought by every householdThis institute mainly focuses on greenery. Event on Creative Practicehttps://drive.google.com/open?id=1UK66nOT2wPaXcQfHa2f89bld6EKrestW

15/01/2023 14:35:48 sameersheikhmansoori@gmail.comSameer Sheikh Mansoori Computer science and engineering 2021 Data Scientist/Software developer/BioinformaticianEnergy Resources
I will first educate threw different social media platforms and make people aware and also try to help NGOS by creating their websites and all tech related stuff.

First donate money to needy people.I will create a website for students so that they can donate money from which we can help others to plant trees.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rqDpjQNybP9ONuMiRtgqUUCOggLKiJCg
15/01/2023 15:45:23 sarojakash293@gmail.comAkash saroj Btech cse 2021 Computer Engineer Water Resources To growing tree 🌲 To provide enough resources so that environment balancedTeacher are very good Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallDebate/Poster

15/01/2023 15:45:57 sangamagrawal21@gmail.comSangam Agrawal MEE 2nd Mechanical Engineer Energy Resources

It will take effort by all of us to achieve a future with clean energy and clean transportation.
1-Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions
2-Electricity:-Some ways electricity emissions can be reduced 
3-Buildings:-Greenhouse gas emissions from buildings result primarily from powering lighting fixtures, appliances, and heating and cooling systemsIncreasing access to basic community services and infrastructure in health, education, water, sanitation, and livelihood are key to eradicate poverty, which is the job of Engineers.Lifelong learning is as essential for Professional Engineers as their initial training and certification. Continued professional development is an urgent imperative to ensure public safety, a sustainable environment, a competitive national economy, a respected profession, a profitable employer, and a fulfilling career Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rgoWbE8b2jsFTWueXXz2kLj2qxswBAxb

15/01/2023 16:24:05 eleshaabajpai2003@gmail.comEleshaa bajpai Btech Mechanical engineering 2nd year Mechanical Engineer Water Resources

Water is one of the basic necessities for every living being and we cannot imagine a life without water. It is the natural resource and the main constituent of our planet earth. Water is the universal solvent and plays a key role in the existence of various forms of life on the planet earth. It is widely used for various purposes such as washing, bathing, cleaning, cooking, drinking, and other industrial and domestic uses.

Water is a colourless and odourless substance that is essential for the survival of living beings. There are various sources of water such as wells, rivers, ponds, lakes, oceans, big dams, and streams. As we all know, nearly 70 to 80 percent of the Earth’s surface is covered by water, among which only 1-2 per cent water is pure and suitable for human Conservation of water mainly refers to protect, preserve, and control the usage of water and its resources. It is the system introduced to manage freshwater, reduce the wastage and protect the water and its resources in order to reduce and to avoid the scarcity. Therefore, we all should come forward to create awareness about conservation of water among our own friends, family, neighbours, society, etc. Conservation of water is very much essential as it saves life on earth.Saja AMA Toggle navigation  Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) – How can Engineers contribute to eradicate poverty? JUL 13, 2019SAJA ASLAMSTEM AND SOCIETY, WRITINGS No Poverty – SDG 1  Read online at https://iesl.lk/SLEN/44/SDGs-V2.php This image has an empty alt attribute; its file name is download.png There has never been such a discourse that the poverty is nothing to do with Engineering. In my view, like any other profession, be it Economist, Social Scientist, or Development worker, Engineers in all disciplines contribute in eradicating poverty. How do Engineers contribute to eradicate poverty and how can we better do that in the future in the context of achieving Sustainable Development Goal 1 – ‘No poverty’. 3. Singleton (2003) proposed four key characteristics of sound Engineering solutions to poverty alleviation: 1. Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost.Join now Sign in  Adam Taleb-BendiabExpand search  The Importance of Lifelong Learning for Engineers  Adam Taleb-BendiabClick here to view Adam Taleb-Bendiab’s profile Adam Taleb-Bendiab Project Engineer at Laing O'Rourke Published Jan 1, 2018 + Follow If I were to ask you who are the best engineers that you work with? Who would spring to mind? ... I'm willing to bet that you would think straight away of a couple of names of successful engineers who can get to the bottom of problems in minutes, come up with out of the box solutions and sift their way through a list of possibilities with ease to give you a confident path forward.  I'm also willing to bet that if you look at these engineers in close detail you will find that they have something in common, a common trait ... they will all be bound to a lifelong process of learning.  That is because the best engineers, the outliers and leaders, are always developing their skills and abilities, they are not satisfied with their own level of knowledge and are intensely curious to get to the bottom of things.  There are some who may think that this is unnecessary but I think that this should be a requirement of the engineering profession in order to refresh your core engineering skills and stay up to date with the latest developments.  This is now more important that ever given that all of the signs are telling us that the engineering and construction industry is primed for a digital makeover and the industry is likely to look very different in 10 or even 5 years time!  And so what am I getting at here? I am saying that we should all learn from those talented few in our field and bind ourselves to the process of lifelong learning.  By lifelong learning I do not necessarily mean further courses or degrees, but also education of other forms including mentoring, reading, taking on challenging projects or joining a professional organisation.  A very useful model for learning that I have come across is the 70/20/10 model which shows that the best way to learn is through a combination of ways with 70% through on the job experience, 20% through developmental relationships and the final 10% through structured courses andCurrent Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSeminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=19YgwbfS70H4AXIVNoBaUlEmMufav8pUo
15/01/2023 16:25:40 harshitamaurya007@gmail.comHarshita Maurya B.Tech/CSE1 2K21/2 Computer Engineer Water Resources Through computer modeling, simulation, and machine learning, computer scientists in partnership with environmental scientists employ an array of information technology tools at their disposal to help fight with climate change.The social responsibilities of engineers include human safety and environmental protection in engineering designs. But it may extend further to include pro bono work and considerations of social justice issues.•Developing a new skill (eg. sewing, cooking, programming, public speaking, etc) •Self-taught study (eg. learning a new language, researching a topic of interest, subscribing to a podcast, etc)• Learning a new sport or activity (eg. Joining martial arts, learning to ski, learning to exercise, etc)• Learning to use a new technology (smart devices, new software applications, etc) •Acquiring new knowledge (taking a self-interest course via online education or classroom-based course)Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BQHWVpQbw7GkqVb495nYtioulS0xC5pf
15/01/2023 16:28:15 aryanrajtomar@gmail.comAryan Raj Tomar B tech mechanical engineering 22nd year 4 sem Mechanical Engineer Forest Resources Major role is to safe these forests for our nature and generations. Saja AMA Toggle navigation  Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) – How can Engineers contribute to eradicate poverty? JUL 13, 2019SAJA ASLAMSTEM AND SOCIETY, WRITINGS No Poverty – SDG 1  Read online at https://iesl.lk/SLEN/44/SDGs-V2.php This image has an empty alt attribute; its file name is download.png There has never been such a discourse that the poverty is nothing to do with Engineering. In my view, like any other profession, be it Economist, Social Scientist, or Development worker, Engineers in all disciplines contribute in eradicating poverty. How do Engineers contribute to eradicate poverty and how can we better do that in the future in the context of achieving Sustainable Development Goal 1 – ‘No poverty’. 3. Singleton (2003) proposed four key characteristics of sound Engineering solutions to poverty alleviation: 1. Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost.d Increasing access to basic community services and infrastructure in health, education, water, sanitation, and livelihood are key to eradicate poverty, which is the job of Engineers. They are utmost priority in geographical areas, where there is a limited access to these services, mostly in rural and estate sector in Sri Lankan context. However, given the increasing urban population in Sri Lanka, there is also an imminent risk of increasing urban poverty, particularly those who are most vulnerable to various shocks such as recent flooding and landslides. There is also regional disparities of poverty between districts and within a district. For example, in Batticaloa district, there are many dispersed pockets within a divisional area with high number of poor households, which is far remote from the largely populated urban area.Lifelong learning is as essential for Professional Engineers as their initial training and certification. Continued professional development is an urgent imperative to ensure public safety, a sustainable environment, a competitive national economy, a respected profession, a profitable employer, and a fulfilling career.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSeminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=192YaRT-B1C6oEphUQcGb9wp1ZWqbIjUt

15/01/2023 16:42:39 brajmohanrana841@gmail.comBrijmohan rana MEE 2nd year Mechanical Engineer Forest Resources

Action we can take to help the environment which is given as below:-
•Avoid peat-based composts. 
•Keep your garden or greenspace chemical free.
•don't buy single use plastic 
•shop locally ,shop organically
•plant tree Increasing access to basic community services and infrastructure in health, education, water, sanitation, and livelihood are key to eradicate poverty, which is the job of EngineersLifelong learning is broadly defined as the ongoing, voluntary, and self-motivated pursuit of knowledge for either personal or professional reasons. It is important for an individual's competitiveness and employability, but also enhances social inclusion, active citizenship, and personal development.”Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSeminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WBsvNsoOR1o9BnkDtou2uZf9o6bIIGPp

15/01/2023 16:58:39 harshs6818@gmail.com Harsh Kumar Singh MEE 2 Mechanical Engineer Water Resources I would advance the technology of turbines to manage the water resources for efficient management of wastewater for public as well as private consumption I would increase access to basic community services and infrastructure in health, education,water, sanitation and livelihood which will eradicate poverty The institution has played a great role in making us learn about workshop(machines) by which i can estimate cost and timelines.Also,i can conduct research and apply new knowledge in designing process, materials,tools and equipments.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallEvent on Creative Practicehttps://drive.google.com/open?id=1gdncz2XqW-Hq5KlVh2nWjAifpGZ7zmAO

15/01/2023 16:58:52 sdevanshu964@gmail.comDevanshu Singh Mechanical engineering 2nd year Forest Resources

Action we can take to help the environment which is given as below:-
•Avoid peat-based composts. 
•Keep your garden or greenspace chemical free.
•don't buy single use plastic 
•shop locally ,shop organically
•plant tree Increasing access to basic community services and infrastructure in health, education, water, sanitation, and livelihood are key to eradicate poverty, which is the job of EngineersLifelong learning is broadly defined as the ongoing, voluntary, and self-motivated pursuit of knowledge for either personal or professional reasons. It is important for an individual's competitiveness and employability, but also enhances social inclusion, active citizenship, and personal development.”Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSeminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SyljYknc6BJK2XlS7kn-6O8ys69GtaIA

15/01/2023 17:24:30 gargigupta09122003@gmail.comGargi Gupta CSE1 2K21 Computer Engineer Forest Resources

1. Conserve trees and forests in your area.
2. Plant trees—the more the better!
3. Support forest conservation organizations.
4. Learn about forests, both local and global.
5. Buy forest-friendly (or certified) products such as shade-grown coffee.1. Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost.Understanding subjects by best faculties. Event on Creative Practicehttps://drive.google.com/open?id=1Xdhsj3GxH_d4azispdZniBz2tC9XwlzV

15/01/2023 17:34:50 saxenaanjali081@gmail.comAnjali Saxena Cse 1 2021 (2nd year) Computer Engineer Water Resources

Few actions I would like to take in order to manage water resources as an engineer would be:
1) implementing water conservation practice such as rain water harvesting
2) investing in new technologies that help in purifying and desalinate water so that water can be recycled and made drinkable.
3) conducting public educational services to encourage people and communities to conserve and protect water resources.
4) collaborating with govt agencies and environmental groups to develop and implement effective water management strategiesAs an engineer my societal responsibility in management of natural resources is to use my technical skills and knowledge to develop sustainable solutions that conserve and protect the environment while helping in minimizing poverty. This can be done by designing machineries and systems which help to fully utilise resources available in abundance and minimizing waste as well as working with communities to ensure equitable distribution of resources. Additionally promoting policies and practices to safeguard rights of marginalized groups such as tribal people who are often neglected and affected by poverty and resource exploitation. Overall my goal is to manage a balanced economic development and environment protection along with social justice.To list a few things..firstly i would like to actively particiapte in research and development projects and promote a collaborative experience for my peers to contribute to advancement of technologies that promote environmental resource management. I would also like to mentor my juniors and share their knowledge to develop a sense of sustainability in youth, also actively seek feedback from friends and mentors to improve my performance and effectivenessOpen Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yHZzc0-KlRJhRrMAsIi7Ccm5Q7JX2p0k

15/01/2023 17:40:14 khushigupta36048@gmail.comKhushi gupta Btech CSE 1 2k21 Computer Engineer Energy Resources

Here are some of the ways that can be implemented:

1. Develop Alternate Energy Sources
2. Protect Existing Energy Sources
3. Develop Equipment That Consumes Less Energy
4. Repair the Damage Caused Due To Existing Energy Sources
5. Provide For Massive Energy StorageIncreasing access to basic community services and infrastructure in health, education, water, sanitation, and livelihood are key to eradicate poverty, which is the job of Engineers. Eliminate poverty using sustainable development.Leadership and management skills ,communication ,problem solving ,handling pressure ,natural curosity ,attention to detail and being organised are some of the actions that I can remember as lifelong learning from the institute . Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1K9yqPeLeZSj_uMz0gwQ1a4MDXyxMZ-bZ

15/01/2023 17:44:26 abhishekrao385@gmail.comAbhishek Rao B.Tech/Mechanical engineering2021/2nd year Mechanical Engineer Energy Resources

 easy ways you can help our environment
(1)Avoid peat-based composts. ...
(2)Keep your garden or greenspace chemical free. ...
(3)Don't buy single-use plastics. ...
(4)Shop locally, shop organically. ...
(5)Record the wildlife near you. ...
(6)Re-use and Recycle. ...
(7)Reduce your carbon footprint. ...
(8)Plant pollinator-friendly plants.The social responsibilities of engineers include human safety and environmental protection in engineering designs. But it may extend further to include pro bono work and considerations of social justice issues.Lifelong learning is as essential for Professional Engineers as their initial training and certification. Continued professional development is an urgent imperative to ensure public safety, a sustainable environment, a competitive national economy, a respected profession, a profitable employer, and a fulfilling career.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Seminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1t_RJsXp4BbivcjIEKNmyw-EVCShdxi2i

15/01/2023 17:44:29 vishwakarmaneeraj41@gmail.comNeeraj vishwakarma 2nd year/3rd semester 2k21 mechanical engineering Mechanical Engineer Energy Resources

1. Switch off lights and electrical appliances when not using them. ...
2.Switch to energy-saving LED light globes. ...
3.Shut doors and close curtains. ...
4.Understand and improve your home's energy use. ...
5.Manage your heating and cooling. ...
Get the best energy deal. ...
Insulate your roof. ...
6.Save money with solar energy.Use of natural resources for development of society with sustainable development. Another one is to development should take place without damaging the invironment. Limited use of aur electrical goods which helps to conserve conventional resources,etc.As a engineer i learn a lot to change the way of living and to change the way of development without damaging our invironment. Also we shifted to non nerewable to renerewable resources such as solar energy and biogas plant which helps a lot to conserve our invironment and also for the society. Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Event on Creative Practicehttps://drive.google.com/open?id=1AUvbnCc_gCtvDMkvAW-1JBPgxR1AWM2O

15/01/2023 17:45:45 juhiverma639371@gmail.comJuhi verma Cse-1 CSE/2021 Computer Engineer Water Resources Make a software which check the purity of water.we store rain water and by this we use it for different purposes .It check that rain water is free from harmful chemicals.Engineers eradicate poverty - Sustainable development ,increasing access to  basic community services and infrastructure. Work as an engineer by considering environment also.which we learn from this institute Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DdsV9H-20Ag6XPunEhLckshFlPpOvgoG

15/01/2023 17:48:55 adityapratap86046@gmail.comAditya Pratap Mechanical Engineering, 2nd year 3rd semester 2nd year, 3rd Semester Mechanical Engineer Energy Resources

*Energy-efficient products must be used.
*Replacement of electrical appliances with energy-efficient appliances.
*Check the product’s energy label as endorsed by the Bureau of Energy Efficiency.
*Installing energy-efficient appliances at home.
*The use of solar and wind energy should be done.
*Using solar power for basic uses.
*Using Energy conservation measures (ECMs) in all buildings* Me as engineer focus on the sustainable development and increase the value of product and decrease the price so that valuable product available yo everyone at low cost.* My every achivement, every success is devoted for my country. My every creation every research is for social and financial well being of my country, human and animal society. I mainly focus on the product production in India, this will lead to reduce unemployment and also the correct utilisation of unusable land mass.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Seminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=11ujbnPVWXaW4WyAW51-ZgoP7tNmp4hi9

15/01/2023 18:00:56 agabhishekgupta2830407@gmail.comAbhishek  Gupta B.tech (MEE) 2nd year, 3rd semester, 2k21batchMechanical Engineer Water Resources

1-Recycle:-
Recycling is such a simple thing to do, but so many people don’t do it. Many garbage disposal companies offer recycling services, so check with the company you use to see if they can help you get started! It is as simple as getting a bin and putting it out with your trash cans for free!

2-Save Water:-
Water is wasted more frequently than we can see. Turn off the faucet as you are brushing your teeth. Don’t turn your shower on until you’re ready to get in and wash your hair. Limit your water usage as you wash dishes. Changing old habits will be good for both the environment and your wallet!

as being the engineer my focus on the creations for well being of society includes human, animal and nature. [1]as an engineer I developed the society and nature without harming the natural resources. [2]Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OPR2m-7qsuEVTAPgxHJJIG5RzEmmJwY4

15/01/2023 18:15:45 vandanasharma.sharma456@gmail.comVandana Sharma Cse 2021-25 Computer Engineer Energy Resources

Use Reusable Bags. ...
Print as Little as Necessary. ...
Recycle. ...
Use a Reusable Beverage Containers. ...
Don't Throw Your Notes Away. ...
Save Electricity! ...
Save Water. ...
Avoid Taking Cars or Carpool When Possible.Social responsibilities are a part of all professions. The profession of engineering is no different. However, there are a diversity of opinions within the engineering profession about what specifically these social responsibilities entail, differing among sub-disciplines within engineering and across different countries and cultures. The process by which an individual develops their feelings toward their professional social responsibilities as engineers, and how these values change over time, have been examined. This chapter will highlight the array of opinions and recent research into these areas.Lifelong learning is as essential for Professional Engineers as their initial training and certification. Continued professional development is an urgent imperative to ensure public safety, a sustainable environment, a competitive national economy, a respected profession, a profitable employer, and a fulfilling career.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XvpKqrqKPoPoTVow-5lX87NI8pMq7_dI

15/01/2023 18:47:55 014alokprakashdubey@gmail.comAlok Prakash Dubey CSE 1 2k21 Computer Engineer Energy Resources

As an engineer, there are several actions I can take to save energy resources in the environment:

1) Implement energy-efficient technologies: Use energy-efficient equipment and appliances, such as LED light bulbs, Energy Star-rated appliances, and programmable thermostats.

2) Reduce energy consumption: Conduct energy audits to identify areas of energy waste and implement strategies to reduce consumption, such as turning off lights and equipment when not in use.

3) Encourage sustainable transportation: Promote the use of public transportation, biking, and walking to reduce the use of fossil fuels.

4) Increase the use of renewable energy: Encourage the use of renewable energy sources such as solar, wind, and hydroelectric power to reduce reliance on fossil fuels.

5) Implement recycling and waste reduction programs: Encourage recycling and reduce waste to conserve resources.

6) Support energy conservation policies: Support policies that promote energy conservation and the use of renewable energy.

7) Encourage energy-efficient design in buildings and infrastructure : Use energy-efficient design in buildings, infrastructure and transportation systems.

8) Use smart grid technology : Use technology such as smart grid to manage and optimize energy distribution.
As an engineer, my societal responsibility in the management of natural resources to eradicate poverty includes the following actions:  1) Developing sustainable technologies: developing technologies that use natural resources efficiently and can be sustained in the long term, such as renewable energy.  2) equal access to resources: Ensure that access to natural resources is equitable and that marginalized communities have access to the same resources as more privileged communities.  3) Support unbiased resource distribution: Working with local communities to manage natural resources in a sustainable and equitable manner, and to provide resources to support their livelihood.  4) Support conservation efforts: Support conservation efforts to protect biodiversity and ecosystems, which provide important resources for local communities, such as food and medicine.  5) Encourage transparency and accountability: Encourage transparency and accountability in the management of natural resources, and work to combat corruption and illegal resource extraction.  6) Provide education and training: Provide education and training to local communities and resource managers on sustainable resource management and conservation practices.As an engineer, there are several actions that I can take to play my role and remember as lifelong learning from your institute  1) institute helped me in continuously updating my knowledge and skills: Staying up to date on the latest technologies, advancements, regulations, and best practices in various field through continuous learning and professional development opportunities.  2) Apply ethical principles in  work, and make decisions that consider the impact on society, the environment, and future generations.  3) Collaborate with professionals: Collaborate with other professionals, including other engineers, scientists, and technologists, to share knowledge and best practices, and to work on complex projects and problems.  4) Communicate effectively: Communicate effectively with a wide range of stakeholders, including clients, colleagues, and the public.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Seminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jmy_eoXfR2OT-CHDRw3cCN7xhFAbfQwL

15/01/2023 19:06:27 ashutosh.anuj1@gmail.comAshutosh Srivastava CSE1 2nd Computer Engineer Forest Resources The first step could be to become a responsible citizen. Then taking it forward it could be to take necessary steps and then recognizing the required steps and henceforth make then applicable.The engineering profession has a variety of ethical responsibilities to society and the environment. This field of inquiry has recently been termed macroethics.But these professional social responsibilities may be in tension with the business side of engineering.The majority of engineers work for businesses, whose primary motivation is often profit and corporate stockholders, rather than societal impacts. Luckily, this has begun to change based on movement toward corporate social responsibility (CSR) and realizations that companies can thrive economically while considering social and environmental impacts (the triple bottom line). CSR means that companies commit to principles of accountability to community stakeholders, customers, suppliers, employees, and investors. CSR often embraces ideas of sustainability, including human rights and environmental issues, as well as a chain of responsibility and duty of care. Engineering-focused companies often make their commitments to CSR publicly available. This course has helped me understand about saving the environment. The digitalization is most of the sector of work has helped us understand that instead of using paper a lot of things can be digitalized and in a way would help save the nature.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Event on Creative Practicehttps://drive.google.com/open?id=19eAtgOyCj4Fhd18T7M686uO5hdhAztW6

15/01/2023 19:18:06 anjali04082@gmail.com ANJALI SINGH CSE-1 2k21 Computer Engineer Energy Resources

1)we can use computer science (machine learning, artificial intelligence, algorithms, data analytics) to reduce global carbon emissions.

 2)and generate sources of renewable energy.we can plan and build projects that preserve natural resources, and are cost efficient .Increasing access to basic community services and infrastructure in health, education, water, sanitation, and livelihood can eradicate poverty, which is the job of Engineers.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Debate/Poster https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ext2cDh8a0WFkBdunTwn4Uh-NUoIyhdQ

15/01/2023 19:28:33 atulgptash730@gmail.comAtul Gupta Btech/MEE 2k21/2nd Mechanical Engineer Water Resources

1. Use a displacement device (a water-filled bottle) in the toilet tank to reduce the amount of water required to flush.
2. Use toilet only for its intended purpose. Don't use the toilet to dispose of trash or tissues.
3. Repair leaky taps or toilets immediately. A slow drip wastes 15 to 20 gallons of water/day.
4. Consider a small capacity toilet when replacing an old one.
5. Take shorter showers.
6. Don't let the faucet run when brushing teeth, or shaving. Turn on only when needed.
7. Flush toilets less often whenever possible.
8. Let smaller children bathe together.
9. When washing dishes by hand fill a basin or sink for rinsing rather than let the water run.
10. Run dishwashers only when full.
11. Avoid running the tap for a glass of water. 12. Put a bottle in the refrigerator to stay cold.
13. Never pour oil or grease in the drain. It requires too much water to rinse it down and may clog the drain.
14. Wash only full loads of clothes.
15. Use buckets and tubs to wash your car or the dog, rather than a continuous running hose.
16. Water lawns and gardens only when needed and only during the early morning or evening when evaporation is lower.
17. Use a nozzle on your garden hose to act as flow-restrictor and reduce water use significantly.
18. Cutting grass to no less than 2 or 3 inch height will reduce the amount of water needed.
19. Sweep sidewalks and driveways instead of washing them down with a hose.
20. Reuse as much water as possible.
21. If lawn watering is scheduled, let kids play in the hose or sprinkler in a grassy area instead of filling a wading pool.There has never been such a discourse that the poverty is nothing to do with Engineering. In my view, like any other profession, be it Economist, Social Scientist, or Development worker, Engineers in all disciplines contribute in eradicating poverty. How do Engineers contribute to eradicate poverty and how can we better do that in the future in the context of achieving Sustainable Development Goal 1 – ‘No poverty’. 3. Singleton (2003) proposed four key characteristics of sound Engineering solutions to poverty alleviation: 1. Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost.As an engineer, my actions to play my role would include:  Continuously updating my technical knowledge and skills through lifelong learning and professional development opportunities.  Applying my knowledge and skills to design, develop, and implement solutions to engineering problems.  Collaborating with other engineers, stakeholders, and team members to ensure that projects are completed on time, within budget, and to the satisfaction of all parties involved.  Adhering to industry standards and regulations to ensure the safety and functionality of the products and systems I am working on.  Actively seeking feedback and mentorship from more experienced engineers to improve my work and advance my career.  Staying abreast of the latest developments in my field, such as new technologies, materials, and design methodologies, to ensure that my work is current and relevant.  Being a responsible and ethical professional, acting with integrity, and being accountable for my work and decisions.  Participating in professional organizations and attending conferences to expand my network and stay current with industry trends and developments.  Being open to new opportunities and continuously looking for ways to improve my work and make a positive impact in my field.  Actively seeking out feedback and mentorship from other engineers, and using this feedback to improve my work and advance my career.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BFxJPHngFMFTLK0XJAXpggZR8DK-BGA1

15/01/2023 19:37:27 angadchaudhary185@gmail.comAngad Chaudhary b.tech/ CSE -2 2K21/ 2nd year Computer Engineer Water Resources

1.Use a displacement device (a water-filled bottle) in the toilet tank to reduce the amount of water required to flush.
2.Use toilet only for its intended purpose. Don't use the toilet to dispose of trash or tissues.
3.Repair leaky taps or toilets immediately. A slow drip wastes 15 to 20 gallons of water/day.
4.Consider a small capacity toilet when replacing an old one.
5.Take shorter showers.
6.Don't let the faucet run when brushing teeth, or shaving. Turn on only when needed.
7.Flush toilets less often whenever possible.
8.Let smaller children bathe together.
When washing dishes by hand fill a basin or sink for rinsing rather than let the water run.
9.Run dishwashers only when full.
10.Avoid running the tap for a glass of water. Put a bottle in the refrigerator to stay cold.
11.Never pour oil or grease in the drain. It requires too much water to rinse it down and may clog the drain.
12.Wash only full loads of clothes.
Use buckets and tubs to wash your car or the dog, rather than a continuous running hose.
13.Water lawns and gardens only when needed and only during the early morning or evening when evaporation is lower. See Hopkins Watering Restrictions Page.
14.Use a nozzle on your garden hose to act as flow-restrictor and reduce water use significantly.
15.Cutting grass to no less than 2 or 3 inch height will reduce the amount of water needed.
16.Sweep sidewalks and driveways instead of washing them down with a hose.
17.Reuse as much water as possible.
18.If lawn watering is scheduled, let kids play in the hose or sprinkler in a grassy area instead of filling a wading pool.There has never been such a discourse that the poverty has nothing to do with Engineering. In my view, like any other profession, be it Economist, Social Scientist, or Development worker, Engineers in all disciplines contribute in eradicating poverty. How do Engineers contribute to eradicate poverty and how can we better do that in the future in the context of achieving Sustainable Development Goal 1 – ‘No poverty’. 3. Singleton (2003) proposed four key characteristics of sound Engineering solutions to poverty alleviation: 1. Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost.As an engineer, my actions to play my role would include:  Continuously updating my technical knowledge and skills through lifelong learning and professional development opportunities.  Applying my knowledge and skills to design, develop, and implement solutions to engineering problems.  Collaborating with other engineers, stakeholders, and team members to ensure that projects are completed on time, within budget, and to the satisfaction of all parties involved.  Adhering to industry standards and regulations to ensure the safety and functionality of the products and systems I am working on.  Actively seeking feedback and mentorship from more experienced engineers to improve my work and advance my career.  Staying abreast of the latest developments in my field, such as new technologies, materials, and design methodologies, to ensure that my work is current and relevant.  Being a responsible and ethical professional, acting with integrity, and being accountable for my work and decisions.  Participating in professional organizations and attending conferences to expand my network and stay current with industry trends and developments.  Being open to new opportunities and continuously looking for ways to improve my work and make a positive impact in my field.  Actively seeking out feedback and mentorship from other engineers, and using this feedback to improve my work and advance my career.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RkORrvHhYdPWUC8r_INDc_F4ux-1HfUw

15/01/2023 20:06:35 abhinav2003125@gmail.comAbhinav Yadav B.Tech(CSE-1) Computer Engineer Water Resources

Use a displacement device (a water-filled bottle) in the toilet tank to reduce the amount of water required to flush.
Use toilet only for its intended purpose. Don't use the toilet to dispose of trash or tissues.
Repair leaky taps or toilets immediately. A slow drip wastes 15 to 20 gallons of water/day.
Consider a small capacity toilet when replacing an old one.
Take shorter showers.
Don't let the faucet run when brushing teeth, or shaving. Turn on only when needed.
Flush toilets less often whenever possible.
Let smaller children bathe together.
When washing dishes by hand fill a basin or sink for rinsing rather than let the water run.
Run dishwashers only when full.
Avoid running the tap for a glass of water. Put a bottle in the refrigerator to stay cold.
Never pour oil or grease in the drain. It requires too much water to rinse it down and may clog the drain.
Wash only full loads of clothes.
Use buckets and tubs to wash your car or the dog, rather than a continuous running hose.
Water lawns and gardens only when needed and only during the early morning or evening when evaporation is lower. See Hopkins Watering Restrictions Page.
Use a nozzle on your garden hose to act as flow-restrictor and reduce water use significantly.
Cutting grass to no less than 2 or 3 inch height will reduce the amount of water needed.
Sweep sidewalks and driveways instead of washing them down with a hose.
Reuse as much water as possible.
If lawn watering is scheduled, let kids play in the hose or sprinkler in a grassy area instead of filling a wading pool.There has never been such a discourse that the poverty has nothing to do with Engineering. In my view, like any other profession, be it Economist, Social Scientist, or Development worker, Engineers in all disciplines contribute in eradicating poverty. How do Engineers contribute to eradicate poverty and how can we better do that in the future in the context of achieving Sustainable Development Goal 1 – ‘No poverty’. 3. Singleton (2003) proposed four key characteristics of sound Engineering solutions to poverty alleviation: 1. Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost.As an engineer, my actions to play my role would include:  Continuously updating my technical knowledge and skills through lifelong learning and professional development opportunities.  Applying my knowledge and skills to design, develop, and implement solutions to engineering problems.  Collaborating with other engineers, stakeholders, and team members to ensure that projects are completed on time, within budget, and to the satisfaction of all parties involved.  Adhering to industry standards and regulations to ensure the safety and functionality of the products and systems I am working on.  Actively seeking feedback and mentorship from more experienced engineers to improve my work and advance my career.  Staying abreast of the latest developments in my field, such as new technologies, materials, and design methodologies, to ensure that my work is current and relevant.  Being a responsible and ethical professional, acting with integrity, and being accountable for my work and decisions.  Participating in professional organizations and attending conferences to expand my network and stay current with industry trends and developments.  Being open to new opportunities and continuously looking for ways to improve my work and make a positive impact in my field.  Actively seeking out feedback and mentorship from other engineers, and using this feedback to improve my work and advance my career.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1J83BVD6mOi9bniCaAUVHvEnWpDlFhKFR

15/01/2023 20:12:23 priyanshu8317@gmail.comPriyanshu Verma CSE-2 2K21/2nd Computer Engineer Water Resources

Use a displacement device (a water-filled bottle) in the toilet tank to reduce the amount of water required to flush.
Use toilet only for its intended purpose. Don't use the toilet to dispose of trash or tissues.
Repair leaky taps or toilets immediately. A slow drip wastes 15 to 20 gallons of water/day.
Consider a small capacity toilet when replacing an old one.
Take shorter showers.
Don't let the faucet run when brushing teeth, or shaving. Turn on only when needed.
Flush toilets less often whenever possible.
Let smaller children bathe together.
When washing dishes by hand fill a basin or sink for rinsing rather than let the water run.
Run dishwashers only when full.
Avoid running the tap for a glass of water. Put a bottle in the refrigerator to stay cold.
Never pour oil or grease in the drain. It requires too much water to rinse it down and may clog the drain.
Wash only full loads of clothes.
Use buckets and tubs to wash your car or the dog, rather than a continuous running hose.
Water lawns and gardens only when needed and only during the early morning or evening when evaporation is lower. See Hopkins Watering Restrictions Page.
Use a nozzle on your garden hose to act as flow-restrictor and reduce water use significantly.
Cutting grass to no less than 2 or 3 inch height will reduce the amount of water needed.
Sweep sidewalks and driveways instead of washing them down with a hose.
Reuse as much water as possible.
If lawn watering is scheduled, let kids play in the hose or sprinkler in a grassy area instead of filling a wading pool.There has never been such a discourse that the poverty is nothing to do with Engineering. In my view, like any other profession, be it Economist, Social Scientist, or Development worker, Engineers in all disciplines contribute in eradicating poverty. How do Engineers contribute to eradicate poverty and how can we better do that in the future in the context of achieving Sustainable Development Goal 1 – ‘No poverty’. 3. Singleton (2003) proposed four key characteristics of sound Engineering solutions to poverty alleviation: 1. Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost.As an engineer, my actions to play my role would include:  Continuously updating my technical knowledge and skills through lifelong learning and professional development opportunities.  Applying my knowledge and skills to design, develop, and implement solutions to engineering problems.  Collaborating with other engineers, stakeholders, and team members to ensure that projects are completed on time, within budget, and to the satisfaction of all parties involved.  Adhering to industry standards and regulations to ensure the safety and functionality of the products and systems I am working on.  Actively seeking feedback and mentorship from more experienced engineers to improve my work and advance my career.  Staying abreast of the latest developments in my field, such as new technologies, materials, and design methodologies, to ensure that my work is current and relevant.  Being a responsible and ethical professional, acting with integrity, and being accountable for my work and decisions.  Participating in professional organizations and attending conferences to expand my network and stay current with industry trends and developments.  Being open to new opportunities and continuously looking for ways to improve my work and make a positive impact in my field.  Actively seeking out feedback and mentorship from other engineers, and using this feedback to improve my work and advance my career.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xPuXQHzXd0GbmEgE_OAgcEtt_ZTdOxWz

15/01/2023 20:16:53 abhimanyuprajapati1909@gmail.comAbhimanyu Prajapati B.Tech (CSE - 1) 2K21/2nd Year Computer Engineer Water Resources

1.Use a displacement device (a water-filled bottle) in the toilet tank to reduce the amount of water required to flush.
2.Use toilet only for its intended purpose. Don't use the toilet to dispose of trash or tissues.
3.Repair leaky taps or toilets immediately. A slow drip wastes 15 to 20 gallons of water/day.
4.Consider a small capacity toilet when replacing an old one.
5.Take shorter showers.
6.Don't let the faucet run when brushing teeth, or shaving. Turn on only when needed.
7.Flush toilets less often whenever possible.
8.Let smaller children bathe together.
9.When washing dishes by hand fill a basin or sink for rinsing rather than let the water run.
10.Run dishwashers only when full.
11.Avoid running the tap for a glass of water. Put a bottle in the refrigerator to stay cold.
12.Never pour oil or grease in the drain. It requires too much water to rinse it down and may clog the drain.
13.Wash only full loads of clothes.
14.Use buckets and tubs to wash your car or the dog, rather than a continuous running hose.
15.Water lawns and gardens only when needed and only during the early morning or evening when evaporation is lower. See Hopkins Watering Restrictions Page.
16.Use a nozzle on your garden hose to act as flow-restrictor and reduce water use significantly.
17.Cutting grass to no less than 2 or 3 inch height will reduce the amount of water needed.
18.Sweep sidewalks and driveways instead of washing them down with a hose.
19.Reuse as much water as possible.
20.If lawn watering is scheduled, let kids play in the hose or sprinkler in a grassy area instead of filling a wading pool.There has never been such a discourse that the poverty is nothing to do with Engineering. In my view, like any other profession, be it Economist, Social Scientist, or Development worker, Engineers in all disciplines contribute in eradicating poverty. How do Engineers contribute to eradicate poverty and how can we better do that in the future in the context of achieving Sustainable Development Goal 1 – ‘No poverty’. 3. Singleton (2003) proposed four key characteristics of sound Engineering solutions to poverty alleviation: 1. Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost.As an engineer, my actions to play my role would include:  Continuously updating my technical knowledge and skills through lifelong learning and professional development opportunities.  Applying my knowledge and skills to design, develop, and implement solutions to engineering problems.  Collaborating with other engineers, stakeholders, and team members to ensure that projects are completed on time, within budget, and to the satisfaction of all parties involved.  Adhering to industry standards and regulations to ensure the safety and functionality of the products and systems I am working on.  Actively seeking feedback and mentorship from more experienced engineers to improve my work and advance my career.  Staying abreast of the latest developments in my field, such as new technologies, materials, and design methodologies, to ensure that my work is current and relevant.  Being a responsible and ethical professional, acting with integrity, and being accountable for my work and decisions.  Participating in professional organizations and attending conferences to expand my network and stay current with industry trends and developments.  Being open to new opportunities and continuously looking for ways to improve my work and make a positive impact in my field.  Actively seeking out feedback and mentorship from other engineers, and using this feedback to improve my work and advance my career.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BvPgsDZ7ctHkmMNZxtBc5Pq3S8zMqNwR

15/01/2023 20:36:04 darshvaibhav85@gmail.comDarsh Vaibhav B.Tech/ CSE-1 2k21/2023 Computer Engineer Forest Resources
Firstly Survey of the forest resources and Categorization of forest areas and proper delimitation of reserved forest areas and Find out the areas where reforestation can be done and too aware people for more
plantation. The social responsibilities of engineers include human safety and environmental protection in engineering designs. But it may extend further to include pro bono work and considerations of social justice issues.As an engineer, we gives you the opportunity to solve problems and design things that really matter, things that make the world a better place in which to live. As an engineer, we can use our God-given talents to find solutions that no one else has thought and it's an opportunity to make our mark on the world.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Event on Creative Practicehttps://drive.google.com/open?id=1yd7zXpe-LjVWXMdO06rL9X_zDS--6BK5

15/01/2023 20:51:10 yashkashyap131@gmail.comYash Kumar Kashyap CSE-2 2k21 Computer Engineer Energy Resources

As a Engineer and individual can take to play a role in managing energy resources in an environmentally responsible way:

1.Promote energy efficiency: Engineers can design systems and technologies that use energy more efficiently, reducing the overall demand for energy resources.

2.Use renewable energy sources: Engineers can design systems that use renewable energy sources such as solar, wind, and hydro power to reduce dependence on fossil fuels.

3.Encourage conservation: Engineers can promote conservation by designing systems and technologies that help individuals and businesses use less energy.

4.Educate others: Engineers can share their knowledge of sustainable energy management and encourage others to take actions to reduce their energy consumption and promote the use of renewable energy sources.

5.Continuously monitor and improve the systems and technologies they have designed

6.Support policy and regulations that encourage sustainable energy management and reduce the environmental impact of energy production and consumption.

It is important to note that, as an engineer, it's important to have a multidisciplinary approach and to work with other experts such as environmental scientist, policymakers and other stakeholders to develop sustainable energy solutions.As an engineer, my societal responsibility in the management of natural resources to eradicate poverty would involve designing and implementing sustainable systems and technologies that promote economic development while also preserving and protecting natural resources.it is important to note that reducing poverty and preserving natural resources are interconnected and that sustainable resource management is an essential part of the fight against poverty.As a engineer, I would take the following actions to play my role as an engineer and to prioritize lifelong learning from the institute that I like most:  Continuously seek out new educational opportunities and stay up-to-date with the latest developments in my field.  Attend workshops, conferences, and other events offered by the institute to learn from experts in the field and expand my knowledge.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSeminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yEfGwyY_43HtZTDnYWWhHH51eeLYh4d8

15/01/2023 20:56:00 specialvish8840@gmail.comVishesh Singh Cse-2 2k21 Computer Engineer Forest Resources
Firstly Survey of the forest resources and Categorization of forest areas and proper delimitation of reserved forest areas and Find out the areas where reforestation can be done and too aware people for more
plantation The social responsibilities of engineers include human safety and environmental protection in engineering designs. But it may extend further to include pro bono work and considerations of social justice issuesAs an engineer, we gives you the opportunity to solve problems and design things that really matter, things that make the world a better place in which to live. As an engineer, we can use our God-given talents to find solutions that no one else has thought and it's an opportunity to make our mark on the world.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Nct-q2AqT6FddFPxO-Kk9P4yR8teCo-w

15/01/2023 21:03:46 nsoni4683@gmail.com Neha Soni Mechanical Engg 2nd year Mechanical Engineer Forest Resources Forest provide an array of benefits to human socities  above and beyond their pivotal roles as habitate and environment regulators in natural ecosystem .These benefits are often described as resources that people can draw upon for fuel ,lumber and recreational or commercial purposes.These social responbilities of engineers include human safety and environmental protection in engineering  designs .But it may be extend further to include pro bono work and considerations of social justice issues . Reasearch has found that perceptions of of the professional social responsbility  of engineers vary across different countries /cultures ,engineering disciplines (eg. mechanical versus environmental engineers )and by  gender..Mechanical engineers design power producing machines ,such as electric generators ,internal combusion engines and steam gas turbines ,as well as power using machines such as refrigrator . Mechanical engineers design other machine inside buildings , such as elevators and escalators .You all try to learn how it works in college.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallDebate/Poster https://drive.google.com/open?id=17P-8lGsAAv7nILtXpqp8kAiACxK_Bt2T

15/01/2023 21:57:40 avantikajaiswal7755@gmail.comAvantika Jaiswal Computer Science 2nd Computer Engineer Forest Resources

I am initiating some activities to safe the forest resources in environment.
 first is that I plants the so many trees and save the existing trees . 
We keep our garden or greenspace chemical free.
 We also follow Re-use and Recycle.
 We also keep Conserve water.Social responsibilities are a part of all professions. The profession of engineering is no different. However, there are a diversity of opinions within the engineering profession about what specifically these social responsibilities entail, differing among sub-disciplines within engineering and across different countries and cultures.Bridges, cars, phones, computers, aircraft – all are designed and produced by engineers. Most people aren't familiar with the work engineers do, because if it's working, you don't notice it. The smooth running of everything from computer systems to traffic lights is all down to engineers.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WQKKOkkqmyOlV6X74u4inJczTGg9pas3

15/01/2023 22:08:05 devesh.kr.gupta888@gmail.comDevesh Kumar Gupta Bteach/ CSE-1 2K21/2 Computer Engineer Water Resources I will try to minimise the wastage of water in my surroundings.  Increasing access to basic community services and infrastructure in health, education, water, sanitation, and livelihood are key to eradicate poverty.To develop a technology that can help to eradicate poverty.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallEvent on Creative Practicehttps://drive.google.com/open?id=161gHXwpDBFwItcS0Q9djpDoOJSFUX_z7
15/01/2023 22:14:23 vimlesh6976@gmail.com Vimlesh Kumar Tripathi Btech CSE 2 2nd year , 2021-25 batch Computer Engineer Energy Resources As an engineer we can optimise the use of power by making better softwares.Lifelong learning is as essential for Professional Engineers as their initial training and certification. Continued professional development is an urgent imperative to ensure public safety, a sustainable environment, a competitive national economy, a respected profession, a profitable employer, and a fulfilling career.The institute made me learnt that how to work in groups, how to deal withOpen Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1L-x9wQR-Aslp0DI7gYfi47ye8-UrJ3Zi
15/01/2023 22:18:57 ujjwalsrivastav.23@gmail.comUjjwal Kumar Srivastav B.Tech CSE 2 2nd Computer Engineer Energy Resources As an engineer we can optimise the use of power by making better softwares.Lifelong learning is as essential for Professional Engineers as their initial training and certification. Continued professional development is an urgent imperative to ensure public safety, a sustainable environment, a competitive national economy, a respected profession, a profitable employer, and a fulfilling career.The institute made me learnt that how to work in groups, how to deal with problems in unity Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallDebate/Poster https://drive.google.com/open?id=1A8v_UeHIQOfhEFXh8BLBn_7OQCHabsrd

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HgGV4eWSPooMeo6NjbvsOsQiKrOV5CZk
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xWZTf7NcewPAO-kYPwDvJAt93_wgVKuz
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LgOHz9W7bJS58ISPWr2Ehxr8_3eQFtr6
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ezB5cPUV6o4fdug87B6WFah0C_DkcMqR
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1R0k-ueBq9roSzwrTRrfKNz60qZnro6H6
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1p6hyhlFvo6jSiUP2gm65cyujhNPsD_1B
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RBGkGadUPVgUspevI5kOgG0l_HXP9Sot
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1UK66nOT2wPaXcQfHa2f89bld6EKrestW
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rqDpjQNybP9ONuMiRtgqUUCOggLKiJCg
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rgoWbE8b2jsFTWueXXz2kLj2qxswBAxb
https://drive.google.com/open?id=19YgwbfS70H4AXIVNoBaUlEmMufav8pUo
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BQHWVpQbw7GkqVb495nYtioulS0xC5pf
https://drive.google.com/open?id=192YaRT-B1C6oEphUQcGb9wp1ZWqbIjUt
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WBsvNsoOR1o9BnkDtou2uZf9o6bIIGPp
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gdncz2XqW-Hq5KlVh2nWjAifpGZ7zmAO
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SyljYknc6BJK2XlS7kn-6O8ys69GtaIA
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Xdhsj3GxH_d4azispdZniBz2tC9XwlzV
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yHZzc0-KlRJhRrMAsIi7Ccm5Q7JX2p0k
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1K9yqPeLeZSj_uMz0gwQ1a4MDXyxMZ-bZ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1t_RJsXp4BbivcjIEKNmyw-EVCShdxi2i
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AUvbnCc_gCtvDMkvAW-1JBPgxR1AWM2O
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DdsV9H-20Ag6XPunEhLckshFlPpOvgoG
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11ujbnPVWXaW4WyAW51-ZgoP7tNmp4hi9
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OPR2m-7qsuEVTAPgxHJJIG5RzEmmJwY4
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XvpKqrqKPoPoTVow-5lX87NI8pMq7_dI
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jmy_eoXfR2OT-CHDRw3cCN7xhFAbfQwL
https://drive.google.com/open?id=19eAtgOyCj4Fhd18T7M686uO5hdhAztW6
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ext2cDh8a0WFkBdunTwn4Uh-NUoIyhdQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BFxJPHngFMFTLK0XJAXpggZR8DK-BGA1
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RkORrvHhYdPWUC8r_INDc_F4ux-1HfUw
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1J83BVD6mOi9bniCaAUVHvEnWpDlFhKFR
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xPuXQHzXd0GbmEgE_OAgcEtt_ZTdOxWz
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BvPgsDZ7ctHkmMNZxtBc5Pq3S8zMqNwR
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yd7zXpe-LjVWXMdO06rL9X_zDS--6BK5
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yEfGwyY_43HtZTDnYWWhHH51eeLYh4d8
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Nct-q2AqT6FddFPxO-Kk9P4yR8teCo-w
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17P-8lGsAAv7nILtXpqp8kAiACxK_Bt2T
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WQKKOkkqmyOlV6X74u4inJczTGg9pas3
https://drive.google.com/open?id=161gHXwpDBFwItcS0Q9djpDoOJSFUX_z7
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1L-x9wQR-Aslp0DI7gYfi47ye8-UrJ3Zi
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1A8v_UeHIQOfhEFXh8BLBn_7OQCHabsrd


Timestamp Email address Name Class/ branch batch/year Select  working area/role Select your societal responsibility as an engineer in the management of Natural Resources What actions, you are going to take to play the above role in EnvironmentDefine your societal responsibility as an engineer in the management of Natural Resources to eradicate the poverty Define your actions  to play your role as an engineer, that you can remember  as Lifelong learning from this institute (which you like most)For Examination , which pattern  you would prefer  for your best evaluation  If you have been given a chance to organise an student activity  to prove your leadership and teamwork, which  one , would you like to organiseSubmit a original picture from your surrounding(any ecosystem/any spot) must be taken by you, write down your name_branch_2k21, Title & Legends of Image according to your thought on image.
15/01/2023 22:44:39 ujjwalsrivastav.23@gmail.comUjjwal Kumar Srivastav Cse2 2021 Computer Engineer Energy Resources Save soil Sustainable development.Lifelong learning is as essential for Professional Engineers as their initial training and certification. Continued professional development is an urgent imperative to ensure public safety, a sustainable environment, a competitive national economy, a respected profession, a profitable employer, and a fulfilling career.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallDebate/Poster https://drive.google.com/open?id=11CPrZaziEGvfPMqlhKTwqiPaTYOhBAR-
15/01/2023 22:47:35 hk1309369@gmail.com HARSH KUMAR Btech/Mechanical Engineering2k21/2 year Mechanical Engineer Energy Resources I'm going to take action in energy resources in such a way that my actions and efforts are constructive in nature for environment and living beings around me.As an engineer it is my responsibility for eradicate the poverty only by ensuring and working for equal and fair distribution of natural resources in all living beings.From this institute i learn when look around the campus there is a balance between the technical development and environment,so as an engineer it is my life learning from this institute that i have to make a balance between technology and environment.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSeminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Ty7I95hp1xmYFf47ZqUtFX1KZdz2R73L

15/01/2023 22:59:56 vandanasharma.sharma456@gmail.comVandana Sharma Btech cse 2021-25 Computer Engineer Energy Resources

Use energy-efficient light bulbs instead of regular bulbs. They last longer, which will save you a bit of money (every little bit helps on a college budget, right?).

Make you turn off lights, the TV, and other appliances when you are not using them.

Lower your air conditioning or heat when it’s not necessary. This is especially true for between seasons. Open your windows in the early fall or layering your clothes in the early fall.
As companies build a more positive and sustainable work culture, engineers  play an important role in sustainable development by planning and building projects that preserve natural resources, are cost-efficient and support human and natural environments.Lot grading. Resolving boundary conditions with adjacent properties. Getting construction plan/plat review and approval by regulatory agencies, including necessary variances. Managing the bidding, award, and administration of construction contracts.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lccAW7BGSNBkCW6LnjmMBOmBGU_6EBIn

15/01/2023 23:05:42 parulsingh1074@gmail.comParul Singh CSE 2 / Btech 2 year/ 2021-2025 Computer Engineer Energy Resources

Use energy-efficient light bulbs instead of regular bulbs. They last longer, which will save you a bit of money (every little bit helps on a college budget, right?).

Make you turn off lights, the TV, and other appliances when you are not using them.

Lower your air conditioning or heat when it’s not necessary. This is especially true for between seasons. Open your windows in the early fall or layering your clothes in the early fall.As companies build a more positive and sustainable work culture, engineers  play an important role in sustainable development by planning and building projects that preserve natural resources, are cost-efficient and support human and natural environments.Time management skills, hard work and never stop trying my best these are the some actions I learned from this institute Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=16Tac9I-bQk1oEX4zNfO3KIDCplp8HuWy

15/01/2023 23:09:17 saxenadivya0007@gmail.comDivya Saxena Mechanical Engineering 2k21-25 Mechanical Engineer Forest Resources

We should take the following actions to conserve the forest resources-

1. Regulated and planned the cutting of trees.
2. Forests fire should be controlled.
3. The idea of afforestation.
4. Check unnecessary and avoidable forest clearances.
5.Responsible use of forest products and valuing them.My societal responsibility as an engineer in the management   of Natural Resources to eradicate the poverty are-sound Engineering solutions to poverty alleviation: 1. Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost. Lot grading Resolving boundary conditions with adjacent properties Getting construction plan/plat review and approval by regulatory agencies, including necessary variances Managing the bidding, award, and administration of construction contractsOpen Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Seminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_giXmvn7Fg39v59rs3e2YCxzrckD0vDo

15/01/2023 23:32:22 visheshnamdev72@gmail.comVishesh Namdev Mechanical Engineering 2k21-25 Mechanical Engineer Forest Resources

We should take the following actions to conserve the forest resources-

1. Regulated and planned the cutting of trees.
2. Forests fire should be controlled.
3. The idea of afforestation.
4. Check unnecessary and avoidable forest clearances.
5.Responsible use of forest products and valuing them.Engineering solutions to poverty alleviation: 1. Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost.Lot grading Resolving boundary conditions with adjacent properties Getting construction plan/plat review and approval by regulatory agencies, including necessary variances Managing the bidding, award, and administration of construction contractsOpen Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Seminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vpRaILKz9yqC3ffXhVEsvdzci-KywyND

15/01/2023 23:39:49 siddhartha038@gmail.comSiddhartha Singh B Tech 2nd year CSE-2 2nd Computer Engineer Energy Resources

As a computer science student, there are several actions which i can take to help protect the environment:

1. Reduce energy consumption by turning off my computer and other electronics when they are not in use.

2. Use eco-friendly alternatives, such as a laptop instead of a desktop computer, or a tablet instead of a paper notebook.

3. Recycle or properly dispose of old electronics to prevent harmful chemicals from leaching into the environment.

4. Support environmentally friendly technology companies and products.

5. Learn about and advocate for clean energy sources and sustainable practices in the tech industry.

6. Reduce paper usage by reading and taking notes electronically.

7. Carpool or use public transportation instead of driving alone.

8. Educate myself and others about environmental issues related to the tech industry and ways to address them.As an engineer, it is my societal responsibility to manage natural resources in a sustainable manner that maximizes their economic value while minimizing negative impacts on the environment and local communities. This includes ensuring that resources are extracted and used in ways that benefit all members of society, including those living in poverty. Additionally, it is important to prioritize the use of resources for projects and initiatives that directly address poverty and its underlying causes, such as improving access to education, healthcare, and economic opportunities. Engineers should also be aware of the potential negative impacts of resource extraction and use on vulnerable communities and take steps to mitigate these impact.Attend workshops, seminars, and conferences: Keep up to date with the latest trends, technologies, and research in my field by participating in workshops, seminars, and conferences offered by my preferred institute. Developed a better friendship with my colleagues.Seek mentorship: Connect with experienced engineers and professionals at my preferred institute who can provide guidance and mentorship as I continue to grow in my field.Keep learning and growing: Continuously seek out new learning opportunities and actively work to improve my skills and knowledge throughout my career.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Seminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=10ekwZcvqhmCIW8_v2B1AhXCChCtiRyqs
15/01/2023 23:48:48 Srbiiyam@gmail.com Riya bansal Cse 2 2k21 Computer Engineer Energy Resources I will try to make new technologies and tools which can save energy resources for future generation.As an engineer, it is my societal responsibility to manage natural resources in a sustainable manner that maximizes their economic value while minimizing negative impacts on the environment and local communities. This includes ensuring that resources are extracted and used in ways that benefit all members of society, including those living in poverty. Additionally, it is important to prioritize the use of resources for projects and initiatives that directly address poverty and its underlying causes, such as improving access to education, healthcare, and economic opportunities. Engineers should also be aware of the potential negative impacts of resource extraction and use on vulnerable communities and take steps to mitigate these impact.I will try to save environment and will try to take a seminar on importance of resources and environment.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Seminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QG3PZ3gEUVGzPtfZLqTWC5eQW_pP_lmi

16/01/2023 00:32:24 adityamanitripathi46@gmail.comAditya Mani Tripathi B.Tech./CSE-1 2K21/2nd Computer Engineer Food Resources

My actions to preserve the food resources and reduce our food waste.
1)Shop Smart
2)Store Food Correctly
3)Learn to preserve
4)Perk Up water
5)Save Leftovers I shall ensure that the farmers get education regarding modern agriculture method, this makes farmers more profitable in agriculture and also supply necessary equipment to them.Team-Work from engineering workshopOpen Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bEXHBrCOQ2k1DEUIIR6Y1w_JKn-qbCNt

16/01/2023 00:58:57 shraddhasinghtomar52@gmail.comShraddha Singh Cse-2 btech 2nd Data Scientist/Software developer/BioinformaticianEnergy Resources Turning off the light when you leave the room, unplugging appliances when they're not in use and walking instead of driving Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost.Life is beautiful,so be honest with nature, friends, family and my own selfOpen Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups

16/01/2023 01:02:53 avijitpandeyavi@gmail.comAvijit Pandey Cse 2k21 Computer Engineer Food Resources

1) The fashion industry must change
2) support the global palstic treaty
3)Protect the endangered species actI shall ensure that the farmers get education regarding modern agriculture method, this makes farmers more profitable in agriculture sector and also supply necessary equipment to themTeam work , planning Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1L5-cPlGqZdc1XjrnK7I2U5WlW0r2TAQn

16/01/2023 01:40:30 sandhyasingh231306@gmail.comSandhya singh Cse_2 2nd Computer Engineer Land & Minerals resources
You can take action to protect environment by recycling , reusing , composting ;making better transport choice; and avoiding toxic chemicals.

Increasing access to besic community service and infrastructure in health education,water senitaion, livelihood are key to theeradicate poverty  Lifelong learning from this institute as essential for professional engineers continued professional devlopment  is an arreng to emparitive to ensure public safty Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups
16/01/2023 02:23:04 kishug88@gmail.com Ram Krishna Gupta (340) Mechanical Engineering 2021 batch/2 year Mechanical Engineer Water Resources There are many actions that individuals and organizations can take to protect water resources, such as conserving water, reducing pollution, and promoting sustainable practices in agriculture and industry. Additionally, supporting policies and legislation that protect and manage water resources can also make a significant impact.As an engineer in the management of natural resources, my societal responsibility would be to ensure that the resources are being used in a sustainable and equitable manner. This includes implementing practices that minimize waste and pollution, maximizing the efficiency of resource use, and ensuring that the benefits of resource extraction and development are distributed fairly among all members of society, particularly those who are living in poverty. Additionally, it would be important to consider the potential long-term impacts of resource management decisions on future generations, and to prioritize conservation and preservation of resources for future use.As an engineer, there are several actions I can take to play my role in the management of natural resources and work towards eradicating poverty:  Continuously educate myself on the latest technologies, best practices, and regulations related to natural resource management in order to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of my work.  Participate in professional development opportunities, such as workshops, training programs, and conferences, to stay current in my field and expand my knowledge and skills.  Collaborate with other engineers, scientists, and experts from different fields to share knowledge and find innovative solutions to complex problems related to natural resource management.  Actively seek out opportunities to work on projects or initiatives that benefit underprivileged communities and help to reduce poverty.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Event on Creative Practicehttps://drive.google.com/open?id=13taoo0qhKZn7lEG2-uIzdXyBB8PsCkLW

16/01/2023 09:28:47 abhishektripathi2088@gmail.comABHISHEK RAM TRIPATHI B.TECH (CSE 1) 2k21 Computer Engineer Food Resources

My actions to preserve the food resources and reduce our food waste.
1)Shop Smart
2)Store Food Correctly
3)Learn to preserve
4)Perk Up water
5)Save Leftovers I shall ensure that the farmers get education regarding modern agriculture method, this makes farmers more profitable in agriculture sector and also supply necessary equipment to themTeam-Work from engineering workshop.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZVF4afNmhIo0BVTO-xQAFxMU0Ef-bZCy

16/01/2023 09:29:10 romitpal4@gmail.com Romit pal Cse 2 2021 Computer Engineer Land & Minerals resources

actions taken will depend on the role and the specific environment. However, some common actions that an engineer may take to play a role in an environment include:

Designing and building structures, systems, and equipment to meet specific needs and requirements.

Conducting research and testing to improve existing systems and develop new technologies.

Overseeing the construction, installation, and maintenance of systems and equipment.

Troubleshooting and resolving problems with systems and equipment.

Collaborating with other engineers and professionals to plan and execute projects.

Communicating with clients, government agencies, and other stakeholders to ensure that projects meet their needs and comply with regulations.

Continuously monitoring and assessing the performance of systems and equipment and making necessary improvements.Developing sustainable technologies and systems that use natural resources efficiently and minimize waste.Designing and implementing infrastructure projects that promote economic development and improve access to essential services for marginalized communities.Providing technical expertise to support the development of policies and regulations that promote the sustainable use of natural resources and protect the rights of local communities.Using our skills and knowledge to support the development of renewable energy sources and reduce dependency on fossil fuels.Collaborating with communities and other stakeholders to ensure that the benefits of natural resource development are equitably shared and that the rights of local communities are respected.Educating ourselves and others on the importance of sustainable resource management and the role that engineers can play in addressing poverty. Designing and building structures, systems, and equipment to meet specific needs and requirements.  Conducting research and testing to improve existing systems and develop new technologies.  Overseeing the construction, installation, and maintenance of systems and equipment.  Troubleshooting and resolving problems with systems and equipment.  Collaborating with other engineers and professionals to plan and execute projects.  Communicating with clients, government agencies, and other stakeholders to ensure that projects meet their needs and comply with regulations.  Continuously monitoring and assessing the performance of systems and equipment and making necessary improvements.  Use computational tools, software, and programming languages to design, develop and analysis, and simulate the systems  Implementing and maintaining safety procedures and standards to ensure the safe operation of systems and equipment.  Continuously staying updated with the latest industry trends, technologies, and regulations to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of their work.  Define engineer societal responsibility as an engineer in the management of Natural Resources to eradicate the poverty  As engineers, we have a societal responsibility to contribute to the management of natural resources in a way that helps to eradicate poverty. This includes:  Developing sustainable technologies and systems that use natural resources efficiently and minimize waste.  Designing and implementing infrastructure projects that promote economic development and improve access to essential services for marginalized communities.  Providing technical expertise to support the development of policies and regulations that promote the sustainable use of natural resources and protect the rights of local communities.  Using our skills and knowledge to support the development of renewable energy sources and reduce dependency on fossil fuels.  Collaborating with communities and other stakeholders to ensure that the benefits of natural resource development are equitably shared and that the rights of local communities are respected.  Educating ourselves and others on the importance of sustainable resource management and the role that engineers can play in addressing poverty.  Being mindful of the potential negative impacts of our work on the  Continuously seek out and participate in training and professional development opportunities to stay current with the latest technologies, industry trends, and best practices.  Actively engage in networking with other engineers and professionals in my field, both within the institute and in the broader engineering community, to learn from their experiences and perspectives.  Stay informed about new research and developments in my field through reading and attending conferences and other events.  Continuously challenge myself to take on new and diverse projects that allow me to expand my skills  knowledge.  Share my own experiences and expertise with others through mentoring, teaching, and publishing papers.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Seminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1G-2pZobYHqapMSk-uAJvUakae_8jlQTw
16/01/2023 09:37:57 iron4540@gmail.com Sandeep chauhan B Tech (CSE-2) 2 year Computer Engineer Energy Resources Take action to save electricity, water resourcesTo save electricity Do social work Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Event on Creative Practicehttps://drive.google.com/open?id=1BRwhGl_Xruc-QHS5hizYrQvrko5kS0h4

16/01/2023 09:55:33 balkrishna0542@gmail.comBalkrishna Mishra B.Tech/CSE-1 2021 Computer Engineer Food Resources

My actions to preserve the food resources and reduce our food waste.
1)Shop Smart
2)Store Food Correctly
3)Learn to preserve
4)Perk Up water
5)Save Leftovers I shall ensure that the farmers get education regarding modern agriculture method, this makes farmers more profitable in agriculture sector and also supply necessary equipment to themTeam-work from engineering workshop Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1r1cXBILPHo5NCXV0I9T5_xpcL4ZDOlKM

16/01/2023 09:58:58 sahil986330@gmail.com Sahil Hashmi B.tech/CSE2 2021/2023 Computer Engineer Energy Resources
Firstly Survey of the forest resources and Categorization of forest areas and proper delimitation of reserved forest areas and Find out the areas where reforestation can be done and too aware people for more
plantation The social responsibilities of engineers include human safety and environmental protection in engineering designs. But it may extend further to include pro bono work and considerations of social justice issuesAs an engineer, we gives you the opportunity to solve problems and design things that really matter, things that make the world a better place in which to live. As an engineer, we can use our God-given talents to find solutions that no one else has thought and it's an opportunity to make our mark on the world.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Seminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1C1YVC-JoKRhOaLJ_ZbA0pbBoIqbiclp-

16/01/2023 10:00:43 raj773313@gmail.com Raj Vardhan Singh B.Tech/CSE-2 2021/2023 Computer Engineer Forest Resources
Firstly Survey of the forest resources and Categorization of forest areas and proper delimitation of reserved forest areas and Find out the areas where reforestation can be done and too aware people for more
plantation. The social responsibilities of engineers include human safety and environmental protection in engineering designs. But it may extend further to include pro bono work and considerations of social justice issues.As an engineer, we gives you the opportunity to solve problems and design things that really matter, things that make the world a better place in which to live. As an engineer, we can use our God-given talents to find solutions that no one else has thought and it's an opportunity to make our mark on the world.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-1wDW7N38MjdttXhCsme77PseTwxR7f5

16/01/2023 10:05:09 mishrashreyashi7@gmail.comShatakshi Mishra Bachelor of Technology(CSE-2)2K21(2nd year) Computer Engineer Forest Resources

1. Promoting afforestation. 
2. Control on forest fires. 
3. Proper utilization of forest and forest products. 
4. Forest management and sustainable growth. 1. Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost.Our lifelong learning from this institute is to help the society and make their survival easy. It is said very often that engineers are the builders of the nation. So for helping the society we can either be a volunteer or a intern at an NGO for a start. We can not only contribute by spreading awareness but also can develop softwares which could ease the whole process of social service.   Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zF2rjouXOEpRmV6SiuuILf00aF2f9PCrWjvVLIcsTdQ

16/01/2023 10:10:15 rupeshshukla017@gmail.comRupesh shukla CSE 2 2021 Computer Engineer Land & Minerals resources
Don’t buy single-use plastics
Pop a flask or reusable bottle in your bag next time you are out and about. Make this a habit and cut your weekly bottle buying altogether, stopping 52 bottles ending up in landfills and oceans.Increasing access to basic community services and infrastructure in health, education, water, sanitation, and livelihood are key to eradicate poverty, which is the job of EngineersRecognition of personal interests and goals Re-igniting what makes you tick as a person reduces boredom, makes life more interesting, and can even open future opportunities.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSeminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_WZibpc6bvRoUbRXULxcvwrVDRy6b1iQ

16/01/2023 10:19:21 altafshekh27932@gmail.comMD ALTAF SHEKH Cse-2 2021 Computer Engineer Land & Minerals resources

Save resources,Buy Sustainable Products, Only Buy What You Need,
Exp.
Don’t buy single-use plastics
Pop a flask or reusable bottle in your bag next time you are out and about. Make this a habit and cut your weekly bottle buying altogether, stopping 52 bottles ending up in landfills and oceans.Increasing access to basic community services and infrastructure in health, education, water, sanitation, and livelihood are key to eradicate poverty, which is the job of EngineersRecognition of personal interests and goals Re-igniting what makes you tick as a person reduces boredom, makes life more interesting, and can even open future opportunities.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1emMF7JItjqbLGYLwk3YfN0TIS2R3uV7B

16/01/2023 10:25:49 arpitksg@gmail.com Arpit Agrawal B.Tech CSE1 Cse1 2021-25 Computer Engineer Food Resources

My actions to preserve the food resources and reduce our food waste.
1)Shop Smart
2)Store Food Correctly
3)Learn to preserve
4)Perk Up water
5)Save Leftovers I shall ensure that the farmers get education regarding modern agriculture method, this makes farmers more profitable in agriculture sector and also supply necessary equipment to themOpen Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Seminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mSErn4sxcx6V2bQtrpZH1TfMt_YMPNI5

16/01/2023 10:26:29 aniketrathi03@gmail.com Aniket CSE 1 2021-2025 Computer Engineer Food Resources

My actions to preserve the food resources and reduce our food waste.
1)Shop Smart
2)Store Food Correctly
3)Learn to preserve
4)Perk Up water
5)Save Leftovers 3)I shall ensure that the farmers get education regarding modern agriculture method, this makes farmers more profitable in agriculture sector and also supply necessary equipment to themMy actions to preserve the food resources and reduce our food waste. 1)Shop Smart 2)Store Food Correctly 3)Learn to preserve 4)Perk Up water 5)Save LeftoversOpen Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Seminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1UcLiHSRm9PUAbNex2dCqs1EU37LTQzuZ

16/01/2023 10:28:41 himanshukumarmishra40852@gmail.comHimanshu Kumar Mishra CSE-1 2 Computer Engineer Food Resources

My actions to preserve the food resources and reduce our food waste.
1)Shop Smart
2)Store Food Correctly
3)Learn to preserve
4)Perk Up water
5)Save Leftovers There has never been such a discourse that the poverty is nothing to do with Engineering. In my view, like any other profession, be it Economist, Social Scientist, or Development worker, Engineers in all disciplines contribute in eradicating poverty. How do Engineers contribute to eradicate poverty and how can we better do that in the future in the context of achieving Sustainable Development Goal 1 – ‘No poverty’. 3. Singleton (2003) proposed four key characteristics of sound Engineering solutions to poverty alleviation: 1. Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost.As an engineer, my actions to play my role would include:  Continuously updating my technical knowledge and skills through lifelong learning and professional development opportunities.  Applying my knowledge and skills to design, develop, and implement solutions to engineering problems.  Collaborating with other engineers, stakeholders, and team members to ensure that projects are completed on time, within budget, and to the satisfaction of all parties involved.  Adhering to industry standards and regulations to ensure the safety and functionality of the products and systems I am working on.  Actively seeking feedback and mentorship from more experienced engineers to improve my work and advance my career.  Staying abreast of the latest developments in my field, such as new technologies, materials, and design methodologies, to ensure that my work is current and relevant.  Being a responsible and ethical professional, acting with integrity, and being accountable for my work and decisions.  Participating in professional organizations and attending conferences to expand my network and stay current with industry trends and developments.  Being open to new opportunities and continuously looking for ways to improve my work and make a positive impact in my field.  Actively seeking out feedback and mentorship from other engineers, and using this feedback to improve my work and advance my career.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSeminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=19ld1_WfcsyX09EeYagVoF-nu7PGj6zCz

16/01/2023 10:30:37 aniketsaroj800@gmail.comAniket Saroj Cse-1 2nd Computer Engineer Food Resources

My actions to preserve the food resources and reduce our food waste.
1)Shop Smart
2)Store Food Correctly
3)Learn to preserve
4)Perk Up water
5)Save Leftovers There has never been such a discourse that the poverty is nothing to do with Engineering. In my view, like any other profession, be it Economist, Social Scientist, or Development worker, Engineers in all disciplines contribute in eradicating poverty. How do Engineers contribute to eradicate poverty and how can we better do that in the future in the context of achieving Sustainable Development Goal 1 – ‘No poverty’. 3. Singleton (2003) proposed four key characteristics of sound Engineering solutions to poverty alleviation: 1. Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost.As an engineer, my actions to play my role would include:  Continuously updating my technical knowledge and skills through lifelong learning and professional development opportunities.  Applying my knowledge and skills to design, develop, and implement solutions to engineering problems.  Collaborating with other engineers, stakeholders, and team members to ensure that projects are completed on time, within budget, and to the satisfaction of all parties involved.  Adhering to industry standards and regulations to ensure the safety and functionality of the products and systems I am working on.  Actively seeking feedback and mentorship from more experienced engineers to improve my work and advance my career.  Staying abreast of the latest developments in my field, such as new technologies, materials, and design methodologies, to ensure that my work is current and relevant.  Being a responsible and ethical professional, acting with integrity, and being accountable for my work and decisions.  Participating in professional organizations and attending conferences to expand my network and stay current with industry trends and developments.  Being open to new opportunities and continuously looking for ways to improve my work and make a positive impact in my field.  Actively seeking out feedback and mentorship from other engineers, and using this feedback to improve my work and advance my career.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSeminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VjMLlcv94KYimRoTxSAJqJxaKRIkmql7

16/01/2023 10:38:06 abhi99hum@gmail.com Abhishek chaudhari B tech cse-1 2021/2nd Computer Engineer Water Resources
There are actions everyday people can take to protect the environment:
First, we can recycle, reuse, and compost. Recycling involves cutting down on waste and energy consumption by turning used items such as plastic bottles into new items. Reusing involves cutting down on waste by reusing items such as grocery bags. Composting involving using food waste to help create nutrient-rich soil rather than landfill waste. The social responsibilities of engineers include human safety and environmental protection in engineering designsTeam work from engineering workshop Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=14dPBA7E5-3Wrzwisj25lZJhAZt8sJkux

16/01/2023 10:46:08 arshig21@gmail.com Anshika Gupta Mee 3sem 2 year Mechanical Engineer Forest Resources Environmental engineers study water, soil and air pollution problems, and develop technical solutions needed to solve, attenuate or control these problems in a manner that is compatible with legislative, economic, social and political concerns.Social responsibilities are a part of all professions. The profession of engineering is no different. However, there are a diversity of opinions within the engineering profession about what specifically these social responsibilities entail, differing among sub-disciplines within engineering and across different countries and cultures. The process by which an individual develops their feelings toward their professional social responsibilities as engineers, and how these values change over time, have been examined. This chapter will highlight the array of opinions and recent research into these areas.When you’re in the process of applying for a new engineering job, it’s very common for candidates to overlook soft skills in favour of proving their technical abilities.  But, being a great mathematician and having a solid grasp of a particular field of engineering aren’t the only qualities hiring managers are looking for.  Aside from the usual industry skills and qualifications, here’s our list of 7 essential engineering skills hiring managers want an engineer to have.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSeminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MiWWTv5wsAp7MUyd9aNNpmux0_pMFXp6

16/01/2023 10:47:39 rajaryankumar26april@gmail.comAryan Kumar CSE 1 2021/2nd Computer Engineer Food Resources

My actions to preserve the food resources and reduce our food waste.
1)Shop Smart
2)Store Food Correctly
3)Learn to preserve
4)Perk Up water
5)Save Leftovers I shall ensure that the farmers get education regarding modern agriculture method, this makes farmers more profitable in agriculture sector and also supply necessary equipment to themTeam work from engineering workshopOpen Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Eo4xOcDCx9xxQmqQDoFxbKMqQvFUN7JY

16/01/2023 10:51:13 ds1761211@gmail.com Dheeraj Sharma MEE 2K21/ 2 nd year Mechanical Engineer Water Resources

Use a displacement device (a water-filled bottle) in the toilet tank to reduce the amount of water required to flush.
Use toilet only for its intended purpose. Don't use the toilet to dispose of trash or tissues.
Repair leaky taps or toilets immediately. A slow drip wastes 15 to 20 gallons of water/day.
Consider a small capacity toilet when replacing an old one.
Take shorter showers.
Don't let the faucet run when brushing teeth, or shaving. Turn on only when needed.
Flush toilets less often whenever possible.
Let smaller children bathe together.
When washing dishes by hand fill a basin or sink for rinsing rather than let the water run.
Run dishwashers only when full.
Avoid running the tap for a glass of water. Put a bottle in the refrigerator to stay cold.
Never pour oil or grease in the drain. It requires too much water to rinse it down and may clog the drain.
Wash only full loads of clothes.
Use buckets and tubs to wash your car or the dog, rather than a continuous running hose.
Water lawns and gardens only when needed and only during the early morning or evening when evaporation is lower. See Hopkins Watering Restrictions Page.
Use a nozzle on your garden hose to act as flow-restrictor and reduce water use significantly.
Cutting grass to no less than 2 or 3 inch height will reduce the amount of water needed.
Sweep sidewalks and driveways instead of washing them down with a hose.
Reuse as much water as possible.
If lawn watering is scheduled, let kids play in the hose or sprinkler in a grassy area instead of filling a wading pool.There has never been such a discourse that the poverty is nothing to do with Engineering. In my view, like any other profession, be it Economist, Social Scientist, or Development worker, Engineers in all disciplines contribute in eradicating poverty. How do Engineers contribute to eradicate poverty and how can we better do that in the future in the context of achieving Sustainable Development Goal 1 – ‘No poverty’. 3. Singleton (2003) proposed four key characteristics of sound Engineering solutions to poverty alleviation: 1. Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost.As an engineer, my actions to play my role would include:  Continuously updating my technical knowledge and skills through lifelong learning and professional development opportunities.  Applying my knowledge and skills to design, develop, and implement solutions to engineering problems.  Collaborating with other engineers, stakeholders, and team members to ensure that projects are completed on time, within budget, and to the satisfaction of all parties involved.  Adhering to industry standards and regulations to ensure the safety and functionality of the products and systems I am working on.  Actively seeking feedback and mentorship from more experienced engineers to improve my work and advance my career.  Staying abreast of the latest developments in my field, such as new technologies, materials, and design methodologies, to ensure that my work is current and relevant.  Being a responsible and ethical professional, acting with integrity, and being accountable for my work and decisions.  Participating in professional organizations and attending conferences to expand my network and stay current with industry trends and developments.  Being open to new opportunities and continuously looking for ways to improve my work and make a positive impact in my field.  Actively seeking out feedback and mentorship from other engineers, and using this feedback to improve my work and advance my career.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=18-qNWz-78Zrx5VmGDQrxmDPl44LPJqB8

16/01/2023 10:53:23 noorullahahamad123@gmail.comNoorullah Ahamad CSE-2 2021 Computer Engineer Water Resources

Use a displacement device (a water-filled bottle) in the toilet tank to reduce the amount of water required to flush.
Use toilet only for its intended purpose. Don't use the toilet to dispose of trash or tissues.
Repair leaky taps or toilets immediately. A slow drip wastes 15 to 20 gallons of water/day.
Consider a small capacity toilet when replacing an old one.
Take shorter showers.
Don't let the faucet run when brushing teeth, or shaving. Turn on only when needed.
Flush toilets less often whenever possible.
Let smaller children bathe together.
When washing dishes by hand fill a basin or sink for rinsing rather than let the water run.
Run dishwashers only when full.
Avoid running the tap for a glass of water. Put a bottle in the refrigerator to stay cold.
Never pour oil or grease in the drain. It requires too much water to rinse it down and may clog the drain.
Wash only full loads of clothes.
Use buckets and tubs to wash your car or the dog, rather than a continuous running hose.
Water lawns and gardens only when needed and only during the early morning or evening when evaporation is lower. See Hopkins Watering Restrictions Page.
Use a nozzle on your garden hose to act as flow-restrictor and reduce water use significantly.
Cutting grass to no less than 2 or 3 inch height will reduce the amount of water needed.
Sweep sidewalks and driveways instead of washing them down with a hose.
Reuse as much water as possible.
If lawn watering is scheduled, let kids play in the hose or sprinkler in a grassy area instead of filling a wading pool.There has never been such a discourse that the poverty is nothing to do with Engineering. In my view, like any other profession, be it Economist, Social Scientist, or Development worker, Engineers in all disciplines contribute in eradicating poverty. How do Engineers contribute to eradicate poverty and how can we better do that in the future in the context of achieving Sustainable Development Goal 1 – ‘No poverty’. 3. Singleton (2003) proposed four key characteristics of sound Engineering solutions to poverty alleviation: 1. Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost.As an engineer, my actions to play my role would include:  Continuously updating my technical knowledge and skills through lifelong learning and professional development opportunities.  Applying my knowledge and skills to design, develop, and implement solutions to engineering problems.  Collaborating with other engineers, stakeholders, and team members to ensure that projects are completed on time, within budget, and to the satisfaction of all parties involved.  Adhering to industry standards and regulations to ensure the safety and functionality of the products and systems I am working on.  Actively seeking feedback and mentorship from more experienced engineers to improve my work and advance my career.  Staying abreast of the latest developments in my field, such as new technologies, materials, and design methodologies, to ensure that my work is current and relevant.  Being a responsible and ethical professional, acting with integrity, and being accountable for my work and decisions.  Participating in professional organizations and attending conferences to expand my network and stay current with industry trends and developments.  Being open to new opportunities and continuously looking for ways to improve my work and make a positive impact in my field.  Actively seeking out feedback and mentorship from other engineers, and using this feedback to improve my work and advance my career.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Czt7aAXgQoXZfcoLYUho3BpXSJlf5cg-

16/01/2023 10:54:25 guls.yadav@gmail.com Kishan Yadav CSE-1/cse 2021/2nd Computer Engineer Energy Resources Consume less. Curbing consumption can have a huge impact on the environment. Compost. Choose reusable over single-use. Upcycle more. Recycle properly. Shop secondhand.Buy local...Increasing access to basic community services and infrastructure in health, education, water, sanitation, and livelihood are key to eradicate poverty. Lifelong learning is as essential for Professional Engineers as their initial training and certification. Continued professional development is an urgent imperative to ensure public safety, a sustainable environment, a competitive national economy, a respected profession, a profitable employer, and a fulfilling career.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1geYw8DNFdmrt8XSFFiVxcz-0T_e_HfiT

16/01/2023 10:54:39 vibhasah81@gmail.com Abhay Kumar B.tech (MEE) 2nd year(3rd sem) Mechanical Engineer Forest Resources

Avoid peat-based composts
Keep your garden or greenspace chemical free
Don't buy single use plastic
Shop locally,shop organically
Reuse and recycle
Plant trees Increasing access to basic community service and infrastructure in health education, sanitation,water and livelihood is the way to eradicate poverty which is job of engineers.The ongoing voluntary and self motivated pursuit of knowledge for personal or professional reasons.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups

16/01/2023 10:54:59 suryasingh8029@gmail.comSurya Pratap Singh B.tech Mechanical 3rd  semester 2021 Mechanical Engineer Forest Resources

Use a displacement device (a water-filled bottle) in the toilet tank to reduce the amount of water required to flush.
Use toilet only for its intended purpose. Don't use the toilet to dispose of trash or tissues.
Repair leaky taps or toilets immediately. A slow drip wastes 15 to 20 gallons of water/day.
Consider a small capacity toilet when replacing an old one.
Take shorter showers.
Don't let the faucet run when brushing teeth, or shaving. Turn on only when needed.
Flush toilets less often whenever possible.
Let smaller children bathe together.
When washing dishes by hand fill a basin or sink for rinsing rather than let the water run.
Run dishwashers only when full.
Avoid running the tap for a glass of water. Put a bottle in the refrigerator to stay cold.
Never pour oil or grease in the drain. It requires too much water to rinse it down and may clog the drain.
Wash only full loads of clothes.
Use buckets and tubs to wash your car or the dog, rather than a continuous running hose.
Water lawns and gardens only when needed and only during the early morning or evening when evaporation is lower. See Hopkins Watering Restrictions Page.
Use a nozzle on your garden hose to act as flow-restrictor and reduce water use significantly.
Cutting grass to no less than 2 or 3 inch height will reduce the amount of water needed.
Sweep sidewalks and driveways instead of washing them down with a hose.
Reuse as much water as possible.
If lawn watering is scheduled, let kids play in the hose or sprinkler in a grassy area instead of filling a wading pool.There has never been such a discourse that the poverty is nothing to do with Engineering. In my view, like any other profession, be it Economist, Social Scientist, or Development worker, Engineers in all disciplines contribute in eradicating poverty. How do Engineers contribute to eradicate poverty and how can we better do that in the future in the context of achieving Sustainable Development Goal 1 – ‘No poverty’. 3. Singleton (2003) proposed four key characteristics of sound Engineering solutions to poverty alleviation: 1. Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost.As an engineer, my actions to play my role would include:  Continuously updating my technical knowledge and skills through lifelong learning and professional development opportunities.  Applying my knowledge and skills to design, develop, and implement solutions to engineering problems.  Collaborating with other engineers, stakeholders, and team members to ensure that projects are completed on time, within budget, and to the satisfaction of all parties involved.  Adhering to industry standards and regulations to ensure the safety and functionality of the products and systems I am working on.  Actively seeking feedback and mentorship from more experienced engineers to improve my work and advance my career.  Staying abreast of the latest developments in my field, such as new technologies, materials, and design methodologies, to ensure that my work is current and relevant.  Being a responsible and ethical professional, acting with integrity, and being accountable for my work and decisions.  Participating in professional organizations and attending conferences to expand my network and stay current with industry trends and developments.  Being open to new opportunities and continuously looking for ways to improve my work and make a positive impact in my field.  Actively seeking out feedback and mentorship from other engineers, and using this feedback to improve my work and advance my career.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JYrI_gWG6UezK2V6p3vMIQTlhdLHQzXz

16/01/2023 10:55:17 panjabiajaypal@gmail.comAjay pal CSE 2021-2025 Computer Engineer Food Resources Planting trees The social responsibilities of engineers include human safety and environmental protection in engineering designs. But it may extend further to include pro bono work and considerations of social justice issues.Lifelong learning is as essential for Professional Engineers as their initial training and certification. Continued professional development is an urgent imperative to ensure public safety, a sustainable environment, a competitive national economy, a respected profession, a profitable employer, and a fulfilling career.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1UH0uB1ZYwMYM-gAzcnT2NpH5-mEC__0V
16/01/2023 10:56:53 krishnakantyadav853@gmail.comKrishnakant Yadav B tech CSE 1 2k21 Computer Engineer Energy Resources Energy engineers can play a vital role in protecting the existing sources through the use of principles of science and mathematics. While Mechanical engineers can develop energy-efficient machinery, electrical engineers can innovatetechniques to reduce carbon dioxide emission from electricity generation.As an Engineer ,Increasing access to basic community services and infrastructure in health, education, water, sanitation, and livelihood are key to eradicate poverty, which is the job of Engineers.As an engineer of this institute, Lifelong learning is as essential for Professional Engineers as their initial training and certification. Continued professional development is an urgent imperative to ensure public safety, a sustainable environment, a competitive national economy, a respected profession, a profitable employer, and a fulfilling career.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Event on Creative Practicehttps://drive.google.com/open?id=1A4R6nt0Ty0cQ_WZkN1NA1_kAlhih5lXA

16/01/2023 10:58:28 saurabhtiwari107328@gmail.comSaurabh Tiwari Cse-2 2 year Computer Engineer Water Resources

Use a displacement device (a water-filled bottle) in the toilet tank to reduce the amount of water required to flush.
Use toilet only for its intended purpose. Don't use the toilet to dispose of trash or tissues.
Repair leaky taps or toilets immediately. A slow drip wastes 15 to 20 gallons of water/day.
Consider a small capacity toilet when replacing an old one.
Take shorter showers.
Don't let the faucet run when brushing teeth, or shaving. Turn on only when needed.
Flush toilets less often whenever possible.
Let smaller children bathe together.
When washing dishes by hand fill a basin or sink for rinsing rather than let the water run.
Run dishwashers only when full.
Avoid running the tap for a glass of water. Put a bottle in the refrigerator to stay cold.
Never pour oil or grease in the drain. It requires too much water to rinse it down and may clog the drain.
Wash only full loads of clothes.
Use buckets and tubs to wash your car or the dog, rather than a continuous running hose.
Water lawns and gardens only when needed and only during the early morning or evening when evaporation is lower. See Hopkins Watering Restrictions Page.
Use a nozzle on your garden hose to act as flow-restrictor and reduce water use significantly.
Cutting grass to no less than 2 or 3 inch height will reduce the amount of water needed.
Sweep sidewalks and driveways instead of washing them down with a hose.
Reuse as much water as possible.
If lawn watering is scheduled, let kids play in the hose or sprinkler in a grassy area instead of filling a wading pool.There has never been such a discourse that the poverty is nothing to do with Engineering. In my view, like any other profession, be it Economist, Social Scientist, or Development worker, Engineers in all disciplines contribute in eradicating poverty. How do Engineers contribute to eradicate poverty and how can we better do that in the future in the context of achieving Sustainable Development Goal 1 – ‘No poverty’. 3. Singleton (2003) proposed four key characteristics of sound Engineering solutions to poverty alleviation: 1. Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost.As an engineer, my actions to play my role would include:  Continuously updating my technical knowledge and skills through lifelong learning and professional development opportunities.  Applying my knowledge and skills to design, develop, and implement solutions to engineering problems.  Collaborating with other engineers, stakeholders, and team members to ensure that projects are completed on time, within budget, and to the satisfaction of all parties involved.  Adhering to industry standards and regulations to ensure the safety and functionality of the products and systems I am working on.  Actively seeking feedback and mentorship from more experienced engineers to improve my work and advance my career.  Staying abreast of the latest developments in my field, such as new technologies, materials, and design methodologies, to ensure that my work is current and relevant.  Being a responsible and ethical professional, acting with integrity, and being accountable for my work and decisions.  Participating in professional organizations and attending conferences to expand my network and stay current with industry trends and developments.  Being open to new opportunities and continuously looking for ways to improve my work and make a positive impact in my field.  Actively seeking out feedback and mentorship from other engineers, and using this feedback to improve my work and advance my career.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1araB2qsFG2_rG69RqAvvizNBjqiABhMt

16/01/2023 11:00:22 akankshagupta170102@gmail.comAkanksha gupta CSE-1 2 Computer Engineer Food Resources Engineering solutions to address water management challenges played significant roles in the past in areas such as access to clean water and sanitation, providing water for irrigation, offering protection against floods, allowing power generation, etc. Despite their proven benefits, engineering solutions are receiving increasing criticism due to their negative environmental and societal impacts and the high cost of their implementation and operation. More reliance on ecosystem services as an alternative is often advocated as a means to achieve more sustainable water management solutions. Singleton (2003) proposed four key characteristics of sound Engineering solutions to poverty alleviation: 1. Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost. Learning can never cease – especially not for engineers, because the world around us keeps changing. The community has so many ways – facilities, equipment, teachers, mentors – to support engineers thirst for lifelong learning.“The key to our success—as it has always been—will be to compete by developing new products, by generating new industries, by maintaining our role as the world’s engine of scientific discovery and technological innovation. It’s absolutely essential to our future.”  Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallEvent on Creative Practicehttps://drive.google.com/open?id=1H8xbBtbqrIOpdY1cyd_fuwGVMH9u8gDM
16/01/2023 11:05:16 prasanyadav7@gmail.comPradeep Yadav B.Tech (CSE) 2K21 Computer Engineer Food Resources I will aware people about usage of our resources in a better way so that they should not exploit it.My responsibility could be to aware people not to exploit Natural resources.I will do plantation in our institute to protect our environment from harmful gases present in our surroundings.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallDebate/Poster https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qZGpW0Hqdjwhe1P2g2raYMNQrIn9KbZ_

16/01/2023 11:06:28 ry407399@gmail.com Ravi yadav Mee 2021/2nd year Mechanical Engineer Water Resources

Use a displacement device (a water-filled bottle) in the toilet tank to reduce the amount of water required to flush.
Use toilet only for its intended purpose. Don't use the toilet to dispose of trash or tissues.
Repair leaky taps or toilets immediately. A slow drip wastes 15 to 20 gallons of water/day.
Consider a small capacity toilet when replacing an old one.
Take shorter showers.
Don't let the faucet run when brushing teeth, or shaving. Turn on only when needed.
Flush toilets less often whenever possible.
Let smaller children bathe together.
When washing dishes by hand fill a basin or sink for rinsing rather than let the water run.
Run dishwashers only when full.
Avoid running the tap for a glass of water. Put a bottle in the refrigerator to stay cold.
Never pour oil or grease in the drain. It requires too much water to rinse it down and may clog the drain.
Wash only full loads of clothes.
Use buckets and tubs to wash your car or the dog, rather than a continuous running hose.
Water lawns and gardens only when needed and only during the early morning or evening when evaporation is lower. See Hopkins Watering Restrictions Page.
Use a nozzle on your garden hose to act as flow-restrictor and reduce water use significantly.
Cutting grass to no less than 2 or 3 inch height will reduce the amount of water needed.
Sweep sidewalks and driveways instead of washing them down with a hose.
Reuse as much water as possible.
If lawn watering is scheduled, let kids play in the hose or sprinkler in a grassy area instead of filling a wading pool.There has never been such a discourse that the poverty is nothing to do with Engineering. In my view, like any other profession, be it Economist, Social Scientist, or Development worker, Engineers in all disciplines contribute in eradicating poverty. How do Engineers contribute to eradicate poverty and how can we better do that in the future in the context of achieving Sustainable Development Goal 1 – ‘No poverty’. 3. Singleton (2003) proposed four key characteristics of sound Engineering solutions to poverty alleviation: 1. Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost.As an engineer, my actions to play my role would include:  Continuously updating my technical knowledge and skills through lifelong learning and professional development opportunities.  Applying my knowledge and skills to design, develop, and implement solutions to engineering problems.  Collaborating with other engineers, stakeholders, and team members to ensure that projects are completed on time, within budget, and to the satisfaction of all parties involved.  Adhering to industry standards and regulations to ensure the safety and functionality of the products and systems I am working on.  Actively seeking feedback and mentorship from more experienced engineers to improve my work and advance my career.  Staying abreast of the latest developments in my field, such as new technologies, materials, and design methodologies, to ensure that my work is current and relevant.  Being a responsible and ethical professional, acting with integrity, and being accountable for my work and decisions.  Participating in professional organizations and attending conferences to expand my network and stay current with industry trends and developments.  Being open to new opportunities and continuously looking for ways to improve my work and make a positive impact in my field.  Actively seeking out feedback and mentorship from other engineers, and using this feedback to improve my work and advance my career.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PJ9ODULojlnVycbRQA70a31Oupu2FlRQ

16/01/2023 11:11:22 bhaskarholiya2004@gmail.comBhaskar Singh CSE 1 2nd year Computer Engineer Water Resources Conserve water The social responsibilities of engineers include human safety and environmental protection in engineering designs. But it may extend further to include pro bono work and considerations of social justice issues. By lifelong learning I do not necessarily mean further courses or degrees, but also education of other forms including mentoring, reading, taking on challenging projects or joining a professional organisationOpen Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Event on Creative Practicehttps://drive.google.com/open?id=1zCr8vd2Lv59d4hDb5KKkNIV-QYQbM5KF

16/01/2023 11:12:03 riteekranjan3@gmail.com Riteek Ranjan B.Tech/MEE 2K21/2nd Mechanical Engineer Energy Resources

Use a displacement device (a water-filled bottle) in the toilet tank to reduce the amount of water required to flush.
Use toilet only for its intended purpose. Don't use the toilet to dispose of trash or tissues.
Repair leaky taps or toilets immediately. A slow drip wastes 15 to 20 gallons of water/day.
Consider a small capacity toilet when replacing an old one.
Take shorter showers.
Don't let the faucet run when brushing teeth, or shaving. Turn on only when needed.
Flush toilets less often whenever possible.
Let smaller children bathe together.
When washing dishes by hand fill a basin or sink for rinsing rather than let the water run.
Run dishwashers only when full.
Avoid running the tap for a glass of water. Put a bottle in the refrigerator to stay cold.
Never pour oil or grease in the drain. It requires too much water to rinse it down and may clog the drain.
Wash only full loads of clothes.
Use buckets and tubs to wash your car or the dog, rather than a continuous running hose.
Water lawns and gardens only when needed and only during the early morning or evening when evaporation is lower. See Hopkins Watering Restrictions Page.
Use a nozzle on your garden hose to act as flow-restrictor and reduce water use significantly.
Cutting grass to no less than 2 or 3 inch height will reduce the amount of water needed.
Sweep sidewalks and driveways instead of washing them down with a hose.
Reuse as much water as possible.
If lawn watering is scheduled, let kids play in the hose or sprinkler in a grassy area instead of filling a wading pool.There has never been such a discourse that the poverty is nothing to do with Engineering. In my view, like any other profession, be it Economist, Social Scientist, or Development worker, Engineers in all disciplines contribute in eradicating poverty. How do Engineers contribute to eradicate poverty and how can we better do that in the future in the context of achieving Sustainable Development Goal 1 – ‘No poverty’. 3. Singleton (2003) proposed four key characteristics of sound Engineering solutions to poverty alleviation: 1. Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost.As an engineer, my actions to play my role would include:  Continuously updating my technical knowledge and skills through lifelong learning and professional development opportunities.  Applying my knowledge and skills to design, develop, and implement solutions to engineering problems.  Collaborating with other engineers, stakeholders, and team members to ensure that projects are completed on time, within budget, and to the satisfaction of all parties involved.  Adhering to industry standards and regulations to ensure the safety and functionality of the products and systems I am working on.  Actively seeking feedback and mentorship from more experienced engineers to improve my work and advance my career.  Staying abreast of the latest developments in my field, such as new technologies, materials, and design methodologies, to ensure that my work is current and relevant.  Being a responsible and ethical professional, acting with integrity, and being accountable for my work and decisions.  Participating in professional organizations and attending conferences to expand my network and stay current with industry trends and developments.  Being open to new opportunities and continuously looking for ways to improve my work and make a positive impact in my field.  Actively seeking out feedback and mentorship from other engineers, and using this feedback to improve my work and advance my career.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1I40YlUlagMmxDdsifmO8Vjd972Tq1vgV

16/01/2023 11:13:58 arvindkumar20102000@gmail.comAjay Kumar Paswan Cse1 2k21 Computer Engineer Food Resources I want to health and tasty food. I want to suggestion to take healthy and tasty food.. I learning from here to help others. Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hvhKyZFWte_OaXoVDUMbwr6SRPo-XrmR

https://drive.google.com/open?id=11CPrZaziEGvfPMqlhKTwqiPaTYOhBAR-
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Ty7I95hp1xmYFf47ZqUtFX1KZdz2R73L
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lccAW7BGSNBkCW6LnjmMBOmBGU_6EBIn
https://drive.google.com/open?id=16Tac9I-bQk1oEX4zNfO3KIDCplp8HuWy
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_giXmvn7Fg39v59rs3e2YCxzrckD0vDo
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vpRaILKz9yqC3ffXhVEsvdzci-KywyND
https://drive.google.com/open?id=10ekwZcvqhmCIW8_v2B1AhXCChCtiRyqs
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QG3PZ3gEUVGzPtfZLqTWC5eQW_pP_lmi
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bEXHBrCOQ2k1DEUIIR6Y1w_JKn-qbCNt
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1L5-cPlGqZdc1XjrnK7I2U5WlW0r2TAQn
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13taoo0qhKZn7lEG2-uIzdXyBB8PsCkLW
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZVF4afNmhIo0BVTO-xQAFxMU0Ef-bZCy
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1G-2pZobYHqapMSk-uAJvUakae_8jlQTw
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BRwhGl_Xruc-QHS5hizYrQvrko5kS0h4
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1r1cXBILPHo5NCXV0I9T5_xpcL4ZDOlKM
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1C1YVC-JoKRhOaLJ_ZbA0pbBoIqbiclp-
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-1wDW7N38MjdttXhCsme77PseTwxR7f5
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zF2rjouXOEpRmV6SiuuILf00aF2f9PCrWjvVLIcsTdQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_WZibpc6bvRoUbRXULxcvwrVDRy6b1iQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1emMF7JItjqbLGYLwk3YfN0TIS2R3uV7B
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mSErn4sxcx6V2bQtrpZH1TfMt_YMPNI5
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1UcLiHSRm9PUAbNex2dCqs1EU37LTQzuZ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=19ld1_WfcsyX09EeYagVoF-nu7PGj6zCz
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VjMLlcv94KYimRoTxSAJqJxaKRIkmql7
https://drive.google.com/open?id=14dPBA7E5-3Wrzwisj25lZJhAZt8sJkux
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MiWWTv5wsAp7MUyd9aNNpmux0_pMFXp6
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Eo4xOcDCx9xxQmqQDoFxbKMqQvFUN7JY
https://drive.google.com/open?id=18-qNWz-78Zrx5VmGDQrxmDPl44LPJqB8
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Czt7aAXgQoXZfcoLYUho3BpXSJlf5cg-
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1geYw8DNFdmrt8XSFFiVxcz-0T_e_HfiT
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JYrI_gWG6UezK2V6p3vMIQTlhdLHQzXz
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1UH0uB1ZYwMYM-gAzcnT2NpH5-mEC__0V
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1A4R6nt0Ty0cQ_WZkN1NA1_kAlhih5lXA
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1araB2qsFG2_rG69RqAvvizNBjqiABhMt
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1H8xbBtbqrIOpdY1cyd_fuwGVMH9u8gDM
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qZGpW0Hqdjwhe1P2g2raYMNQrIn9KbZ_
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PJ9ODULojlnVycbRQA70a31Oupu2FlRQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zCr8vd2Lv59d4hDb5KKkNIV-QYQbM5KF
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1I40YlUlagMmxDdsifmO8Vjd972Tq1vgV
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hvhKyZFWte_OaXoVDUMbwr6SRPo-XrmR
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16/01/2023 11:13:59 amarjeetpatel25112002@gmail.comAmarjeet patel CSE 1 2k21 batch Computer Engineer Food Resources I want to take healthy and tasty food.I want suggestions to keeping healthy and safety 🥑🥝I learnt to how to help necessary people by education knowledge Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1USJxvqsgG_gTYK1x3kJmttyJO2mmedVE

16/01/2023 11:14:06 brajmohanrana841@gmail.comBrijmohan Rana Machanical engineering 2nd year Mechanical Engineer Forest Resources

Action we can take to help the environment which is given as below:-
•Avoid peat-based composts. 
•Keep your garden or greenspace chemical free.
•don't buy single use plastic 
•shop locally ,shop organically
•plant tree Increasing access to basic community services and infrastructure in health, education, water, sanitation, and livelihood are key to eradicate poverty, which is the job of EngineersLifelong learning is broadly defined as the ongoing, voluntary, and self-motivated pursuit of knowledge for either personal or professional reasons. It is important for an individual's competitiveness and employability, but also enhances social inclusion, active citizenship, and personal development.”Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1sbfetYkQk11kBqq_GNzbf63ttted6ALu

16/01/2023 11:15:45 akshitashukla7388@gmail.comAkshita shukla Mee 2nd year Mechanical Engineer Forest Resources

Action we can take to help the environment which is given as below:-
•Reduce, reuse, and recycle
•Volunteer. Volunteer for cleanups in your community. 
•Educate. When you further your own education, you can help others understand the importance and value of our natural resources
•Conserve water. The less water you use, the less runoff and wastewater that eventually end up in the ocean.
•Shop wisely. Buy less plastic and bring a reusable shopping bag.
•Use long-lasting light bulbs. 
•plant a tree There has never been such a discourse that the poverty is nothing to do with Engineering. In my view, like any other profession, be it Economist, Social Scientist, or Development worker, Engineers in all disciplines contribute in eradicating poverty. How do Engineers contribute to eradicate poverty and how can we better do that in the future in the context of achieving Sustainable Development Goal:- Increasing access to basic community services and infrastructure in health, education, water, sanitation, and livelihood are key to eradicate poverty, which is the job of Engineers.Lifelong learning is as essential for Professional Engineers as their initial training and certification. Continued professional development is an urgent imperative to ensure public safety, a sustainable environment, a competitive national economy, a respected profession, a profitable employer, and a fulfilling career.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yEe_Pubbo3N5lUD4_aTnjGDYclhNddu2

16/01/2023 11:19:52 shivanshgautam220@gmail.comShivansh Gautam Cse 2 2k21 Computer Engineer Energy Resources

Make Electricity Use More Efficient. 
Use More Renewable Energy. 
Promote Sustainable Fishing Rules. 
Avoid Single-Use Plastics. 
Drive Less. 
Recycle More and Improve Recycling Systems. 
Use Sustainable Agriculture Practices. 
Reduce Food Waste. There has never been such a discourse that the poverty is nothing to do with Engineering. In my view, like any other profession, be it Economist, Social Scientist, or Development worker, Engineers in all disciplines contribute in eradicating poverty. How do Engineers contribute to eradicate poverty and how can we better do that in the future in the context of achieving Sustainable Development Goal 1 – ‘No poverty’. 3. Singleton (2003) proposed four key characteristics of sound Engineering solutions to poverty alleviation: 1. Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost.Lifelong learning is as essential for Professional Engineers as their initial training and certification. Continued professional development is an urgent imperative to ensure public safety, a sustainable environment, a competitive national economy, a respected profession, a profitable employer, and a fulfilling career.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iMGYNzgFJSel2An6DkJcgfPxZCdJ0w1c

16/01/2023 11:20:49 bhuvnesh2189@gmail.comBhuvanesh CSE 1 2k21 Computer Engineer Water Resources

My actions to preserve the food resources and reduce our food waste.
1)Shop Smart
2)Store Food Correctly
3)Learn to preserve
4)Perk Up water
5)Save Leftovers There has never been such a discourse that the poverty is nothing to do with Engineering. In my view, like any other profession, be it Economist, Social Scientist, or Development worker, Engineers in all disciplines contribute in eradicating poverty. How do Engineers contribute to eradicate poverty and how can we better do that in the future in the context of achieving Sustainable Development Goal 1 – ‘No poverty’. 3. Singleton (2003) proposed four key characteristics of sound Engineering solutions to poverty alleviation: 1. Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost.As an engineer, my actions to play my role would include:  Continuously updating my technical knowledge and skills through lifelong learning and professional development opportunities.  Applying my knowledge and skills to design, develop, and implement solutions to engineering problems.  Collaborating with other engineers, stakeholders, and team members to ensure that projects are completed on time, within budget, and to the satisfaction of all parties involved.  Adhering to industry standards and regulations to ensure the safety and functionality of the products and systems I am working on.  Actively seeking feedback and mentorship from more experienced engineers to improve my work and advance my career.  Staying abreast of the latest developments in my field, such as new technologies, materials, and design methodologies, to ensure that my work is current and relevant.  Being a responsible and ethical professional, acting with integrity, and being accountable for my work and decisions.  Participating in professional organizations and attending conferences to expand my network and stay current with industry trends and developments.  Being open to new opportunities and continuously looking for ways to improve my work and make a positive impact in my field.  Actively seeking out feedback and mentorship from other engineers, and using this feedback to improve my work and advance my career.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Seminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rdeAw35CZ-JMsrhGPuGdV6YtzVXcO2by

16/01/2023 11:21:41 kishankashyap5858@gmail.comKishan kashyap CSE -1/2nd year 2nd year Computer Engineer Water Resources Human industrial activities have added record levels of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere, creating a host of problems such as declining air quality, according to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (see References 4 and 5). These issues may seem difficult to address because of their magnitude. However, focusing on personal lifestyle changes and close-to-home issues makes helping the environment easy.social responsibilities of the engineering profession are in many ways synonymous with macroethics. Analysis of the engineering codes of ethics and educational requirements are used to support these arguments, and are compared with the perceptions of engineering students and working engineers. Formal education – takes place in a formal setting such as seeking a college degree, professional certification courses, etc. Self-directed learning – takes place at your own pace and along your own path, such as online courses or online training such as LinkedIn Learning.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallEvent on Creative Practicehttps://drive.google.com/open?id=1J-IIygeVCj-8xxQ5mfhw1cYzjkuGEswR

16/01/2023 11:22:54 sdevanshu964@gmail.comDevanshu Singh Btech (mechanical engineer) 2nd year Forest Resources

Action we can take to help the environment which is given as below:-
•Avoid peat-based composts. 
•Keep your garden or greenspace chemical free.
•don't buy single use plastic 
•shop locally ,shop organically
•plant tree Increasing access to basic community services and infrastructure in health, education, water, sanitation, and livelihood are key to eradicate poverty, which is the job of EngineersLifelong learning is broadly defined as the ongoing, voluntary, and self-motivated pursuit of knowledge for either personal or professional reasons. It is important for an individual's competitiveness and employability, but also enhances social inclusion, active citizenship, and personal development.”Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1it499QF7A7sY503OdJKFN3BDDlVoT1NP

16/01/2023 11:23:46 parthdwivedi2002@gmail.comParth Dwivedi Cse2 2k21 Computer Engineer Forest Resources Human industrial activities have added record levels of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere, creating a host of problems such as declining air quality, according to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. These issues may seem difficult to address because of their magnitude. However, focusing on personal lifestyle changes and close-to-home issues makes helping the environment easy.social responsibilities of the engineering profession are in many ways synonymous with macroethics. Analysis of the engineering codes of ethics and educational requirements are used to support these arguments, and are compared with the perceptions of engineering students and working engineers.Formal education – takes place in a formal setting such as seeking a college degree, professional certification courses, etc. Self-directed learning – takes place at your own pace and along your own path, such as online courses or online training such as LinkedIn Learning.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rVUA2L8sf-Nffp8mhZ2iplh-vt84DPLW
16/01/2023 11:24:53 anuragg8824@gmail.com Anurag Gupta B.tech/CSE 2021/2 Option 7 Food Resources Food conservation Help poor people by donating our useless things .which may be usefull for others Live in ourselves. Don't believes the people's without sending some time with them.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallEvent on Creative Practicehttps://drive.google.com/open?id=1cjMM0wgjVQA_krE3vhVLgKsoh4YcfVSD
16/01/2023 11:26:51 anuragmaddheshiya216@gmail.comAnurag Maddheshiya B.TECH/ CSE 2K21 Computer Engineer Food Resources Food conservation right utilisation.Right utilisation of protection resources.Empower my team the knowledge for environmental protection.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TSPMMc4HA3jRZIp7oY2aozf649OfZ0Ab

16/01/2023 11:27:05 vibhasah81@gmail.com Abhay Kumar B.tech MEE 2nd year (3rd sem) Mechanical Engineer Land & Minerals resources

Avoid peat based composts
Plant trees
Recycle and reuse
Don't buy single used plastic
Keep your garden and green space chemical freeIncreasing access to basic community services and infrastructure in health education,water , sanitation and livelihood are key to eradicate poverty which is job of engineersThe ongoing voluntary and self motivated pursuit of knowledge for either personal or professional reasonsOpen Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ihdo1a6AcYbDvOcf671yC-zmXOgORoB-

16/01/2023 11:27:30 ankityadav41160@gmail.comANKIT KUMAR YADAV BTECH CSE-1 2021 Computer Engineer Forest Resources

Firstly Survey of the forest resources and Categorization of forest areas and proper delimitation of reserved forest areas and Find out the areas where reforestation can be done and too aware people for more
plantation.

1. Conserve trees and forests in your area.
Forests and trees—especially big trees and mature forests—have many benefits. They provide habitat for a multitude of species, store carbon, maintain water quality, stabilize the climate, and provide places for people to recreate and connect with nature. Encourage your local government to conserve forests, create parks, and oppose destructive suburban sprawl and other developments. Volunteer with a local land trust or parks and recreation department, or consider a conservation easement if you own forested land. 

2. Plant trees—the more the better!
Reforestation is a critical part of the solution to climate change, and restoring previously degraded ecosystems provides essential habitat for threatened species. Plant trees in your community or donate to organizations that plant trees around the world. Keep in mind that planting trees should never be an excuse for destroying existing forests and, when you donate, make sure that your money goes toward restoring native ecosystems rather than planting timber monocultures destined for logging.

3. Support forest conservation organizations.
NGOs like the TREE Foundation, the Nature Conservancy, the Sierra Club, Center for Biological Diversity, and Rainforest Action Network offset deforestation and conserve threatened ecosystems around the world. In the absence of effective and environmentally-friendly governance in many areas, NGOs provide important organizational and monetary support for a variety of conservation efforts. Find a reputable conservation charity that speaks to you and send them a tax-deductible donation. Or find a local forest nonprofit and volunteer.The social responsibilities of engineers include human safety and environmental protection in engineering designs. But it may extend further to include pro bono work and considerations of social justice issues.As an engineer, we gives you the opportunity to solve problems and design things that really matter, things that make the world a better place in which to live. As an engineer, we can use our God-given talents to find solutions that no one else has thought and it's an opportunity to make our mark on the world.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rMqLYxP5QcmAs0SjQJqPtHMgjQfHJ2Rd

16/01/2023 11:30:31 satyamgreat3@gmail.comSatyam Prasad Btech/MEE 2k21/2nd Mechanical Engineer Energy Resources

Use a displacement device (a water-filled bottle) in the toilet tank to reduce the amount of water required to flush.
Use toilet only for its intended purpose. Don't use the toilet to dispose of trash or tissues.
Repair leaky taps or toilets immediately. A slow drip wastes 15 to 20 gallons of water/day.
Consider a small capacity toilet when replacing an old one.
Take shorter showers.
Don't let the faucet run when brushing teeth, or shaving. Turn on only when needed.
Flush toilets less often whenever possible.
Let smaller children bathe together.
When washing dishes by hand fill a basin or sink for rinsing rather than let the water run.
Run dishwashers only when full.
Avoid running the tap for a glass of water. Put a bottle in the refrigerator to stay cold.
Never pour oil or grease in the drain. It requires too much water to rinse it down and may clog the drain.
Wash only full loads of clothes.
Use buckets and tubs to wash your car or the dog, rather than a continuous running hose.
Water lawns and gardens only when needed and only during the early morning or evening when evaporation is lower. See Hopkins Watering Restrictions Page.
Use a nozzle on your garden hose to act as flow-restrictor and reduce water use significantly.
Cutting grass to no less than 2 or 3 inch height will reduce the amount of water needed.
Sweep sidewalks and driveways instead of washing them down with a hose.
Reuse as much water as possible.
If lawn watering is scheduled, let kids play in the hose or sprinkler in a grassy area instead of filling a wading pool.There has never been such a discourse that the poverty is nothing to do with Engineering. In my view, like any other profession, be it Economist, Social Scientist, or Development worker, Engineers in all disciplines contribute in eradicating poverty. How do Engineers contribute to eradicate poverty and how can we better do that in the future in the context of achieving Sustainable Development Goal 1 – ‘No poverty’. 3. Singleton (2003) proposed four key characteristics of sound Engineering solutions to poverty alleviation: 1. Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost.As an engineer, my actions to play my role would include:  Continuously updating my technical knowledge and skills through lifelong learning and professional development opportunities.  Applying my knowledge and skills to design, develop, and implement solutions to engineering problems.  Collaborating with other engineers, stakeholders, and team members to ensure that projects are completed on time, within budget, and to the satisfaction of all parties involved.  Adhering to industry standards and regulations to ensure the safety and functionality of the products and systems I am working on.  Actively seeking feedback and mentorship from more experienced engineers to improve my work and advance my career.  Staying abreast of the latest developments in my field, such as new technologies, materials, and design methodologies, to ensure that my work is current and relevant.  Being a responsible and ethical professional, acting with integrity, and being accountable for my work and decisions.  Participating in professional organizations and attending conferences to expand my network and stay current with industry trends and developments.  Being open to new opportunities and continuously looking for ways to improve my work and make a positive impact in my field.  Actively seeking out feedback and mentorship from other engineers, and using this feedback to improve my work and advance my career.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Event on Creative Practicehttps://drive.google.com/open?id=1CdKqEDqNuA1M71jSOD1Pe9HbPEt_Y2q9

16/01/2023 11:30:56 harsh.contact24@gmail.comHarsh B-tech/CSE-1 2021/2nd Computer Engineer Forest Resources
Firstly Survey of the forest resources and Categorization of forest areas and proper delimitation of reserved forest areas and Find out the areas where reforestation can be done and too aware people for more
plantation The social responsibilities of engineers include human safety and environmental protection in engineering designs. But it may extend further to include pro bono work and considerations of social justice issuesAs an engineer, we gives you the opportunity to solve problems and design things that really matter, things that make the world a better place in which to live. As an engineer, we can use our God-given talents to find solutions that no one else has thought and it's an opportunity to make our mark on the world.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallDebate/Poster https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DXeApKsNfvXBbtoKOhjYraP1UqLBnA7s

16/01/2023 11:36:18 ankitguptabaghar@gmail.comAnkit Gupta MEE 3 Sem 2 year Mechanical Engineer Forest Resources Environmental engineers optimise the use of natural resources, help to develop renewable energy resources and maximise the use of existing materials. They design technologies and processes that control pollution and clean up contamination.The social responsibilities of engineers include human safety and environmental protection in engineering designs. But it may extend further to include pro bono work and considerations of social justice issues.Lifelong learning is the concept of pursuing additional education and the development of further skills beyond an individual's formal or compulsory education.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSeminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BaNrRSFT7EW0eB30feSPhC-Hxn6Qb8fj

16/01/2023 11:48:40 mh6912641@gmail.com MOHD HASEEB ALI B.TECH(CSE-2) 2K21 Computer Engineer Food Resources

My actions to preserve the food resources and reduce our food waste.
1)Shop Smart
2)Store Food Correctly
3)Learn to preserve
4)Perk Up water
5)Save Leftovers I shall ensure that the farmers get education regarding modern agriculture method, this makes farmers more profitable in agriculture sector and also supply necessary equipment to themTeam work from engineering workshopOpen Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nVbbV3kXmO4jpqsbr5KQxv8VBhEVYK9l

16/01/2023 11:50:07 isharashika8671@gmail.comIsha Bharati 2nd year(COMPUTER SCIENCE) 2021 Computer Engineer Forest Resources
1) Promoting afforestation by planting more and more tree on speacial ocassions.
2) Preventing deforestation by making people aware of the uses of forest resources.Increasing access to basic community services and infrastructure in health, education, water, sanitation, and livelihood are key to eradicate poverty, which is the job of EngineersI have learned skills needed to meet the deadlines, work in team and manage projects punctuallyCurrent Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSeminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xEoQAVhZBaloHQPlYwJVj9mtbETpvUHa

16/01/2023 11:52:04 ankitdhangar05@gmail.comAnkit dhangar Cse1 2021 Computer Engineer Food Resources

My actions to preserve the food resources and reduce our food waste.
1)Shop Smart
2)Store Food Correctly
3)Learn to preserve
4)Perk Up water
5)Save Leftovers I shall ensure that the farmers get education regarding modern agriculture method, this makes farmers more profitable in agriculture sector and also supply necessary equipment to themTeam work from engineering workshop Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=12ueBLRy6HOf-tQ6XW5J8-Z5iy0Ug9QKs

16/01/2023 11:57:15 rishabhsharma9927@gmail.comRishabh kumar sharma 2021 2 Computer Engineer Forest Resources
1) Promoting afforestation by planting more and more trees on special occasions. 
2) Preventing deforestation by making people aware of the uses of forest resources.Increasing access to basic community services and infrastructure in health, education, water, sanitation, and livelihood are key to eradicate poverty, which is the job of EngineersI have learned skills needed to meet the deadlines, work in team and manage projects punctually. Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Seminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=14wB1W_409OaY18OvUOmgFGzG59VgjFsi

16/01/2023 11:59:28 harshita14072002@gmail.comHarshita Gupta CSE 1 2k21/2 Computer Engineer Forest Resources Promoting  afforestation Preventing deforestation by making people aware of the importance of forest resources.I have learned skills needed to meet the deadlines, work in team and manage projects punctually.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JJJmyUM4dDqfrXmiNFXoY45Q4h3i9A4d

16/01/2023 12:02:42 ngsaga1701@gmail.com NITISH KUMAR CSE-2 2K21 Computer Engineer Food Resources

Food is essential for growth and development of living organisms. These essential materials are called nutrients and these nutrients are available from variety of animals and plants. There are thousands of edible plants and animals over the world, out of which only about three dozen types constitute major food of humans.

The majority of people obtain food from cultivated plants and domesticated animals. Although some food is obtained from oceans and fresh waters, but the great majority of food for human population is obtained from traditional land-based agriculture of crops and livestock.There has never been such a discourse that the poverty is nothing to do with Engineering. In my view, like any other profession, be it Economist, Social Scientist, or Development worker, Engineers in all disciplines contribute in eradicating poverty. How do Engineers contribute to eradicate poverty and how can we better do that in the future in the context of achieving Sustainable Development Goal 1 – ‘No poverty’. 3. Singleton (2003) proposed four key characteristics of sound Engineering solutions to poverty alleviation: 1. Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost.Lifelong learning can be done in a number of ways according to me:  Formal education – takes place in a formal setting such as seeking a college degree, professional certification courses, etc. Self-directed learning – takes place at your own pace and along your own path, such as online courses or online training such as LinkedIn Learning. Professional learning – tied to your occupation or position and can be done through various mechanisms such as on-the-job training, workshops, conference, articles, networking, etc. All of these types of learning can be an important part of your continued growth and happiness as a person, but the one that I have found to be most valuable (in particular for younger engineers) is professional learning – or on-the-job training. That’s because that style of learning is most immediately impactful on what you do every day as an engineer. Let’s think about the types of things you’re going to need to know as a graduate engineer in land development.  1-Lot grading 2-Resolving boundary conditions with adjacent properties 3-Getting construction plan/plat review and approval by regulatory agencies, including necessary variances 4-Managing the bidding, award, and administration of construction contracts. Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Seminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rbX7gezYUQYCwp1XPXJs1kPUGETlxBki
16/01/2023 12:04:42 shantanupatel1897@gmail.comShantanu patel CSE/ CSE 2 CSE/ second year Computer Engineer Forest Resources Human industrial activities have added record levels of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere, creating a host of problems such as declining air quality, according to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (see References 4 and 5). These issues may seem difficult to address because of their magnitude. However, focusing on personal lifestyle changes and close-to-home issues makes helping the environment easy.social responsibilities of the engineering profession are in many ways synonymous with macroethics. Analysis of the engineering codes of ethics and educational requirements are used to support these arguments, and are compared with the perceptions of engineering students and working engineers.Formal education – takes place in a formal setting such as seeking a college degree, professional certification courses, etc. Self-directed learning – takes place at your own pace and along your own path, such as online courses or online training such as LinkedIn Learning.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yx-vCTIRTT3SMFfjBP0ooQY1J2Z-q_ea
16/01/2023 12:05:27 ayushkumar200264@gmail.comAyush Kumar CSE 1 2K21/2 Data Scientist/Software developer/BioinformaticianForest Resources Afforestation by  planting more and more tress, preventing people from harming the forest by making them aware of the consequences and telling the importance for our existienceSustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions. Promoting 3R reuse, reduce, recycleI have learned skills needed to meet the deadlines, work in team and manage projects punctuallyOpen Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Seminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DIdXgwasTyr3Oeu6uxqB_b8zuj_RvPjW

16/01/2023 12:06:44 raisatya0099@gmail.com Divya Rai Cse1  2k21 Computer Engineer Energy Resources

Start Your Own Initiative or Volunteer With Environmental Organizations. 
Reduce/Recycle Paper. 
Recycle More Often. 
Save Resources. 
Buy Sustainable Products. 
Decrease Meat & Dairy Consumption. The social responsibilities of engineers include human safety and environmental protection in engineering designs. But it may extend further to include pro bono work and considerations of social justice issues.Lifelong learning is as essential for Professional Engineers as their initial training and certification. Continued professional development is an urgent imperative to ensure public safety, a sustainable environment, a competitive national economy, a respected profession, a profitable employer, and a fulfilling career.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Fv42NidnPxC7pl6h2tKCNBSmxuEfiIR3

16/01/2023 12:09:18 yayush447@gmail.com Ayush Kumar Yadav Cse 1 2nd Computer Engineer Food Resources

My actions to preserve the food resources and reduce our food waste.
1)Shop Smart
2)Store Food Correctly
3)Learn to preserve
4)Perk Up water
5)Save Leftovers I shall ensure that the farmers get education regarding modern agriculture method, this makes farmers more profitable in agriculture sector and also supply necessary equipment to them To ensure public safety, a sustainable environment, a competitive national economy, a respected profession, a profitable employer, and a fulfilling career.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Event on Creative Practicehttps://drive.google.com/open?id=1N-5zbac03-Io__KfgKnFwal9iOWtJ3uF

16/01/2023 12:09:22 adv04092004@gmail.comDIVYANSHU VERMA MEE 2nd year 2k21 Mechanical Engineer Land & Minerals resourcesEnvironmental protection means that we should preserve the environment around us and keep it suitable for life because environment and living beings are dependent on each other. From overpopulation, water scientific issues, ozone depletion, global warming to deforestation, desertification and pollution, these are serious threats to mankind.The engineers have a great role to play for planning, designing and construction of road and railway network in the country. All the hilly and rural belts of the country should be connected to the highways and other major roads. Roads and railway lines are the backbones of prosperity and development of a nation.Lifelong learning is as essential for Professional Engineers as their initial training and certification. Continued professional development is an urgent imperative to ensure public safety, a sustainable environment, a competitive national economy, a respected profession, a profitable employer, and a fulfilling career.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ELiYj8qkGL03kf2et0IjFEaKnC1e6rrf
16/01/2023 12:10:38 ishita12072003@gmail.comishita pandey CSE 2 Computer Engineer Forest Resources reuse and recycle Increasing access to basic community services and infrastructure in health, education, water.I have learned skills needed to meet the deadlines, work in team and manage projects punctually.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Seminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1KMyVegR0-0RCv3uFMGY7TqIZXz0S3LaQ
16/01/2023 12:12:04 asad7084509088@gmail.comMohd.irfan B.tech mee  2 year 3rd semister2k21 Mechanical Engineer Land & Minerals resourcesEnvironmental protection means that we should preserve the environment around us and keep it suitable for life because environment and living beings are dependent on each other. From overpopulation, water scientific issues, ozone depletion, global warming to deforestation, desertification and pollution, these are serious threats to mankind.The engineers have a great role to play for planning, designing and construction of road and railway network in the country. All the hilly and rural belts of the country should be connected to the highways and other major roads. Roads and railway lines are the backbones of prosperity and development of a nation.Lifelong learning is as essential for Professional Engineers as their initial training and certification. Continued professional development is an urgent imperative to ensure public safety, a sustainable environment, a competitive national economy, a respected profession, a profitable employer, and a fulfilling career.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1z3ueG-W32eXknDaWHl4f2aCxSLFZMT2C
16/01/2023 12:18:06 prdepapa@gmail.com Palak Mehrotra Cse-2 2k21 Computer Engineer Water Resources I will try to stop wasting water while brushing my teeth, cleaning utensils.i will install canals on the rooftop so that rainwater can be reused for household purposes.This can include various of actions like:Developing sustainable solutions for natural resource management that balance economic development with the preservation of natural resources.The institute teaches us to serve nature and develop machines which reduces human effort and doesn't pollutes the environment.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallEvent on Creative Practicehttps://drive.google.com/open?id=1UzxBKrpsBzHBloBWcuMa6nghzGZROxu3
16/01/2023 12:19:30 shivdayal7840006709@gmail.comShivdayal Verma CSE-2 2k21 Computer Engineer Food Resources Human industrial activities have added record levels of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere, creating a host of problems such as declining air quality, according to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (see References 4 and 5). These issues may seem difficult to address because of their magnitude. However, focusing on personal lifestyle changes and close-to-home issues makes helping the environment easy.Social responsibilities of the engineering profession are in many ways synonymous with macroethics. Analysis of the engineering codes of ethics and educational requirements are used to support these arguments, and are compared with the perceptions of engineering students and working engineers.Formal education – takes place in a formal setting such as seeking a college degree, professional certification courses, etc. Self-directed learning – takes place at your own pace and along your own path, such as online courses or online training such as LinkedIn Learning.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1L4G7m4iTAnojVbm_eqvR3oXNx5QX71Wd

16/01/2023 12:22:39 singhpriyanshi0609@gmail.comPriyanshi singh Btech mee 2nd year 3 sem Mechanical Engineer Land & Minerals resources

Avoid peat based composts
Plant trees
Recycle and reuse
Shop locally and orginacally
Don't buy single use plasticIncreasing access to basic community service and infrastructure education water sanitary and livelihood are key to eradicate poverty which is job of engineersThe ongoing voluntary and self motivated pursuit of knowledge for either personal or professional reasonOpen Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1POUIRL6pH_kOlPwF6mxznweNJTSYAG_2

16/01/2023 12:26:10 ag3208730@gmail.com Ankit gautam Mee 2nd year Mechanical Engineer Forest Resources

Action we can take to help the environment given as below:-
•plant a tree
•reduce reuse and recycle
•educate
•volunteer
•use long lasting bulb

Increasing access to basic community services and infrastructure in health, education, water, sanitation, and livelihood are key to eradicate poverty, which is the job of EngineersLifelong learning is broadly defined as the ongoing, voluntary, and self-motivated pursuit of knowledge for either personal or professional reasons. It is important for an individual's competitiveness and employability, but also enhances social inclusion, active citizenship, and personal development.”Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1p97mX2dPmsP2LyRYEEQGDrtxhRPIGJHo

16/01/2023 12:26:24 kartikeymgkp@gmail.com Kartikey Mishra CSE1 2021/2nd Computer Engineer Water Resources

Providing information and data on environmental topics.
Helping to analyze and interpret data.
Assisting in the design and optimization of systems and processes to reduce environmental impact.
Generating reports and documentation.
Offering suggestions and recommendations for improving environmental performance.Engineers have a societal responsibility to use their knowledge and skills to manage natural resources in an efficient and sustainable manner, in order to reduce poverty and improve the overall well-being of society. This includes using resources in a way that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. It may also include designing and implementing projects that directly benefit low-income communities, such as providing access to clean water and energy, and improving infrastructure in underprivileged areas. Continuously developing and expanding my technical knowledge and skills through courses, workshops, and professional development opportunities.  Staying up-to-date with the latest advancements and trends in my field through research and publications.  Actively participating in industry organizations and professional societies to network with other engineers and stay informed of industry developments.  Seeking mentorship and guidance from experienced engineers to learn from their experiences and gain valuable perspective on the field.  Continuously evaluating and improving my performance through self-reflection and feedback from colleagues and supervisors.  Being open-minded to different perspectives and approaches to problem-solving.  Maintaining a commitment to ethical conduct and professional integrity.  Being responsible and accountable for my work and decisions, and continuously seeking to improve the quality and impact of my work.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallEvent on Creative Practicehttps://drive.google.com/open?id=1SETUj4BwWo3xx5s4kalg3GiqJq1poAp1

16/01/2023 12:26:43 mauryaadarsh255@gmail.comAdarsh Maurya CSE-1/CSE 2k21/2nd Computer Engineer Food Resources

My action to preserve the food resources and reduce our food waste.
1.shop smart
2.Store food correctly
3.learn to preserve
4.Perk up water 
5.save leftovers

I shall ensure that the farmers get education regarding modern agriculture method, this makes farmers more profitable in agriculture sector and also supply necessary equipment to themTeam work from engineering workshopCurrent Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Pa9hRuOiPM9-WnRbDtJjgY6hXpVzXtni
16/01/2023 12:27:17 adjitendrasingh86@gmail.comHimanshu Kumar Singh CSE1 2021 Computer Engineer Water Resources Human industrial activities have added record levels of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere, creating a host of problems such as declining air quality, according to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (see References 4 and 5). These issues may seem difficult to address because of their magnitude. However, focusing on personal lifestyle changes and close-to-home issues makes helping the environment easy.social responsibilities of the engineering profession are in many ways synonymous with macroethics. Analysis of the engineering codes of ethics and educational requirements are used to support these arguments, and are compared with the perceptions of engineering students and working engineers.Formal education – takes place in a formal setting such as seeking a college degree, professional certification courses, etc. Self-directed learning – takes place at your own pace and along your own path, such as online courses or online training such as LinkedIn Learning.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSeminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lUXpjBIK3Z9mguaOQvbF70CZwjuSKu_f

16/01/2023 12:28:37 abhay5747712@gmail.comAbhay Singh CSE 1 2K21/2nd Computer Engineer Water Resources

•Recycling of waste water
•Consumption of lesser water.

Making our society aware of importance of natural resources and about its conservation processes.Alway try to conserve natural resources and not wasting it.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Event on Creative Practicehttps://drive.google.com/open?id=1_r-Q60uFHiokKsGKR5ABdEeyxkiHeiU3
16/01/2023 12:35:38 rochakkatiyar6@gmail.comRochak B tech Machenical enginearing Mechanical Engineer Water Resources Consume less curbing consumption can have a huge  impact on the environmentTo give more and mare nature resourses those who need to erdicade ther partyHonesty and dissplane Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=12igznf51UvU_YeQJfmZVU4xmpTGf3vyY

16/01/2023 12:37:57 kushagra809@gamil.com Kushagra gangwar Cse 2nd Computer Engineer Energy Resources

-Designing and building new systems or structures
-Developing and implementing new technologies
-Conducting research to improve existing systems or identify new solutions
-Analyzing data to identify patterns and trends
-Developing plans and specifications for construction projects
-Performing tests and inspections to ensure that systems are functioning properly
-Troubleshooting and problem-solving in order to identify and fix issues with systems or equipmentTitle: Unable to take actions.   Kushagra Gangwar What actions, you are going to take to play the above role in Environment  As a language model, I do not have the ability to take physical actions. My role is to respond to text-based prompts and provide information or generate text based on the input given to me. If you could provide more context or information on the specific role you are referring to in the "above environment," I would be happy to try to assis Without more information about the specific role and environment in question, it is difficult to say exactly what actions engineers would take. However, in general, engineers may take a variety of actions in order to play a specific role in an environment. Some examples of actions engineers might take include:  -Designing and building new systems or structures -Developing and implementing new technologies -Conducting research to improve existing systems or identify new solutions -Analyzing data to identify patterns and trends -Developing plans and specifications for construction projects -Performing tests and inspections to ensure that systems are functioning properly -Troubleshooting and problem-solving in order to identify and fix issues with systems or equipment  It is important to note that the actions engineers take will depend on the specific role they are playing and the environment in which they are working.     Kushagra Gangwar Define engineer societal responsibility as an engineer in the management of Natural Resources to eradicate the poverty  Societal responsibility as an engineer in the management of natural resources is the ethical and moral obligation to use one's skills, knowledge, and expertise to benefit society as a whole, particularly in regards to the eradication of poverty.  This can include a variety of actions such as:  Developing sustainable solutions for natural resource management that balance economic development with the preservation of natural resources -Designing and implementing projects to improve access to clean water, energy, and other essential resources for low-income communities -Ensuring that projects and practices in natural resource management are inclusive, equitable, and do not disproportionately affect marginalized groups. -Advocate for policies and regulations that promote sustainable and equitable management of natural resources -Collaborating with communities and other stakeholders to understand and address local needs and concerns related to natural resources -Providing education and training to communities, especially those affected by poverty, to empower them to manage their own resources Actively engaging in efforts to monitor and mitigate the negative impacts of natural resource extraction and use on local communities and the environmentTitle: Unable to take actions.  What actions, you are going to take to play the above role in Environment  As a language model, I do not have the ability to take physical actions. My role is to respond to text-based prompts and provide information or generate text based on the input given to me. If you could provide more context or information on the specific role you are referring to in the "above environment," I would be happy to try to assist you further.    What actions, engineers are going to take to play the above role in Environment  Without more information about the specific role and environment in question, it is difficult to say exactly what actions engineers would take. However, in general, engineers may take a variety of actions in order to play a specific role in an environment. Some examples of actions engineers might take include:  -Designing and building new systems or structures -Developing and implementing new technologies -Conducting research to improve existing systems or identify new solutions -Analyzing data to identify patterns and trends -Developing plans and specifications for construction projects -Performing tests and inspections to ensure that systems are functioning properly -Troubleshooting and problem-solving in order to identify and fix issues with systems or equipment  It is important to note that the actions engineers take will depend on the specific role they are playing and the environment in which they are working.    Define engineer societal responsibility as an engineer in the management of Natural Resources to eradicate the poverty  Societal responsibility as an engineer in the management of natural resources is the ethical and moral obligation to use one's skills, knowledge, and expertise to benefit society as a whole, particularly in regards to the eradication of poverty.  This can include a variety of actions such as:  Developing sustainable solutions for natural resource management that balance economic development with the preservation of natural resources -Designing and implementing projects to improve access to clean water, energy, and other essential resources for low-income communities -Ensuring that projects and practices in natural resource management are inclusive, equitable, and do not disproportionately affect marginalized groups. -Advocate for policies and regulations that promote sustainable and equitable management of natural resources -Collaborating with communities and other stakeholders to understand and address local needs and concerns related to natural resources -Providing education and training to communities, especially those affected by poverty, to empower them to manage their own resources Actively engaging in efforts to monitor and mitigate the negative impacts of natural resource extraction and use on local communities and the environment It is important to note that societal responsibility is a dynamic concept that evolves with time and context, Engineers should be aware of the latest trends and practices in sustainable resource management to keep up with their responsibilities.    Define engineer actions  to play your role as an engineer, that you can remember  as Lifelong learning from this institute (which engineer like most)  As an AI, I do not have personal preferences or experiences, but I can tell you some actions that an engineer can take in order to play their role effectively    Define engineer actions  to play  role as an engineer, that engineer can remember  as Lifelong learning from this institute (which engineer like most)  Lifelong learning is an essential aspect of being an engineer, as the field is constantly evolving and new technologies and techniques are being developed. Some actions that an engineer can take to engage in lifelong learning and play their role effectively include:  Continuously seeking out and taking advantage of opportunities for professional development, such as attending conferences, workshops, and seminars. Keeping up to date with the latest research and advancements in the field by regularly reading industry journals and publications. Staying informed about new technologies and tools that can be used to improve their work and stay competitive in the field Joining professional societies, associations, and networking groups to connect with other engineers and share knowledge. Pursuing additional education or certifications to expand their skill set and knowledge base. Participating in mentoring programs or collaborating with more experienced engineers to gain new insights and skills. Keeping a log of learning activities, noting down what they learned, how they applied it and if they faced any challenges, this will help them to reflect on their learning progress.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Seminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gxcAtN6edUSJlrGdHg1BWkF6oJlna1cR

16/01/2023 12:41:54 bipin2001kumarsingh@gmail.comBipin Mechanical engineering II YEAR Mechanical Engineer Water Resources To generate electricity for rural areas ., conserve water.To give more and more natural resources those who needed to eradicate the poverty.Honesty,and discipline. Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jCAi5N_IP_yGUK2q4TORPGSklsPrX4AL
16/01/2023 12:42:42 rajaktr333@gmail.com Aman katiyar Mechanical engineering 2 year Mechanical Engineer Water Resources Reduce,reuse,and recycle . Cut down on what you throw away To give more and natural resources those who needed to eradicate the poverty Discipline and Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AhVGY267dEe9g0FV-xytTrYeqcIbkmyS

16/01/2023 12:43:35 ky143858@gmail.com Khushboo Yadav MEE 2021/2nd Mechanical Engineer Forest Resources

Designing and implementing sustainable and energy-efficient systems and buildings.

Developing and using renewable energy sources, such as solar and wind power.

Creating systems and technologies for recycling and waste management.

Developing clean transportation systems, such as electric cars and mass transit.

Incorporating environmental considerations into the design and production of products.

Conducting research to develop new technologies and materials with less environmental impact.

Promoting environmental awareness among the public and industry stakeholders.

Advocating for and implementing policies and regulations that protect the environment.

Collaborating with other industries, organizations and government to achieve common environmental goals.

Continuously monitor, evaluate, and improve their own environmental performance. Engineers have a societal responsibility to use their skills and expertise to help manage natural resources in a sustainable manner that supports poverty eradication. This includes using their technical knowledge to help design systems, processes, and infrastructure that are efficient and effective in using natural resources, while minimizing negative impacts on the environment and communities. Additionally, engineers can work with policymakers and other stakeholders to develop policies and programs that promote equitable access to natural resources and support economic development in poor and marginalized communities. Ultimately, the goal of an engineer in this context would be to help ensure that natural resources are used in a way that benefits society as a whole, rather than just a select few.  Continuously seek out new knowledge and skills in my field through attending conferences, workshops, and taking classes at my preferred institute. Stay up to date with the latest developments and advancements in technology and industry standards. Collaborate with colleagues and peers to exchange ideas and learn from their experiences. Continuously evaluate and improve my own work processes and techniques. Actively seek out and take on challenging projects to stretch my abilities and expand my expertise. Share my own knowledge and experience with others, through mentoring, teaching, or publishing papers. Keep an open mind and be willing to adapt to new technologies and methodologies as they emerge. Continuously seeking feedback on my work, and using it to improve my performance.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Seminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GF-VUqxOXmfNiQpqARUchtdQqjWNtW0X

16/01/2023 12:53:39 goldiep04@gmail.com Shristi pandey Cse2 2021/2nd yr Computer Engineer Forest Resources Everyday Actions. There are actions everyday people can take to protect the environment: First, we can recycle, reuse, and compost. Recycling involves cutting down on waste and energy consumption by turning used items such as plastic bottles into new itemsIncreasing access to basic community services and infrastructure in health, education, water, sanitation, and livelihood are key to eradicate poverty, which is the job of Engineers.Lifelong learning is as essential for Engineers as their initial training and certification. Continued professional development is an urgent imperative to ensure public safety, a sustainable environment, a competitive national economy, a respected profession, a profitable employer, and a fulfilling career. Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RMdwVoDiBxNMkDL0wDc9YNHABhpNxCBd
16/01/2023 12:54:02 lpackad@rediffmail.com Aditya Bhatia MEE 2nd year Mechanical Engineer Energy Resources I would myself try to use energy resources in a sustainable way and guide others to do the same . I would use energy-efficient products that would not waste energy. Poverty can be eradicated when there is equitable distribution of resources and better employment opportunities.  For that I would employ hardworking people and pay them wages accordingly so as to sustain their living. As an engineer I learned that I should know my responsibilities and keep on working for the betterment of people without harming the environment Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1EVQXNJYHN6Hc9JxErsgRfNjCzWeempbr

16/01/2023 13:03:11 any2022002@gmail.com Anurag Yadav CSE 1 2k21 Computer Engineer Forest Resources
Stop deforestation, awakening people to stop cutting of tree , knowing their responsibility towards 
nature Dutiy to protect safety,health and wealth.Biomedical engineering promote healthCaring of nature and natural resources Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fD3WSfgCDEw3U6SoaGFNOHPX-C--JKmM

16/01/2023 13:50:58 yadavaryan0509@gmail.comPrahlad Aryan Yadav B.tech cse 2 2nd year Computer Engineer Food Resources I try to build a communtity  who  scale up the information about sustainable development and engages youth in enviormental development3)I shall ensure that the farmers get education regarding modern agriculture method, this makes farmers more profitable in agriculture sector and also supply necessary equipment to themMy actions to preserve the food resources and reduce our food waste. 1)Shop Smart 2)Store Food Correctly 3)Learn to preserve 4)Perk Up water 5)Save LeftoversOpen Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Moo6RZkTUJF5ypAhvIhOiEIHNvxbBrSe

16/01/2023 13:57:32 manshiyadav413@gmail.comManshi Yadav CSE 2 2k21 Computer Engineer Forest Resources
1) Promoting afforestation by planting more and more trees on special occasions. 
2) Preventing deforestation by making people aware of the uses of forest resources. Increasing access to basic community services and infrastructure in health, education, water, sanitation, and livelihood are key to eradicate poverty, which is the job of Engineers. I have learned skills needed to meet the deadlines, work in team and manage projects punctually. Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Seminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uCpO9kIBFsAdOMtGgFQZK8CQxTkGEJPb

16/01/2023 13:59:37 astitvanigam123@gmail.comAstitva Nigam MEE 2021 Mechanical Engineer Forest Resources I would myself try to use energy resources in a sustainable way and guide others to do the same . I would use energy-efficient products that would not waste energy.Poverty can be eradicated when there is equitable distribution of resources and better employment opportunities.  For that I would employ hardworking people and pay them wages accordingly so as to sustain their living.As an engineer I learned that I should know my responsibilities and keep on working for the betterment of people without harming the environment.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallDebate/Poster
16/01/2023 15:19:50 guptatanish145@gmail.comTanish Kumar Gupta CSE - 2 2k21 (2 year) Computer Engineer Land & Minerals resourcesMy focus will be develop such technologies which are environment friendly.Develop plan for equal distribution of resourses like land, water, etc.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jzq6lAZ4KbEYtLudEIB59jsVo-GEQEed
16/01/2023 16:32:38 dipleshtiwari827@gmail.comDiplesh tiwari MEE 2year Mechanical Engineer Forest Resources action we can take to help the environment which in give as below. ,avoid peat based composts, keep your garden,dont bug single use plastics, shop locally shop origanically, use and recycle, plant tree                                     Increasing access to basic community services and in frastruc in health education,water,samifationWfelong learning is broadly defined as the oneoins uolontarn and self motivated parsoit of know ledge for either personalCurrent Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSeminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_RmYJiYYO4Anr8RR4eh-4W0v4hxKS2Na

16/01/2023 18:34:04 anandveersinghanand4@gmail.comAnand veer singh Mechanical 2k21-25 Mechanical Engineer Forest Resources

We should take the following actions to conserve the forest resources-

1. Regulated and planned the cutting of trees.
2. Forests fire should be controlled.
3. The idea of afforestation.
4. Check unnecessary and avoidable forest clearances.
5.Responsible use of forest products and valuing them.Engineering solutions to poverty alleviation: 1. Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost.Lot grading Resolving boundary conditions with adjacent properties Getting construction plan/plat review and approval by regulatory agencies, including necessary variancesOpen Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Seminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=10fXOUwvCJo2Q39CzqtwZSfV0Z243ji5I

16/01/2023 19:21:11 bkshukla229@gmail.com Brijesh Kumar Shukla Computer Science and Engineering2021[2nd Year] Computer Engineer Forest Resources afforestation by  planting more and more tress, preventing people from harming the forest by making them aware of the consequences and telling the importance for our existienceSustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions. Promoting 3R reuse, reduce, recycleI have learned skills needed to meet the deadlines, work in team and manage projects punctuallyOpen Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day) [3]Seminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mzV8U55FUBRFHFMVITob-OTabThIUEHF

16/01/2023 21:50:04 kirtiyadav201112@gmail.comKirti Kumari CSE 1 2k21 Computer Engineer Water Resources

While the number of tablets in homes is increasing, the energy use of these products is relatively low, and the saving opportunity–is minimal due to existing battery charger regulations and market pressure for achieving the high efficiency in enhancing the battery life which can have main impacts on economic and the social at the worldwide, which makes ecological and power issues of software worldwide concerns to

Engineers' environmental responsibility depends on accepting the fact that the human activity can result in a lot of dangerous effects for the environment, and the people's main task is to use all the possibilities to reduce the negative impact and utilize the scientists' achievements for this purpose efficientlyThe major task of environmental engineers is to protect public health by preserving and enhancing the environment. They are engaged in designing various pollution control equipment and devices, construction, installation, implementation and operation of environmentally-related procedures.

You can devise a waste management software that signals when a bin is about to reach its limit so that it can be disposed off timely and doesn't overflow using Arduino.Increasing access to basic community services and infrastructure in health, education, water, sanitation, and livelihood are key to eradicate poverty, which is the job of Engineers.Recognize your own personal interests and goals. ... Make a list of what you would like to learn or be able to do. ... Identify how you would like to get involved and the resources available. ... Structure the learning goal into your life. ... Make a commitment. engineers' environmental responsibility depends on accepting the fact that the human activity can result in a lot of dangerous effects for the environment, and the people's main task is to use all the possibilities to reduce the negative impact and utilize the scientists' achievements for this purpose efficientlyThe major task of environmental engineers is to protect public health by preserving and enhancing the environment. They are engaged in designing various pollution control equipment and devices, construction, installation, implementation and operation of environmentally-related procedures.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tLuh2AYF-gWBMPENZxGisre_0mqExG5-
16/01/2023 22:02:50 tubhyam24@gmail.com Tubhyam sharma BTech mechanical engineering 2nd year Mechanical Engineer Food Resources The majority of people obtain food from cultivated plants and domesticated animals. Although some food is obtained from oceans and fresh waters, but the great majority of food for human population is obtained from traditional land-based agriculture of crops and livestock.As per estimates of Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), about 840 million people remain chronically hungry and out of this 800 million are living in the developing world. In last decade, it is decreasing at the rate of 2.5 million per year, but at the same time world’s population is increasing. Target of cutting half the number of world’s chronically hungry and undernourished people by 2015 will difficult to meet, if the present trend continues. Due to inadequate purchasing power to buy food, it is difficult to fulfil minimum calorific requirement of human body per day. Large number of people are in India are poor which can be attribute to equitable distribution of income. Food insufficiency can be divided into two categories into under-nourishment and malnourishment. Both of these insufficiencies are global problems.study on birth defects in water birds, in Kesterson wildlife refuge in California, indicated that these defects where due to high concentration of selenium. Recent reports from cotton growing belt of Punjab which covers Abohar, Fazalka and part of Bathinda indicates that over use of pesticides for control of insect pest in cotton to enhance productivity has not only affected soil health, but also caused cancer in human being. Diclofenac is the drug for veterinary use to treat the livestocks which have strong residual nature, which leads to high persistence throughout the foodchain .Due to biomagnification it becomes more dangerous to the vultures as they are consumers of diclofenac treated cattle. Diclofenac is responsible for bringing three South Asian species of Gyps vultures to the brink of extinction. It has been banned in India since 2006.actualization, the highest need identified by Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs. However, traditional education generally has a beginning and an end which culminates in taking tests.  Lifelong learning preserves an individual’s desire to obtain new knowledge outside of the formal education system. Developing an attitude where you constantly learn is the only way to succeed in the dynamic environment which we live in today.  There is so much technology at your fingertips which you can take advantage of to help you learn throughout your life. This means you can follow your passion for languages, improve your craft skills, and even develop a mobile app using resources you can find online.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSeminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1c3Noosg5vKfStqnd__frRyuH0WKFRzMu
16/01/2023 22:20:45 shikhar3062@gmail.com Shikhar Mishra Mechanical engineering 2021 Mechanical Engineer Water Resources to use all the possibilities to reduce the negative impact and utilize the scientists' achievements for this purpose efficiently.1. Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost.Formal education – takes place in a formal setting such as seeking a college degree, professional certification courses, etc. Self-directed learning – takes place at your own pace and along your own path, such as online courses or online training such as LinkedIn Learning. Professional learning – tied to your occupation or position and can be done through various mechanisms such as on-the-job training, workshops, conference, articles, networking, etc.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSeminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hW0fuFz_22WOcoWmVwhuMGvI9bqpZ0ds
16/01/2023 22:48:29 saurabhsingh7860075@gmail.comSaurabh singh Mechanical Engineering 2 year Mechanical Engineer Water Resources Consume less. Curbing consumption can have a huge impact on the environment. .Those who need the natural resources has been given to fullfill their basic needs.Honesty ,Discipline Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Bmm-4Jn_rddtJEXDusSEfFCy80ZIO-sU
16/01/2023 23:21:26 akmodanwal22@gmail.comAshish Modanwal CSE1 2nd Computer Engineer Food Resources Composting food scraps rather than throwing them into the trash also helps the environment. Compost your vegetable scraps so they'll become useful material instead of waste.Adopt more earth-friendly eating habits so you'll have a positive effect on the environment with every meal Buying local, organic food reduces chemicals in the environment from agricultural runoff. Plus, eating organic keeps you from eating these chemicals, and eating local food reduces the emissions used to ship food over vast distances.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallEvent on Creative Practicehttps://drive.google.com/open?id=16ul1XQPec6UJyk1EEwxE55B-_MTIMDdM

17/01/2023 12:50:20 namreshsahu@gmail.comNamresh kumar BTech2nd year/Mee 2021 Mechanical Engineer Water Resources

Use a displacement device (a water-filled bottle) in the toilet tank to reduce the amount of water required to flush.
Use toilet only for its intended purpose. Don't use the toilet to dispose of trash or tissues.
Repair leaky taps or toilets immediately. A slow drip wastes 15 to 20 gallons of water/day.
Consider a small capacity toilet when replacing an old one.
Take shorter showers.
Don't let the faucet run when brushing teeth, or shaving. Turn on only when needed.
Flush toilets less often whenever possible.
Let smaller children bathe together.
When washing dishes by hand fill a basin or sink for rinsing rather than let the water run.
Run dishwashers only when full.
Avoid running the tap for a glass of water. Put a bottle in the refrigerator to stay cold.
Never pour oil or grease in the drain. It requires too much water to rinse it down and may clog the drain.
Wash only full loads of clothes.
Use buckets and tubs to wash your car or the dog, rather than a continuous running hose.
Water lawns and gardens only when needed and only during the early morning or evening when evaporation is lower. See Hopkins Watering Restrictions Page.
Use a nozzle on your garden hose to act as flow-restrictor and reduce water use significantly.
Cutting grass to no less than 2 or 3 inch height will reduce the amount of water needed.
Sweep sidewalks and driveways instead of washing them down with a hose.
Reuse as much water as possible.
If lawn watering is scheduled, let kids play in the hose or sprinkler in a grassy area instead of filling a wading pool.There has never been such a discourse that the poverty is nothing to do with Engineering. In my view, like any other profession, be it Economist, Social Scientist, or Development worker, Engineers in all disciplines contribute in eradicating poverty. How do Engineers contribute to eradicate poverty and how can we better do that in the future in the context of achieving Sustainable Development Goal 1 – ‘No poverty’. 3. Singleton (2003) proposed four key characteristics of sound Engineering solutions to poverty alleviation: 1. Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost.As an engineer, my actions to play my role would include:  Continuously updating my technical knowledge and skills through lifelong learning and professional development opportunities.  Applying my knowledge and skills to design, develop, and implement solutions to engineering problems.  Collaborating with other engineers, stakeholders, and team members to ensure that projects are completed on time, within budget, and to the satisfaction of all parties involved.  Adhering to industry standards and regulations to ensure the safety and functionality of the products and systems I am working on.  Actively seeking feedback and mentorship from more experienced engineers to improve my work and advance my career.  Staying abreast of the latest developments in my field, such as new technologies, materials, and design methodologies, to ensure that my work is current and relevant.  Being a responsible and ethical professional, acting with integrity, and being accountable for my work and decisions.  Participating in professional organizations and attending conferences to expand my network and stay current with industry trends and developments.  Being open to new opportunities and continuously looking for ways to improve my work and make a positive impact in my field.  Actively seeking out feedback and mentorship from other engineers, and using this feedback to improve my work and advance my career.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1K3hhSXt0FmXEG30lmnuiKMJbfRpY9aQj

17/01/2023 21:53:49 vinay100rai@gmail.com Vinay Cse 2021 Computer Engineer Forest Resources Spread awareness among people Make pages on advertisement to protect Make our environment clean and green Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fSdgCTJKHjbG0i8g0sSXg7dRB6rlLMCZ

18/01/2023 00:21:24 avinash708129@gmail.comAvinash kumar CSE 1 2k21 Computer Engineer Food Resources

My actions to preserve the food resources and reduce our food waste.
1)Shop Smart
2)Store Food Correctly
3)Learn to preserve
4)Perk Up water
5)Save Leftovers I shall ensure that the farmers get education regarding modern agriculture method, this makes farmers more profitable in agriculture sector and also supply necessary equipment to them. Team-work from engineering workshopCurrent Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wm4icd9NclP8gauPLtN73fKmikmMzY-X

18/01/2023 22:20:42 vishal30yadav2003@gmail.comVishal Yadav Btech mechanical second year Second year 2021-2025 Land & Minerals resources

Use a displacement device (a water-filled bottle) in the toilet tank to reduce the amount of water required to flush.
Use toilet only for its intended purpose. Don't use the toilet to dispose of trash or tissues.
Repair leaky taps or toilets immediately. A slow drip wastes 15 to 20 gallons of water/day.
Consider a small capacity toilet when replacing an old one.
Take shorter showers.
Don't let the faucet run when brushing teeth, or shaving. Turn on only when needed.
Flush toilets less often whenever possible.
Let smaller children bathe together.
When washing dishes by hand fill a basin or sink for rinsing rather than let the water run.
Run dishwashers only when full.
Avoid running the tap for a glass of water. Put a bottle in the refrigerator to stay cold.
Never pour oil or grease in the drain. It requires too much water to rinse it down and may clog the drain.
Wash only full loads of clothes.
Use buckets and tubs to wash your car or the dog, rather than a continuous running hose.
Water lawns and gardens only when needed and only during the early morning or evening when evaporation is lower. See Hopkins Watering Restrictions Page.
Use a nozzle on your garden hose to act as flow-restrictor and reduce water use significantly.
Cutting grass to no less than 2 or 3 inch height will reduce the amount of water needed.
Sweep sidewalks and driveways instead of washing them down with a hose.
Reuse as much water as possible.
If lawn watering is scheduled, let kids play in the hose or sprinkler in a grassy area instead of filling a wading pool.There has never been such a discourse that the poverty is nothing to do with Engineering. In my view, like any other profession, be it Economist, Social Scientist, or Development worker, Engineers in all disciplines contribute in eradicating poverty. How do Engineers contribute to eradicate poverty and how can we better do that in the future in the context of achieving Sustainable Development Goal 1 – ‘No poverty’. 3. Singleton (2003) proposed four key characteristics of sound Engineering solutions to poverty alleviation: 1. Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost.As an engineer, my actions to play my role would include:  Continuously updating my technical knowledge and skills through lifelong learning and professional development opportunities.  Applying my knowledge and skills to design, develop, and implement solutions to engineering problems.  Collaborating with other engineers, stakeholders, and team members to ensure that projects are completed on time, within budget, and to the satisfaction of all parties involved.  Adhering to industry standards and regulations to ensure the safety and functionality of the products and systems I am working on.  Actively seeking feedback and mentorship from more experienced engineers to improve my work and advance my career.  Staying abreast of the latest developments in my field, such as new technologies, materials, and design methodologies, to ensure that my work is current and relevant.  Being a responsible and ethical professional, acting with integrity, and being accountable for my work and decisions.  Participating in professional organizations and attending conferences to expand my network and stay current with industry trends and developments.  Being open to new opportunities and continuously looking for ways to improve my work and make a positive impact in my field.  Actively seeking out feedback and mentorship from other engineers, and using this feedback to improve my work and advance my career.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_pQsq_iBO3apZfncKc4puoil_yMus_SK

18/01/2023 22:22:39 snchtgangwar@gmail.comSanchit Gangwar Mechanical engineering 2 year Mechanical Engineer Forest Resources

We should take the following actions to conserve the forest resources-

1. Regulated and planned the cutting of trees.
2. Forests fire should be controlled.
3. The idea of afforestation.
4. Check unnecessary and avoidable forest clearances.
5.Responsible use of forest products and valuing them. Engineering solutions to poverty alleviation: 1. Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost. Lot grading Resolving boundary conditions with adjacent properties Getting construction plan/plat review and approval by regulatory agencies, including necessary variancesOpen Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Seminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=13lTN2L7iC_v725XwyBhmF7Y3a7G-7mzP

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1USJxvqsgG_gTYK1x3kJmttyJO2mmedVE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1sbfetYkQk11kBqq_GNzbf63ttted6ALu
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yEe_Pubbo3N5lUD4_aTnjGDYclhNddu2
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iMGYNzgFJSel2An6DkJcgfPxZCdJ0w1c
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rdeAw35CZ-JMsrhGPuGdV6YtzVXcO2by
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1J-IIygeVCj-8xxQ5mfhw1cYzjkuGEswR
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1it499QF7A7sY503OdJKFN3BDDlVoT1NP
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rVUA2L8sf-Nffp8mhZ2iplh-vt84DPLW
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cjMM0wgjVQA_krE3vhVLgKsoh4YcfVSD
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TSPMMc4HA3jRZIp7oY2aozf649OfZ0Ab
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ihdo1a6AcYbDvOcf671yC-zmXOgORoB-
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rMqLYxP5QcmAs0SjQJqPtHMgjQfHJ2Rd
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1CdKqEDqNuA1M71jSOD1Pe9HbPEt_Y2q9
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DXeApKsNfvXBbtoKOhjYraP1UqLBnA7s
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BaNrRSFT7EW0eB30feSPhC-Hxn6Qb8fj
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nVbbV3kXmO4jpqsbr5KQxv8VBhEVYK9l
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xEoQAVhZBaloHQPlYwJVj9mtbETpvUHa
https://drive.google.com/open?id=12ueBLRy6HOf-tQ6XW5J8-Z5iy0Ug9QKs
https://drive.google.com/open?id=14wB1W_409OaY18OvUOmgFGzG59VgjFsi
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JJJmyUM4dDqfrXmiNFXoY45Q4h3i9A4d
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rbX7gezYUQYCwp1XPXJs1kPUGETlxBki
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yx-vCTIRTT3SMFfjBP0ooQY1J2Z-q_ea
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DIdXgwasTyr3Oeu6uxqB_b8zuj_RvPjW
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Fv42NidnPxC7pl6h2tKCNBSmxuEfiIR3
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1N-5zbac03-Io__KfgKnFwal9iOWtJ3uF
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ELiYj8qkGL03kf2et0IjFEaKnC1e6rrf
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1KMyVegR0-0RCv3uFMGY7TqIZXz0S3LaQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1z3ueG-W32eXknDaWHl4f2aCxSLFZMT2C
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1UzxBKrpsBzHBloBWcuMa6nghzGZROxu3
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1L4G7m4iTAnojVbm_eqvR3oXNx5QX71Wd
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1POUIRL6pH_kOlPwF6mxznweNJTSYAG_2
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1p97mX2dPmsP2LyRYEEQGDrtxhRPIGJHo
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SETUj4BwWo3xx5s4kalg3GiqJq1poAp1
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Pa9hRuOiPM9-WnRbDtJjgY6hXpVzXtni
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lUXpjBIK3Z9mguaOQvbF70CZwjuSKu_f
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_r-Q60uFHiokKsGKR5ABdEeyxkiHeiU3
https://drive.google.com/open?id=12igznf51UvU_YeQJfmZVU4xmpTGf3vyY
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gxcAtN6edUSJlrGdHg1BWkF6oJlna1cR
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jCAi5N_IP_yGUK2q4TORPGSklsPrX4AL
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AhVGY267dEe9g0FV-xytTrYeqcIbkmyS
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GF-VUqxOXmfNiQpqARUchtdQqjWNtW0X
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RMdwVoDiBxNMkDL0wDc9YNHABhpNxCBd
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1EVQXNJYHN6Hc9JxErsgRfNjCzWeempbr
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fD3WSfgCDEw3U6SoaGFNOHPX-C--JKmM
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Moo6RZkTUJF5ypAhvIhOiEIHNvxbBrSe
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uCpO9kIBFsAdOMtGgFQZK8CQxTkGEJPb
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jzq6lAZ4KbEYtLudEIB59jsVo-GEQEed
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_RmYJiYYO4Anr8RR4eh-4W0v4hxKS2Na
https://drive.google.com/open?id=10fXOUwvCJo2Q39CzqtwZSfV0Z243ji5I
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mzV8U55FUBRFHFMVITob-OTabThIUEHF
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tLuh2AYF-gWBMPENZxGisre_0mqExG5-
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1c3Noosg5vKfStqnd__frRyuH0WKFRzMu
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hW0fuFz_22WOcoWmVwhuMGvI9bqpZ0ds
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Bmm-4Jn_rddtJEXDusSEfFCy80ZIO-sU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=16ul1XQPec6UJyk1EEwxE55B-_MTIMDdM
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1K3hhSXt0FmXEG30lmnuiKMJbfRpY9aQj
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fSdgCTJKHjbG0i8g0sSXg7dRB6rlLMCZ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wm4icd9NclP8gauPLtN73fKmikmMzY-X
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_pQsq_iBO3apZfncKc4puoil_yMus_SK
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13lTN2L7iC_v725XwyBhmF7Y3a7G-7mzP
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18/01/2023 22:22:50 vishal30yadav2003@gmail.comVishal Yadav Btech mechanical engineering Second year 2021-2025 Mechanical Engineer Land & Minerals resources

Use a displacement device (a water-filled bottle) in the toilet tank to reduce the amount of water required to flush.
Use toilet only for its intended purpose. Don't use the toilet to dispose of trash or tissues.
Repair leaky taps or toilets immediately. A slow drip wastes 15 to 20 gallons of water/day.
Consider a small capacity toilet when replacing an old one.
Take shorter showers.
Don't let the faucet run when brushing teeth, or shaving. Turn on only when needed.
Flush toilets less often whenever possible.
Let smaller children bathe together.
When washing dishes by hand fill a basin or sink for rinsing rather than let the water run.
Run dishwashers only when full.
Avoid running the tap for a glass of water. Put a bottle in the refrigerator to stay cold.
Never pour oil or grease in the drain. It requires too much water to rinse it down and may clog the drain.
Wash only full loads of clothes.
Use buckets and tubs to wash your car or the dog, rather than a continuous running hose.
Water lawns and gardens only when needed and only during the early morning or evening when evaporation is lower. See Hopkins Watering Restrictions Page.
Use a nozzle on your garden hose to act as flow-restrictor and reduce water use significantly.
Cutting grass to no less than 2 or 3 inch height will reduce the amount of water needed.
Sweep sidewalks and driveways instead of washing them down with a hose.
Reuse as much water as possible.
If lawn watering is scheduled, let kids play in the hose or sprinkler in a grassy area instead of filling a wading pool.There has never been such a discourse that the poverty is nothing to do with Engineering. In my view, like any other profession, be it Economist, Social Scientist, or Development worker, Engineers in all disciplines contribute in eradicating poverty. How do Engineers contribute to eradicate poverty and how can we better do that in the future in the context of achieving Sustainable Development Goal 1 – ‘No poverty’. 3. Singleton (2003) proposed four key characteristics of sound Engineering solutions to poverty alleviation: 1. Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost.As an engineer, my actions to play my role would include:  Continuously updating my technical knowledge and skills through lifelong learning and professional development opportunities.  Applying my knowledge and skills to design, develop, and implement solutions to engineering problems.  Collaborating with other engineers, stakeholders, and team members to ensure that projects are completed on time, within budget, and to the satisfaction of all parties involved.  Adhering to industry standards and regulations to ensure the safety and functionality of the products and systems I am working on.  Actively seeking feedback and mentorship from more experienced engineers to improve my work and advance my career.  Staying abreast of the latest developments in my field, such as new technologies, materials, and design methodologies, to ensure that my work is current and relevant.  Being a responsible and ethical professional, acting with integrity, and being accountable for my work and decisions.  Participating in professional organizations and attending conferences to expand my network and stay current with industry trends and developments.  Being open to new opportunities and continuously looking for ways to improve my work and make a positive impact in my field.  Actively seeking out feedback and mentorship from other engineers, and using this feedback to improve my work and advance my career.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HQtavHpyfuFptFMrYiHnHBWjl46ruFOQ

18/01/2023 22:41:19 ky143858@gmail.com KHUSHBOO YADAV B.TECH/mee 2nd Mechanical Engineer Forest Resources

As a language model, I do not have the ability to take actions in an environment. My role is to generate human-like text based on the input provided to me.

As an engineer in the management of natural resources, my societal responsibility would include using my skills and knowledge to develop sustainable and efficient methods for extracting, processing, and utilizing these resources in a way that benefits the local community and helps to alleviate poverty. This could include implementing practices that minimize negative environmental impacts, promoting fair labor standards, and working to ensure that a fair share of the benefits from the resources are distributed to the community. Additionally, it may involve working with community members to develop local capacity and skills, so that the community can more effectively manage and benefit from the resources in the future.As an engineer, there are several actions I can take to play my role in the management of natural resources and help to eradicate poverty:  Continuously educate myself by staying informed about the latest advances and best practices in the field through lifelong learning from the institute that I like most.  Use my skills and knowledge to design sustainable and efficient systems for extracting, processing, and utilizing natural resources.  Work closely with local communities to understand their needs and priorities, and involve them in decision-making processes related to the management of natural resources.  Implement practices that minimize negative environmental impacts, promote fair labor standards, and ensure that a fair share of the benefits from the resources are distributed to the community.  Develop local capacity and skills by working with community members, so that they can more effectively manage and benefit from the resources in the future.  Continuously evaluate and monitor the effectiveness of my actions, and make adjustments as necessary to ensure that they are having the desired impact.  Share my knowledge and experience with other engineers and professionals in the field to promote best practices and contribute to the collective effort to eradicate poverty.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSeminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vOUZVlbR6kXubr3ePzOfCkYc7nRpSUF0

19/01/2023 17:12:42 vishal30yadav2003@gmail.comVishal Yadav Btech mechanical engineering 2022-2023  2nd year Mechanical Engineer Land & Minerals resources

Use a displacement device (a water-filled bottle) in the toilet tank to reduce the amount of water required to flush.
Use toilet only for its intended purpose. Don't use the toilet to dispose of trash or tissues.
Repair leaky taps or toilets immediately. A slow drip wastes 15 to 20 gallons of water/day.
Consider a small capacity toilet when replacing an old one.
Take shorter showers.
Don't let the faucet run when brushing teeth, or shaving. Turn on only when needed.
Flush toilets less often whenever possible.
Let smaller children bathe together.
When washing dishes by hand fill a basin or sink for rinsing rather than let the water run.
Run dishwashers only when full.
Avoid running the tap for a glass of water. Put a bottle in the refrigerator to stay cold.
Never pour oil or grease in the drain. It requires too much water to rinse it down and may clog the drain.
Wash only full loads of clothes.
Use buckets and tubs to wash your car or the dog, rather than a continuous running hose.
Water lawns and gardens only when needed and only during the early morning or evening when evaporation is lower. See Hopkins Watering Restrictions Page.
Use a nozzle on your garden hose to act as flow-restrictor and reduce water use significantly.
Cutting grass to no less than 2 or 3 inch height will reduce the amount of water needed.
Sweep sidewalks and driveways instead of washing them down with a hose.
Reuse as much water as possible.
If lawn watering is scheduled, let kids play in the hose or sprinkler in a grassy area instead of filling a wading pool.There has never been such a discourse that the poverty is nothing to do with Engineering. In my view, like any other profession, be it Economist, Social Scientist, or Development worker, Engineers in all disciplines contribute in eradicating poverty. How do Engineers contribute to eradicate poverty and how can we better do that in the future in the context of achieving Sustainable Development Goal 1 – ‘No poverty’. 3. Singleton (2003) proposed four key characteristics of sound Engineering solutions to poverty alleviation: 1. Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost.As an engineer, my actions to play my role would include:  Continuously updating my technical knowledge and skills through lifelong learning and professional development opportunities.  Applying my knowledge and skills to design, develop, and implement solutions to engineering problems.  Collaborating with other engineers, stakeholders, and team members to ensure that projects are completed on time, within budget, and to the satisfaction of all parties involved.  Adhering to industry standards and regulations to ensure the safety and functionality of the products and systems I am working on.  Actively seeking feedback and mentorship from more experienced engineers to improve my work and advance my career.  Staying abreast of the latest developments in my field, such as new technologies, materials, and design methodologies, to ensure that my work is current and relevant.  Being a responsible and ethical professional, acting with integrity, and being accountable for my work and decisions.  Participating in professional organizations and attending conferences to expand my network and stay current with industry trends and developments.  Being open to new opportunities and continuously looking for ways to improve my work and make a positive impact in my field.  Actively seeking out feedback and mentorship from other engineers, and using this feedback to improve my work and advance my career.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ez9HU3nFeHzjFXfo1N5z59kO1lcZog8r

19/01/2023 17:32:53 praveen860452@gmail.comPraveen Kumar B.tech MEE 2 year Mechanical Engineer Forest Resources

Action we can take to help the

environment which is given as below!-

Avoid peat-based composts. keep your garden or greenspace. chemical free.

• Don't buy Single use plastics. Shop locally, shop organically.

Re-use and Recycle. Incolasing access to basic community Services and infrastructure in health. education, water, Sanitation and livelihood are key to eradicate poverty which is the job of engineers.Lifelong learning is broadly defined as the ongoing volontary and self-  motivated pursuit of knowledge for either personal or reasons. professionalCurrent Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallEvent on Creative Practicehttps://drive.google.com/open?id=1wPJ7wYlu6LqnjsKXvaFRXS-vEw90IoWs

19/01/2023 17:59:46 pal632470@gmail.com Praveen Pal Btech (MEE) 2nd year Mechanical Engineer Forest Resources

Action we can take to help the

environment which is given as below!-

Avoid peat-based composts. keep your garden or greenspace. chemical free.

• Don't buy Single use plastics. Shop locally, shop organically.

Re-use and Recycle. Incolasing access to basic community Services and infrastructure in health. education, water, Sanitation and livelihood are key to eradicate poverty which is the job of engineers.Lifelong learning is broadly defined as the ongoing volontary and self-  motivated pursuit of knowledge for either personal or reasons.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1G6sAP2njXlSxhFBxLvs6nsjH417t71s2
19/01/2023 18:01:41 nawazmohd397@gmail.comMohammad Navaz B.tech mechanical engineering 2nd year/ 3rd semester Mechanical Engineer Food Resources To educate farmers and peoples about safe and healthy farming with technology use.My social responsibility is to aware everyone about the natural resources and tell people how to earn from the natural resources without harming them.This institute teached me how to become best in your field. Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qiS_8u1jd4KIHEr5pwzFk5WBPdRgFGLw
19/01/2023 22:40:47 Abhikanpur783@gmail.comAbhijeet Tripathi Btech (MEE) 2nd Year Mechanical Engineer Water Resources I will make sure that no water should be wasted at any cost.I will make people aware about the proper use of water.I will introduce the substitute for hand wash and other things so that the people might make the less use of waterI will read upon the things that I can make there to make people aware about the resources over there Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSeminar/Conference

20/01/2023 18:21:34 satyamgreat3@gmail.comSatyam Prasad B.tech/MEE 2k21/2nd Mechanical Engineer Energy Resources

Use a displacement device (a water-filled bottle) in the toilet tank to reduce the amount of water required to flush.
Use toilet only for its intended purpose. Don't use the toilet to dispose of trash or tissues.
Repair leaky taps or toilets immediately. A slow drip wastes 15 to 20 gallons of water/day.
Consider a small capacity toilet when replacing an old one.
Take shorter showers.
Don't let the faucet run when brushing teeth, or shaving. Turn on only when needed.
Flush toilets less often whenever possible.
Let smaller children bathe together.
When washing dishes by hand fill a basin or sink for rinsing rather than let the water run.
Run dishwashers only when full.
Avoid running the tap for a glass of water. Put a bottle in the refrigerator to stay cold.
Never pour oil or grease in the drain. It requires too much water to rinse it down and may clog the drain.
Wash only full loads of clothes.
Use buckets and tubs to wash your car or the dog, rather than a continuous running hose.
Water lawns and gardens only when needed and only during the early morning or evening when evaporation is lower. See Hopkins Watering Restrictions Page.
Use a nozzle on your garden hose to act as flow-restrictor and reduce water use significantly.
Cutting grass to no less than 2 or 3 inch height will reduce the amount of water needed.
Sweep sidewalks and driveways instead of washing them down with a hose.
Reuse as much water as possible.
If lawn watering is scheduled, let kids play in the hose or sprinkler in a grassy area instead of filling a wading pool.There has never been such a discourse that the poverty is nothing to do with Engineering. In my view, like any other profession, be it Economist, Social Scientist, or Development worker, Engineers in all disciplines contribute in eradicating poverty. How do Engineers contribute to eradicate poverty and how can we better do that in the future in the context of achieving Sustainable Development Goal 1 – ‘No poverty’. 3. Singleton (2003) proposed four key characteristics of sound Engineering solutions to poverty alleviation: 1. Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost.As an engineer, my actions to play my role would include:  Continuously updating my technical knowledge and skills through lifelong learning and professional development opportunities.  Applying my knowledge and skills to design, develop, and implement solutions to engineering problems.  Collaborating with other engineers, stakeholders, and team members to ensure that projects are completed on time, within budget, and to the satisfaction of all parties involved.  Adhering to industry standards and regulations to ensure the safety and functionality of the products and systems I am working on.  Actively seeking feedback and mentorship from more experienced engineers to improve my work and advance my career.  Staying abreast of the latest developments in my field, such as new technologies, materials, and design methodologies, to ensure that my work is current and relevant.  Being a responsible and ethical professional, acting with integrity, and being accountable for my work and decisions.  Participating in professional organizations and attending conferences to expand my network and stay current with industry trends and developments.  Being open to new opportunities and continuously looking for ways to improve my work and make a positive impact in my field.  Actively seeking out feedback and mentorship from other engineers, and using this feedback to improve my work and advance my career.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nUjrmZHycPFaOk6HDX0BGEh_fUF3dDa2

21/01/2023 10:10:43 vaibhavmishra1772@gmail.comVaibhav Mishra CSE 2 2021 Data Scientist/Software developer/BioinformaticianEnergy Resources Use advance technology to attain best output from solar devices.Sustainable development.Lifelong learning is as essential for Professional Engineers as their initial training and certification. Continued professional development is an urgent imperative to ensure public safety, a sustainable environment, a competitive national economy, a respected profession, a profitable employer, and a fulfilling career.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSeminar/Conference
21/01/2023 11:15:06 shashwat.monphy@gmail.comShashvat Tiwari Cse 2 2k21 2nd year Computer Engineer Forest Resources Human industrial activities have added record levels of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere, creating a host of problems such as declining air quality, according to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (see References 4 and 5). These issues may seem difficult to address because of their magnitude. However, focusing on personal lifestyle changes and close-to-home issues makes helping the environment easy.social responsibilities of the engineering profession are in many ways synonymous with macroethics. Analysis of the engineering codes of ethics and educational requirements are used to support these arguments, and are compared with the perceptions of engineering students and working engineers.Formal education – takes place in a formal setting such as seeking a college degree, professional certification courses, etc. Self-directed learning – takes place at your own pace and along your own path, such as online courses or online training such as LinkedIn Learning.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSeminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OZkNjHA92wiceRbg95iKfP9e7a_hCk0J
21/01/2023 11:19:34 shantanupatel1897@gmail.comShantanu patel CSE 2 CSE 2/ 2 year Computer Engineer Forest Resources Human industrial activities have added record levels of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere, creating a host of problems such as declining air quality, according to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (see References 4 and 5). These issues may seem difficult to address because of their magnitude. However, focusing on personal lifestyle changes and close-to-home issues makes helping the environment easy.social responsibilities of the engineering profession are in many ways synonymous with macroethics. Analysis of the engineering codes of ethics and educational requirements are used to support these arguments, and are compared with the perceptions of engineering students and working engineers.Formal education – takes place in a formal setting such as seeking a college degree, professional certification courses, etc. Self-directed learning – takes place at your own pace and along your own path, such as online courses or online training such as LinkedIn Learning.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-RihCe-HD3D4iMf4NxkP9o3Ov69dq92p

21/01/2023 11:24:35 dwivedishubham545@gmail.comShubham Dwivedi CSE2 2021 Computer Engineer Land & Minerals resources
Use less plastic
Use renewable products Bring new technology which do work in favour kf Environmentoptimise the use of natural resources, help to develop renewable energy resources and maximise the use of existing materialsCurrent Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=11Hkdui7A-10RB-fd2PpTv4ET_e2S33zP

21/01/2023 12:01:51 diamondcut2004@gmail.comNeeraj Kumar Rawat CSE 2 2021 Computer Engineer Forest Resources Human industrial activities have added record levels of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere, creating a host of problems such as declining air quality, according to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (see References 4 and 5). These issues may seem difficult to address because of their magnitude. However, focusing on personal lifestyle changes and close-to-home issues makes helping the environment easy.social responsibilities of the engineering profession are in many ways synonymous with macroethics. Analysis of the engineering codes of ethics and educational requirements are used to support these arguments, and are compared with the perceptions of engineering students and working engineers.Formal education – takes place in a formal setting such as seeking a college degree, professional certification courses, etc. Self-directed learning – takes place at your own pace and along your own path, such as online courses or online training such as LinkedIn Learning.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSeminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=13BU_8Jp2fApLf6fT7n-SChmQUzuaSbOf

21/01/2023 18:20:21 tubhyam24@gmail.com Tubhyam sharma Btech 2nd year mechanical engineering 2nd year Mechanical Engineer Food Resources

Reduce, reuse, and recycle. Cut down on what you throw away. ...
Volunteer. Volunteer for cleanups in your community. ...
Educate. ...
Conserve water. ...
Choose sustainable. ...
Shop wisely. ...
Use long-lasting light bulbs. ...
Plant a tree.  This image has an empty alt attribute; its file name is download.png There has never been such a discourse that the poverty is nothing to do with Engineering. In my view, like any other profession, be it Economist, Social Scientist, or Development worker, Engineers in all disciplines contribute in eradicating poverty. How do Engineers contribute to eradicate poverty and how can we better do that in the future in the context of achieving Sustainable Development Goal 1 – ‘No poverty’. 3. Singleton (2003) proposed four key characteristics of sound Engineering solutions to poverty alleviation: 1. Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost.Read online at https://iesl.lk/SLEN/44/SDGs-V2.php This image has an empty alt attribute; its file name is download.png There has never been such a discourse that the poverty is nothing to do with Engineering. In my view, like any other profession, be it Economist, Social Scientist, or Development worker, Engineers in all disciplines contribute in eradicating poverty. How do Engineers contribute to eradicate poverty and how can we better do that in the future in the context of achieving Sustainable Development Goal 1 – ‘No poverty’. 3. Singleton (2003) proposed four key characteristics of sound Engineering solutions to poverty alleviation: 1. Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSeminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ynjnn9bWM86r1jsUsTSFS4DiixO07ucg

22/01/2023 18:44:37 vaibhavmishra1772@gmail.comVaibhav Mishra CSE 2 2021 Computer Engineer Energy Resources Use advance technology to attain best output from solar devices.Sustainable Development Lifelong learning is as essential for Professional Engineers as their initial training and certification. Continued professional development is an urgent imperative to ensure public safety, a sustainable environment, a competitive national economy, a respected profession, a profitable employer, and a fulfilling career.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSeminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1b9yZ0oqrxhxYsdumd0CtPzTqX0Rnog_O

26/01/2023 23:26:37 aloksmbg9984@gmail.comAlok Kumar CSE-1 2nd Year Computer Engineer Food Resources

There are several actions I can take to play a role in protecting and preserving water resources and the environment:

1.Conserve water by taking shorter showers, fixing leaks, and using water-efficient appliances.

2.Reduce your use of single-use plastics and support companies and products that use sustainable packaging.

3.Support organizations and policies that protect and conserve water resources, such as wetlands and watersheds.

4.Be mindful of the products you buy and use, such as fertilizers and pesticides, as they can have an impact on water quality.

5.Educate yourself and others about the importance of water resources and the environment, and encourage others to take action.

6.Support the development of renewable energy resources, as the production of fossil fuels is a major contributor to water pollution.

7.Use public transportation, bike or walk instead of driving, which helps reduce air pollution and conserve energy resources.

8.Plant trees and other vegetation to help absorb and filter stormwater runoff, reducing pollution in nearby water bodies.

9.Get involved in local conservation and restoration projects, such as river cleanups, tree-planting, and wetland restoration.

10.Support sustainable agriculture and farming practices, such as conservation tillage, cover cropping, and integrated pest management, which can help reduce water pollution from agricultural runoff.

As an engineer, one's societal responsibility in the management of natural resources would include using their skills and knowledge to develop sustainable solutions that help to eradicate poverty. This may include designing and implementing projects that utilize natural resources in an efficient and sustainable way, such as clean energy projects, water management systems, and sustainable infrastructure. Engineers also have a responsibility to consider the social and economic impacts of their projects, and to ensure that they are designed to benefit local communities and are not harmful to the environment.  Additionally, engineers have a responsibility to stay informed about the latest developments in sustainable resource management and to continuously strive to improve their knowledge and skills in this area. They should also work with other stakeholders such as government, non-governmental organizations, and community groups to ensure that projects are inclusive and considerate of the needs of local communities.  Overall, the societal responsibility of an engineer in the management of natural resources is to use their skills and knowledge to help create a more sustainable and equitable world, where access to resources is not a barrier to eradicating poverty.Attend workshops, seminars, and other professional development opportunities offered by the institute.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups

27/01/2023 03:09:44 suryabhansingh95902@gmail.comSuryabhan Singh CSE-2 2021-2025 Computer Engineer Energy Resources

•

• Save Electricity!

Use energy-efficient light bulbs instead of regular bulbs. They last longer, which will save you a bit of money (every little bit helps on a college budget, right?).

Make you turn off lights, the TV, and other appliances when you are not using them.

Lower your air conditioning or heat when it’s not necessary. This is especially true for between seasons. Open your windows in the early fall or layering your clothes in the early fall.

• Save Water

Water is wasted more frequently than we can see. Turn off the faucet as you are brushing your teeth. Don’t turn your shower on until you’re ready to get in and wash your hair. Limit your water usage as you wash dishes. Changing old habits will be good for both the environment and your wallet!

• Avoid Taking Cars or Carpool When Possible

Cars are harmful to the environment. Taking public transportation, walking, or riding a bike to class are better options that help the environment and your budget, as well as getting some exercise in!

If you do need to use your car, compare schedules and places of residency with those in your classes. The social responsibilities of engineers include human safety and environmental protection in engineering designs. But it may extend further to include pro bono work and considerations of social justice issues. A key aspect of being an engineering professional is to actively seek opportunities that have a positive impact on glo-bal problems such as war, pollution, poverty or  climate change.  engineers  of  the  built  environment,  we  have  a  signifi  cant  impact upon the world around us. Th  is is both an opportunity and  a  responsibility.  Th   e  way  that  all  of  the  world’s  inhabit-ants live, and the living  standards that we have come to expect form  a  part  of  our  quality  of  life,  which  in  turn  is  infl  uenced  by the  infrastructure around us; much of that  infrastructure is shaped by our engineering.Our  challenge  as  engineers,    Recognize your own personal interests and goals. ... Make a list of what you would like to learn or be able to do. ... Identify how you would like to get involved and the resources available. ... Structure the learning goal into your life. ... Make a commitment.      Read widely and often    .Keep smart company .  Teach others     .  Experiment with new ways to learn etc   Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1opGeN7XUwyXxgXK96L8D7j2sl2Gepl-J
27/01/2023 12:38:22 rohit841983@gmail.com Rohit yadav Btech MSME 2k18 Material Science & Metallurgical EngineerLand & Minerals resourcesPrereservation Efficiently use of raw material Production management Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=169WSXnI2a0mMvPhKgWpuvjlGDdCsPTF8
27/01/2023 13:11:25 arpitmike@gmail.com Devdhar Chauhan MSME 2K18 Material Science & Metallurgical EngineerEnergy Resources I prefered solar energy above all resources to avoid echosystem damage.Many of the usefull resources produce harmful gases which affect our echosysyetm badly so i discover many things using solar energy as rersource to avoid damge on echosystem.In my view, like any other profession, be it Economist, Social Scientist, or Development worker, Engineers in all disciplines contribute in eradicating poverty. How do Engineers contribute to eradicate poverty and how can we better do that in the future in the context of achieving Sustainable Development Goal 1 – ‘No poverty’. 3. Singleton (2003) proposed four key characteristics of sound Engineering solutions to poverty alleviation: 1. Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost.In my ways i love to develop a project about uses of solar energy to increase the uses of solar energy and avoid electricity and make our university echo friendly.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qJx-Y587DuuOowWs6kELVDsE_luQuviO
27/01/2023 14:08:29 vinay100rai@gmail.com Vinay Rai Cse 02 2021 Computer Engineer Forest Resources Make awareness among people To grow trees or plantation of trees Make our environment clean and green Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TPLbGaeLAPQOX1lziZ9xXPcn3vCtGhx1
27/01/2023 14:11:51 sarojakash293@gmail.comAkash saroj Cse1 2021 Computer Engineer Food Resources Make awareness among people To increase greenery Make environment clean Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Event on Creative Practicehttps://drive.google.com/open?id=1EwmYF5lld-DIlp3PN_n-VcfIzvLPwLW0
27/01/2023 14:46:33 sshobhits2003@gmail.comShobhit CSE-2 2021 Data Scientist/Software developer/BioinformaticianLand & Minerals resourcesMinerals provide the material used to make most of the things of industrial- based society; roads, cars, computers, fertilizers, etc. Demand for minerals is increasing world wide as the population increases and the consumption demands of individual people increase.An engineering manager's operational responsibilities involve overseeing engineering projects and teams. They help strategize, design, and manage projects at every stage, ensuring that the projects are completed efficiently, correctly, and on schedule.Lifelong learning is as essential for Professional Engineers as their initial training and certification. Continued professional development is an urgent imperative to ensure public safety, a sustainable environment, a competitive national economy, a respected profession, a profitable employer, and a fulfilling career.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Seminar/Conference

27/01/2023 15:37:13 ritvizroy228@gmail.com Ritviz Raj CSE 2 B tech 2k21 Computer Engineer Forest Resources
Firstly Survey of the forest resources and Categorization of forest areas and proper delimitation of reserved forest areas and Find out the areas where reforestation can be done and too aware people for more
plantation The social responsibilities of engineers include human safety and environmental protection in engineering designs. But it may extend further to include pro bono work and considerations of social justice issuesAs an engineer, we gives you the opportunity to solve problems and design things that really matter, things that make the world a better place in which to live. As an engineer, we can use our God-given talents to find solutions that no one else has thought and it's an opportunity to make our mark on the world.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Sa9Icl2p2-yWC4rzuDsWZzIPacG5Qpv1

27/01/2023 15:42:18 shaileshsa091@gmail.comShailesh kumar maurya Cse 2 2k21 Computer Engineer Forest Resources
Firstly Survey of the forest resources and Categorization of forest areas and proper delimitation of reserved forest areas and Find out the areas where reforestation can be done and too aware people for more
plantation The social responsibilities of engineers include human safety and environmental protection in engineering designs. But it may extend further to include pro bono work and considerations of social justice issuesAs an engineer, we gives you the opportunity to solve problems and design things that really matter, things that make the world a better place in which to live. As an engineer, we can use our God-given talents to find solutions that no one else has thought and it's an opportunity to make our mark on the world.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lNmIPjWedostY6Ha5E-4SuiXmtcZbOgK

27/01/2023 16:16:42 devansh.singhch@gmail.comDevansh chandel Cse-1 2021 Computer Engineer Water Resources I will try to verify using system. Which will find a leakage and average wastage of water during on timeTeach people the right usage and recycling or reusing techniques of water to peopleQualities i developed during my engineeringOpen Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups
27/01/2023 16:42:58 farhansa903@gmail.com Farhan Ahmad Btech -CSE CSE1/2 Computer Engineer Energy Resources To save electricity I put off my fans and lights when I am not in my room. There has never been such a discourse that the poverty is nothing to do with Engineering. In my view, like any other profession, be it Economist, Social Scientist, or Development worker, Engineers in all disciplines contribute in eradicating poverty. How do Engineers contribute to eradicate poverty and how can we better do that in the future in the context of achieving Sustainable Development Goal 1 – ‘No poverty’. 3. Singleton (2003) proposed four key characteristics of sound Engineering solutions to poverty alleviation: 1. Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost.I am attending workshops related to energy conservation. Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zCNgxTZaelROhwW_lcmk7q_TZ7Xjbq1Q
27/01/2023 19:58:07 shikhar220202@gmail.comShikhar Singh CSE- 2 2021 Computer Engineer Forest Resources Human industrial activities have added record levels of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere, creating a host of problems such as declining air quality, according to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (see References 4 and 5). These issues may seem difficult to address because of their magnitude. However, focusing on personal lifestyle changes and close-to-home issues makes helping the environment easy.social responsibilities of the engineering profession are in many ways synonymous with macroethics. Analysis of the engineering codes of ethics and educational requirements are used to support these arguments, and are compared with the perceptions of engineering students and working engineers.Formal education – takes place in a formal setting such as seeking a college degree, professional certification courses, etc. Self-directed learning – takes place at your own pace and along your own path, such as online courses or online training such as LinkedIn Learning.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vUYHf0ShgXma9tbH1ySuLM4O1tFSl6cc
27/01/2023 20:14:09 Kshitijsharma7905@gmail.comKshitij B.tech/CSE Cse2/2021 Computer Engineer Energy Resources Human industrial activities have added record levels of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere, creating a host of problems such as declining air quality, according to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (see References 4 and 5). These issues may seem difficult to address because of their magnitude. However, focusing on personal lifestyle changes and close-to-home issues makes helping the environment easy.social responsibilities of the engineering profession are in many ways synonymous with macroethics. Analysis of the engineering codes of ethics and educational requirements are used to support these arguments, and are compared with the perceptions of engineering students and working engineers.Formal education – takes place in a formal setting such as seeking a college degree, professional certification courses, etc. Self-directed learning – takes place at your own pace and along your own path, such as online courses or online training such as LinkedIn Learning.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Debate/Poster https://drive.google.com/open?id=19ITyA_136aCkJd1Stils5Neeaix6ZhU5
27/01/2023 20:15:07 vats2003sahil@gmail.comSahil Pandey CSE 2 2021-2025 Computer Engineer Energy Resources I will be working in the sector of green energy resources such as solar and natural energy sources .As an engineer we can provide some services for free which can educate people and eventually by the education poverty can be converted in to wealth.I have made a coding community so that we can increase the synergy among the coders . Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Seminar/Conference
29/01/2023 16:24:50 DHANANJAYKUMARTYAGI@GMAIL.COMDhananjay Kumar Tyagi CSE 2021 Computer Engineer Land & Minerals resourcesGreen your home by weather-proofing your house to reduce your energy usage. Use eco-friendly cleaning products and energy-saving appliances as well. Consider installing solar panels to generate energy at home, too. Set your thermostat to a slightly lower temperature, use compact fluorescent light bulbs when your old bulbs stop working, unplug appliances you’re not using and take shorter showers, suggests the Worldwatch Institute. Also wash clothes in cold water and then hang up your clothes to let them air dry. Landscape with native plants that need no extra watering, too — in some parts of the U.S., up to 70 percent of home water usage goes into lawns,I will start campaign for sustainable development i want to become software engineer this is what i want to see myself in next 5 years from now for that i am now strugging hard to lear data structures and programming skill and other major computer science subjectsOpen Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Seminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cDQsxyR9yxd5nDLFjQPXqV8lsBWd3UbS
29/01/2023 18:25:33 adarshsonkar.shiv@gmail.comAdarsh Sonkar CSE 2021/2nd year Food Resources To save soil and and spreading the importance of it and to work on food wastage.To create employment for labour and illetrate lletrateTo uplift social issues about environment and take actions.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSeminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VYNH1DEJ1n5vMDq2UF6GWukkMmA2sL9A

29/01/2023 21:08:56 a8291266012@gmail.comAnkit srivastav cse 1 2 Computer Engineer Food Resources

Let’s start with figuring out your own carbon footprint. This will give you a good starting point. Once you know the impact you are having on the environment, you can take steps like implementing these actions to lower that impact:

Get outside more often. Spending time out in nature every day can have positive health and other benefits. While you are there, be sure to really look at the environment around you so you can spot aspects you approve of and those you’d like to change. This is a good way to get and keep you inspired.
Don’t keep yourself cooped up indoors all day. Indoor air pollution can be a lot more harmful and potent than the air quality outdoors. You can also improve the quality of the air in your home or office by opening windows periodically.
Get one or more plants for inside your home. Certain plants are known for improving indoor air quality. Plants can also help brighten a space and enhance a person’s mood.
Eat less meat. Opt for more fresh and cooked vegetables, particularly vegetables high in protein. Tasty, and easy to prepare, vegetarian and vegan options do exist.
Choose locally-sourced, organic food. The use of fewer toxins and chemicals, along with a shorter travel distance, means not as much of an impact on the environment.
Grow your own. Whether you have a brown thumb or bright green one, growing your own herbs and vegetables means you know what you are putting into your body.
Unplug all appliances, electronics and other devices when not in use. Even when a device is turned off, it is still continuing your use energy. Unplugging will prevent this from happening.
Don’t forget to unplug yourself daily too. Nobody needs to “stay connected” 24/7. We all need down time. Disconnecting from your devices can help you reconnect with your family, friends and local community.
Lower vehicle emissions.  Start out by carpooling once a week, then move onto using public transportation a few times a month, biking or walking to local destinations, and utilizing a proven liquid fuel catalyst. The more people who do this, the greater the effects on air quality. Just take a look at a recent study which showed CicLAvia improves air quality in LA neighborhoods.
Take care of your vehicle. Conducting routine maintenance, checking for proper tire pressure, doing regular oil changes, not pushing your vehicle too hard, avoiding excessive acceleration or braking, and minimizing idle time can do a lot to improve fuel efficiency and save gas money.I am noticing from past few years, all my student and the personalities in the society who have completed their graduation /post graduation/ higher educational degree in engineering, have started writing Er before their name just like doctors do. I am sure along with the feeling of pride they must have realization of social responsibility as well.  Yes, social responsibility!!! In terms of human safety, environmental protection and sustainability, pro bono work, social justice, and diversity.  Society trust engineers as they have primary duty to protect public safety, health, and welfare, the failure of which may result in severe injuries or even deaths.  Biomedical engineers promote health.  Environmental and civil engineers provide clean drinking water and prevent the spread of toxic chemicals via air, water, and soil. Civil engineers create infrastructure that will be safe in the face of hurricanes or earthquakes, construction engineering to protect on-site workers, Mechanical engineering of cars take measures to protect occupants during crashes, etc.  Chemical engineers manufacture medicines, as well as pesticides and other chemicals that may have toxic effects. However, they also strive to protect the society from harmful effects of these chemicals.  Other engineering disciplines are also critically important to safety but as sub-systems may garner less attention (such as software engineering for computer controls or electrical engineering). However, public safety broadly applies to all engineering disciplines.   The environment and ecology has distinct value, beyond that of maintaining human existence. Engineer’s knowledge and skills should be used for the benefit of society and for sustainability. For the same, sustainability is included in the educational requirements for engineers under the Washington Accord outcomes.[1]  In many countries, engineers are also expected to undertake professional work voluntarily and without payment, termed as pro bono activities. In engineering education, pro bono work can take the form of service-learning or Learning through Service, also termed community engagement. [2, 3] As well, engineering faculty believe that students learn about ethics and societal impact issues via community engagement activities [4].  Engineers have to play vital role in social justice relating to the distribution of wealth and privileges in society, as well as issues related to poverty and development. Many countries like US [5, 6], Australia [7], Finland [8] and Colombia [9] believe that engineering social responsibility encompasses social justice issues. The importance of engineering in society The world we live in today would be inconceivable without the hard work of engineers and as discussed in our latest article, more innovative thinking is required than ever before.  Unfortunately, there will never be a shortage of challenges and issues in the world which, consequently, means constant learning opportunities for engineers. From developing new climate change solutions to formulating vaccines, all sectors of engineering are equally vital components of the modern world.  As the digital revolution continues to transform the field, engineers will require a higher level of skills, expertise and dedication.  Engineers are curious and forever learners Engineers are naturally curious individuals who enjoy solving problems, often referred to as forever learners. Learning, reskilling or upskilling are crucial processes throughout each stage of an engineer’s career.  Staying relevant and maintaining a competitive presence As an engineer, enhancing your professional development and broadening your skill set will help you maintain relevance and employability in the industry. Soft-skills are highly valued in this profession - good communication cannot be overstated to ensure that projects run smoothly. However, with new innovations, technologies and devices continually being introduced; further hard-skills, training and knowledge are required to keep yourself relevant. Engineers need to keep learning and growing to ensure they are always a step ahead and ready for new challenges.  Boosting productivity and motivation Knowledge increases self-confidence. As you acquire new skills or knowledge, you will be more willing to take on new challenges and your motivation and productivity level will also surge.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Social work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rK3NMWwb74KLEWCplDaVGLTT9-0DlNUV

01/02/2023 19:20:18 shashwat.monphy@gmail.comShashvat Tiwari Cse 2 2k21/2nd year Computer Engineer Forest Resources Human industrial activities have added record levels of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere, creating a host of problems such as declining air quality, according to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (see References 4 and 5). These issues may seem difficult to address because of their magnitude. However, focusing on personal lifestyle changes and close-to-home issues makes helping the environment easy.social responsibilities of the engineering profession are in many ways synonymous with macroethics. Analysis of the engineering codes of ethics and educational requirements are used to support these arguments, and are compared with the perceptions of engineering students and working engineers.Formal education – takes place in a formal setting such as seeking a college degree, professional certification courses, etc. Self-directed learning – takes place at your own pace and along your own path, such as online courses or online training such as LinkedIn Learning.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Seminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RNGQHwJnKacYlzyB_Y_pHKdfL3ABie5u
01/02/2023 20:25:47 indrajeetraj2809@gmail.comIndrajeet Raj B. Tech 2 Computer Engineer Energy Resources Human industrial activities have added record levels of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere, creating a host of problems such as declining air quality, according to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (see References 4 and 5). These issues may seem difficult to address because of their magnitude. However, focusing on personal lifestyle changes and close-to-home issues makes helping the environment easy.social responsibilities of the engineering profession are in many ways synonymous with macroethics. Analysis of the engineering codes of ethics and educational requirements are used to support these arguments, and are compared with the perceptions of engineering students and working engineers.Formal education – takes place in a formal setting such as seeking a college degree, professional certification courses, etc. Self-directed learning – takes place at your own pace and along your own path, such as online courses or online training such as LinkedIn Learning.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSeminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BIZLmjDJXMoop8oIQTGJhOsFlwb3Mlr6

01/02/2023 21:15:51 anjali051118@gmail.com Anjali Singh Cse-1 2nd year Computer Engineer Forest Resources

My actions to preserve the food resources and reduce our food waste.
1)Shop Smart
2)Store Food Correctly
3)Learn to preserve
4)Perk Up water
5)Save Leftovers There has never been such a discourse that the poverty is nothing to do with Engineering. In my view, like any other profession, be it Economist, Social Scientist, or Development worker, Engineers in all disciplines contribute in eradicating poverty. How do Engineers contribute to eradicate poverty and how can we better do that in the future in the context of achieving Sustainable Development Goal 1 – ‘No poverty’. 3. Singleton (2003) proposed four key characteristics of sound Engineering solutions to poverty alleviation: 1. Sustainable Engineering, that take into account use of natural resources for optimum solutions, 2. Life-cycle engineering that takes into account the operational and maintenance cost of the engineering solutions proposed, 3. Empowered engineering will take into account the capabilities of the local community, and 4. Appropriate engineering that considers various options to meet the engineering needs that facilitates knowledge transfer, creates jobs, creates ownership and may reduce cost.As an engineer, my actions to play my role would include:  Continuously updating my technical knowledge and skills through lifelong learning and professional development opportunities.  Applying my knowledge and skills to design, develop, and implement solutions to engineering problems.  Collaborating with other engineers, stakeholders, and team members to ensure that projects are completed on time, within budget, and to the satisfaction of all parties involved.  Adhering to industry standards and regulations to ensure the safety and functionality of the products and systems I am working on.  Actively seeking feedback and mentorship from more experienced engineers to improve my work and advance my career.  Staying abreast of the latest developments in my field, such as new technologies, materials, and design methodologies, to ensure that my work is current and relevant.  Being a responsible and ethical professional, acting with integrity, and being accountable for my work and decisions.  Participating in professional organizations and attending conferences to expand my network and stay current with industry trends and developments.  Being open to new opportunities and continuously looking for ways to improve my work and make a positive impact in my field.  Actively seeking out feedback and mentorship from other engineers, and using this feedback to improve my work and advance my career.Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Seminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1k6rEwAC0wPeOAo32zCYrlIOxpZKXt_e0

02/02/2023 15:09:26 not2osay4all@gmail.com RUPESH YADAV  CSE2 2021 Computer Engineer Energy Resources I am working on a project to replace non renewable source of energy.making my effort technically to help my surrounding.CODING Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Seminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1KDTQnGqI4erLt5bMOWcOpfsUpx7QYtI9

02/02/2023 15:40:09 vsachin.2003@gmail.com Sachin Verma CSE 2 2021 Computer Engineer Energy Resources

•Use Reusable Bags. 
•Print as Little as Necessary. 
•Recycle.
•Use a Reusable Beverage Containers. 
•Don't Throw Your Notes Away. 
•Save Electricity
•Save Water.
•Avoid Taking Cars or Carpool When Possible.

 The social responsibilities of engineers include human safety and environmental protection in engineering designs. But it may extend further to include pro bono work and considerations of social justice issues.Lifelong learning is as essential for Professional Engineers as their initial training and certification. Continued professional development is an urgent imperative to ensure public safety, a sustainable environment, a competitive national economy, a respected profession, a profitable employer, and a fulfilling career.Current Examination(3 hour) pattern based on memory /recallSocial work  by groups https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jyAi_klhpFQCg8wvFtYteGdPPuLEYr-G
02/02/2023 18:48:39 aloksmbg9984@gmail.comAlok Kumar CSE 1 2nd year Computer Engineer Water Resources To not making any wastage of water As a Student Engineering I'm going to build a machanism so that I make sure not to waste any water and start a campaign for circulating knowledge about water resources.The Cultural and Technical FestivalsFestivals Open Book Examination/Assignment/Seminar/Major , Minor project (more than 1 day)Seminar/Conference https://drive.google.com/open?id=1v3gG7tknY87rFEEAIDbTkmJ7W6I8PTjJ

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HQtavHpyfuFptFMrYiHnHBWjl46ruFOQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vOUZVlbR6kXubr3ePzOfCkYc7nRpSUF0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ez9HU3nFeHzjFXfo1N5z59kO1lcZog8r
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wPJ7wYlu6LqnjsKXvaFRXS-vEw90IoWs
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1G6sAP2njXlSxhFBxLvs6nsjH417t71s2
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qiS_8u1jd4KIHEr5pwzFk5WBPdRgFGLw
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nUjrmZHycPFaOk6HDX0BGEh_fUF3dDa2
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OZkNjHA92wiceRbg95iKfP9e7a_hCk0J
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-RihCe-HD3D4iMf4NxkP9o3Ov69dq92p
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11Hkdui7A-10RB-fd2PpTv4ET_e2S33zP
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13BU_8Jp2fApLf6fT7n-SChmQUzuaSbOf
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ynjnn9bWM86r1jsUsTSFS4DiixO07ucg
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1b9yZ0oqrxhxYsdumd0CtPzTqX0Rnog_O
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1opGeN7XUwyXxgXK96L8D7j2sl2Gepl-J
https://drive.google.com/open?id=169WSXnI2a0mMvPhKgWpuvjlGDdCsPTF8
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qJx-Y587DuuOowWs6kELVDsE_luQuviO
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TPLbGaeLAPQOX1lziZ9xXPcn3vCtGhx1
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1EwmYF5lld-DIlp3PN_n-VcfIzvLPwLW0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Sa9Icl2p2-yWC4rzuDsWZzIPacG5Qpv1
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lNmIPjWedostY6Ha5E-4SuiXmtcZbOgK
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zCNgxTZaelROhwW_lcmk7q_TZ7Xjbq1Q
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vUYHf0ShgXma9tbH1ySuLM4O1tFSl6cc
https://drive.google.com/open?id=19ITyA_136aCkJd1Stils5Neeaix6ZhU5
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cDQsxyR9yxd5nDLFjQPXqV8lsBWd3UbS
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VYNH1DEJ1n5vMDq2UF6GWukkMmA2sL9A
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rK3NMWwb74KLEWCplDaVGLTT9-0DlNUV
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RNGQHwJnKacYlzyB_Y_pHKdfL3ABie5u
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BIZLmjDJXMoop8oIQTGJhOsFlwb3Mlr6
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1k6rEwAC0wPeOAo32zCYrlIOxpZKXt_e0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1KDTQnGqI4erLt5bMOWcOpfsUpx7QYtI9
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jyAi_klhpFQCg8wvFtYteGdPPuLEYr-G
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1v3gG7tknY87rFEEAIDbTkmJ7W6I8PTjJ
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